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Abstract

Water has a profound effect on the seismic velocity, the rheology and melt 

properties of minerals. These affect the phase equilibria of minerals at depth and 

have implications in the origin of plumes and deep-focus earthquakes. In order to 

understand more fully the influence of hydrated minerals on mantle behaviour we 

must ascertain the divergence of the properties of hydrated minerals from those 

normally considered resident in the mantle.

I present new data on the single-crystal equations of state of minerals in 

the MgO-FeO-SiCh-tUO system using a high-precision method of single-crystal 

x-ray diffraction. These include wadsleyite, OH-chondrodite, OH-clinohumite, 

phase A, phase B, superhydrous phase B and phase E. Single-crystals of 

nominally anhydrous wadsleyite and anhydrous phase B have also been studied, 

for comparison.

The incorporation of water into the wadsleyite structure increases the 

compressibility by -10%  and the degree of anisotropy in compression increases to 

-35% . Symmetry has no effect on compressibility, nor on the anisotropy of 

monoclinic and orthorhombic hydrous wadsleyites.

The minerals along the Mg2Si0 4 -Mg(0 H)2 join display near (decreasing) 

linearity in compression with respect to water content and increasing bulk 

modulus with density, even including the structurally dissimilar phase A. The 

effect of substituting fluorine on compressibility is presented, as are the predicted 

equations of state of OH-Mg humite and OH-Mg norbergite

The anisotropy of the B-group minerals decreases with increasing water 

content because the stacking direction in these phases exhibits the dominant 

effects of hydration. The bulk moduli of the B-group decreases linearly with water 

content, if the effects of disorder in phase B are accounted for and also increases 

linearly with density.

Phase E has the highest K' yet measured for a hydrous silicate. It is only 

slightly anisotropic in compression and a maximum of 70% of its layer structure 

is occupied.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The most abundant elements in the Earth are O, Si, Fe and Mg, and consequently, 

the most abundant minerals in the Earth contain these elements as major 

components. As a result, much current research at high pressure involves these 

elements, the phases they form and the transitions that take place as we simulate 

Earth’s interior in laboratory studies. The magnesium-iron silicates serve as good 

models in studies of high-pressure structures, phase transformations, melting 

behaviour and numerous physical properties. Recent discoveries have included 

syntheses of phases that incorporate hydrogen and much recent research is involved 

in understanding the effect that hydrogen has on specific properties of protonated 

minerals.

Evidence from mantle xenoliths (Bell and Rossman, 1992), primitive basalt glasses 

(Sobolev and Chausssidon, 1996; Moore, 1970; Dixon et a l , 1988), and diamond 

inclusions (Khisina and Wirth, 1998), as well as in diamond itself (Navon et a l,

1988), indicate that trace amounts of water exist in Earth’s interior. Early estimates 

for the water content of the mantle vary considerably, to a maximum of -lOOOppm 

H2O (Ringwood, 1966), but more recent studies (Michael, 1988; Javoy and Pineau, 

1991; Jambon, 1994) have reduced this estimate to between 100 to 500ppm H2O. 

There is evidence, however, that suggests there may be a higher concentration (e.g. 

3-4 times as much) of water in enriched plume-source regions (Sobolev and 

Chaussidon, 1996). All these estimates encompass the suggestion that -90%  of 

Earth’s total water budget resides in the mantle (Schopf, 1980).

According to some estimates (e.g. Gill, 1981), there is approximately six times the 

amount of water being delivered into the mantle via subduction than being 

delivered to the surface through arc volcanism (8.7x 1011 kgyr"1 vs. 1.4xlOn kgyr"1; 

Peacock, 1990). This cannot account for the residence time for water in the mantle, 

nor, the amount held in hydrous minerals at depth. However, it does indicate that 

there is a considerable amount of water being stored, especially to the depths that 

source arc volcanics.

Water also has an important effect in the melt phase relations at convergent plate 

boundaries. Here, water-rich glasses have been found or as inclusions in trapped
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Chapter 1 Introduction

phenocrysts in overlying peridotite (Harris and Anderson, 1984; Schiano, et a l,  

1995; Sobolev and Chaussidon 1996). Arc volcanics also show higher H20  activity 

by virtue of their higher oxygen fugacity relative to those areas where H20  plays a 

less dominant role (e.g. MORB) (Arculus, 1994). Metasomatic melting and 

alteration of overlying wedge material is evident in several studies, through study 

of mineral assemblages, (e.g. Johnson et a l,  1996, Ertan and Leeman, 1996). Trace 

and isotope element geochemistry also provides indication of the water action on 

ultramafic xenoliths (e.g. Maury et a l ,  1992). The most obvious association, found 

commonly in xenolith suites, is that of sodic paragasite (Aoki 1987, Swanson et a l,  

1987). Phlogopite can also be found (Ionov and Hofmann, 1996) as can olivines, 

overgrown with orthopyroxene rims, taken as evidence of presence of aqueous fluid 

reactions (Ertan and Leeman, 1996) in the transportation of solute S i0 2 from 

partially melted wedge material.

Various authors have supported the transportation of water to depth in hydrated 

minerals such as antigorite (Trommsdorff, 1983; Wunder and Schreyer, 1997), 

chlorite (in Al-bearing systems; Pawley, 1996; Ulmer and Trommsdorff, 1985) and 

lawsonite (Pawley, 1994; Pawley and Wood, 1996). These phases are considered 

the most important to the subduction-related transport of water as they are stable to 

higher pressures (at lower temperatures) than amphibole (e.g. Pawley and 

Holloway, 1993). Hence they could reach, and possibly go through the choke point 

of Kawamoto et a l  (1995) upon reaction to the dense hydrous magnesium silicate, 

phase A (Pawley and Wood, 1996). The choke point refers to the depth in 

subduction zone regions above which no H20-bearing phase would be stable 

(excepting the minor inputs of K-richterite and phlogopite), restricting the further 

passage of H20-bearing phases without transformation (Kawamoto et a l ,  1995).

Much work has considered the effect of water on physical properties of hydrated 

minerals, on rheology (Chen et a l, 1998; Mackwell et a l, 1985; Karato et a l,

1986), electrical conductivity (Wang, 1999; Karato 1990), diffusion (Goldsmith,

1987) and melting temperature (Tatsumi, 1989). The dehydration of minerals 

during subduction also provides the source for magmatic arc volcanism (Tatsumi,

1989). It has also been proposed that dehydration embrittlement may be an 

important faulting process for intermediate (350-450km) and deep earthquakes 

(>450km) (e.g. Meade and Jeanloz, 1991, Green and Burnley, 1988). This would
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Chapter I Introduction

involve the delaying of dehydration in subduction slabs until they heat up 

sufficiently to liberate water.

The above studies suggest that water is being transported and stored in the mantle, 

and that the presence of water has significant effect on many features of mantle 

behaviour. However, we have little sample accessibility at depth, except from deep 

diamond inclusions, and we must survey candidate phases by other means. In order 

to fully appreciate the hydrological cycle in the mantle, we must study minerals that 

are possible candidates for the transport and storage of water at depth. Many 

candidate phases have been demonstrated to contain water, and they can be 

categorised into two broad groups, the nominally anhydrous minerals (NAMs) and 

the dense hydrous magnesium silicates (DHMS), or ‘alphabet’ phases, which 

typically contain orders of magnitude more water than NAMs. These are in addition 

to those minerals that are already known to contain water, e.g. the humites, 

lawsonite, amphiboles, serpentine minerals.

Nominally anhydrous minerals

A number of studies have identified OH in minerals and rocks of mantle origin. 

Among minerals present in the Earth’s upper mantle, NAMs include garnets (Aines 

and Rossman, 1984), olivine (Kohlstedt et a l , 1996), diopside (Ingrin et a l ,  1989) 

and other pyroxenes (Skogby et a l ,  1990) and in the Earth’s transition zone, they 

include wadsleyite, ringwoodite and majorite garnet (Kohlstedt et a l ,  1996).

The water content varies with the mineral type, e.g. garnets have been found with 

<1 to 200 ppm H20  with most containing -60  ppm H20 , and clinopyroxenes can 

contain as much as 580 ppm H20  (Bell and Rossman, 1992) (Figure 1.1). It has also 

been shown that the clinopyroxenes with the largest water contents are the ones 

with significant cation vacancies (Smyth et a l ,  1991). Olivines generally show a 

lesser degree of hydration, with <1 to lOOppm H20 , with those from garnet 

peridotites containing more than those of lherzolitic origin (Bell and Rossman, 

1992) (Figure 1.1). Some olivines of mantle origin, however, contain layers of 

hydrous minerals such as chondrodite and clinohumite that may be present as 

planar defects, thus producing a hydrated olivine (e.g. Kitamura et a l ,  1987). Thus
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Chapter 1 Introduction

defect-related OH incorporation in anhydrous phases might be an important mantle 

process (e.g. Sykes et a l ,  1994; Libowitzky and Beran, 1995).

Garnet
n = t& 5

5 f

0-
5 - Clinopyroxene

*=27

GJ 
CL
E 
8 
ô 0 
S3 10
E3Z

Orthopyroxeoe
*=12

JZ T

Olivine
*=21 M

JS2L

iB L * .___ — _ 0 I _______^  u __________C_

M

ZlICOn XX 1X51 M
— 1— 1-—1— 1

20 40 60 80 100 500 1000

OK concentration (as ppm H2O)

Garnet peridodte

Megacryst trom Eclogite
kimbeiiite

I 1 Spinel peridodte or 
*— ■* roegaciyst from basalt

Figure 1.1 Range in 
OH contents of the 
mantle minerals, 
expressed as ppm 
H20  (from Bell and 
Rossman, 1992). Note 
the change in scale 
between 100ppm and 
500ppm. For each 
mineral, the 
corresponding range 
in OH contents in 
crustally-derived 
samples is displayed 
for comparison; C and 
M refer to crustal- and 
mantle-derived 
samples, and n is the 
number of analyses. 
The key only applies 
to the mantle samples

At the higher pressures and temperatures of the Earth's transition zone, olivine 

transforms to wadsleyite and then to ringwoodite. Wadsleyite is one of the most 

important NAM's; the possibility of wadsleyite being hydrated has been studied 

extensively (e.g. Smyth 1987, 1994; Downs 1989; McMillan et a l, 1991; Gasparik
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1993; Kudoh and Inoue, 1999). After Smyth (1987) first suggested the possibility of 

hydrogen being present in wadsleyite, Inoue (1994) synthesised a hydrous sample 

with 3.1 wt% H20 . If, according to Smyth (1994), the Earth’s mantle between 400 and 

525 km was composed of 60% fully hydrated wadsleyite, then the amount of H20  

incorporated in this phase would be equal to a worldwide ocean more than 8 km deep. 

Wadsleyite is described in more detail in Chapter 3.

Dense hydrous magnesium silicates

The storage of water in mantle, for it does exist in serpentine, phlogopite, 

amphibole, lawsonite and other hydrous silicates, must alter in associated minerals 

as the common hydrated phases are only stable to maximum depths of ~200km. 

DHMS phases have been shown to be stable at mantle conditions greater than this 

(some even to >25 GPa; Frost and Fei, 1998) and therefore could have a very 

significant effect on the properties of the mantle, which is largely modeled on 

anhydrous mineral assemblages of olivine, spinel, garnet and perovskite.

The nomenclature of the DHMS is confusing, based on either letter code, or, the 

primary x-ray diffraction line. From these, we have arrived at an array of various 

phases being known as 10A (Sclar et a l ,  1965), 3.65A (Sclar et a l ,  1967), A, B, C 

(Ringwood and Major, 1967), D (Yamamoto and Akimoto, 1974), D' (Liu 1987), E 

(Kanzaki 1989), F (Kanzaki (1991), G (Kudoh et a l ,  1995) superhydrous B 

(Gasparik 1990) and anhydrous B (Presnall and Gasparik, 1990). The confusion is 

compounded when one considers that the crystal structures of some phases have not 

been solved (10A, 3.65A) and when they have been solved, they are identical to 

other phases (C = superhydrous B). Further, after Kanzaki (1991) and Kudoh et a l  

(1995) characterised phase F, it was found that the phase F in each paper was not 

identical, viz. the Kanzaki (1991) phase F was found to be phase D and Kudoh et al. 

(1995)’s phase F was a misindexed phase C, or in other words, superhydrous B.

Two of the phases have been found to have variable composition (phases E and D) 

and the former is also characterised by a lack of long-range order. There are some 

suggestions (S. Shieh, pers. comm.) that there are indeed several ‘phase E ’s, that 

can be distinguished on the basis of IR spectra. However, there is no published 

work that has confirmed this. The present phase D is not the original phase D of
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Chapter j Introduction

Yamamoto and Akimoto (1974) (which is chondrodite) but the D' of Liu (1987). 

The present DHMS phases are shown in Table 1.1, and short descriptions appear 

below, however, fuller introductions to these phases are to be found in their 

respective chapters (Phase A, Chapter 4; B-group, Chapter 5; phase E, Chapter 6).

Phase Ideal Formula Pressure 

range (GPa)

Mg/Si h 2o

(wt.%)

Density

(gem*3)

3.65A Mg2s r  i (o h )8 >9 <2 <33 unknown

10A M gaSLO i^ 3-9 0.75 13 2.65

Phase A Mg7Si208(0H)6 3 - 1 8 3.5 11.9 2.96

Phase B Mg 12Si4019(OH)2 11 -1 7 3.0 2.4 3.368

Superhydrous B MgioSi30i4(OH)4 1 4 -2 7 3.3 6 3.327

Phase D MgSi20 4(0H)2 15 - 50+ 0.55-0.75 10-20 3.5

Phase E Mg2.o8Si i.160 2.8(0H)3.2 10-17 1.8-2.1 6-18 2.88

Table 1.1 Properties of dense hydrous magnesium silicates. After Frost (1998) 
and Thompson (1992).

lOA Phase

Sclar (1965) synthesised this phase between 3.2 and 9 GPa at temperatures of 375 

to 525°C, and reported that the interlayer spacing is similar to that of talc at 9.96A. 

Bauer and Sclar (1981) have reported further similarities to the talc structure, 

except that molecular H20  is held in cavities with twelve-fold coordination, 

deriving a formula of (H30 )Mg3Si4 0 n(0 H), which remains to be confirmed by 

structure solution. Considerable doubt was also placed on presence of molecular 

water by Miller et a l  (1991) after thermal analysis, finding that the high enthalpy 

of dehydration does not support the inclusion of free water in the structure. The 

structure remains, after 35 years since first synthesis, unsolved although many 

partial Reitveld refinements have been carried out (e.g. Miller et a l , 1991).

3.65A Phase

Sclar and Morzenti (1971) found the 10A phase unstable above 9 GPa, instead 

reverting to the new 3.65A phase, with a hexagonal cell; a = 14.72 A, c = 3.655 A. 

They also suggested that the formula might be Mg2S i' i(OH)g with a Cdl2-type 

structure. Rice et a l  (1991) proposed another formula M g i^S io ' i.3(OH)g after
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Chapter 1 Introduction

employing an electron microscopy and energy-dispersive analysis. Again, the 

structure of this phase has yet to be solved and these authors hold the only 

published syntheses of this phase.

Phase A

Ringwood and Major (1967) and Sclar et al. (1967) both reported x-ray patterns of 

this phase, synthesised between 10-15 GPa and 600 to 1100°C (Ringwood and 

Major, 1967). The formula was proposed to be Mg7Si2C>8(OH)6 (Yamamoto and 

Akimoto (1974), which was confirmed by the structure solution of Horiuchi et al. 

(1979). The composition lies on the Mg2Si0 4 -Mg(0 H)2 join, along with the OH- 

end-member humite minerals. However, the hexagonal structure is different to that 

of either forsterite, OH-clinohumite, or OH-chondrodite, where Mg chains 

dominate the structure, rather, Mg-layers are present in phase A. Much work has 

since delineated the stability region of phase A (see Chapter 4), which reaches a 

maximum temperature of 1100°C at 11 GPa (e.g. Burnley and Navrotsky, 1996; 

Pawley and Wood, 1996).

Phase B

Again, phase B was first synthesised, along with phases A and C in the Ringwood 

and Major (1967) reconnaissance study. The formula and structure remained 

unknown until first proposed by Akimoto and Akaogi (1980) and confirmed, by 

structure solution by Finger et al. (1989), as Mgi2Si4 0 i9(0 H)2. The structure was 

solved by using that of the similar anhydrous phase B analogue, which contains Si 

in both tetrahedral and octahedral coordination, distributed through the two types of 

layer in the structure (a defect MgO octahedral layer and mixed tetrahedral- 

octahedral humite-like layer). It is unlikely that phase B is present in the mantle as 

more hydrated phases, such as phase A, E and superhydrous B can all coexist with 

forsterite and enstatite over the range in stability of phase B (Burnley and 

Navrotsky, 1996).

Superhydrous-B
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It now seems certain that the phase C, synthesised by Ringwood and Major (1967), 

is the same as Shy-B (Frost, 1998) based on their similar stability regions, 

chemistry and x-ray data. Notwithstanding, Shy-B was first recognised as a OH- 

rich analogue of phase B by Gasparik (1990) with a formula of MgioSi3 0 i4(OH)4. 

The structure was solved by Pacalo and Parise (1992) as Pnnm. This was disputed 

by Kudoh et a l  (1993) who assigned the lower P2jnm  symmetry. Subsequent 

studies have yet to clear the confusion (e.g. Cynn et al., 1996) and indeed there may 

be two existing structures as no detailed phase equilibria study has been carried out. 

Shy-B has been found stable up to 27 GPa in diamond-anvil cell experiments 

(Shieh etal, 1998).

Phase D (=F=G)

The term phase D was first used by Yamamoto and Akimoto (1974, 1977) to 

describe the humite mineral OH-chondrodite, which was synthesised at pressures 

between 2 and 12 GPa. Liu (1987) then applied the D' term to a phase synthesied 

above 22 GPa in a laser-heated diamond-anvil cell. This D' phase is the present 

phase D, which is the highest pressure DHMS phase yet identified, having been 

shown to remain stable to pressures in excess of 50 GPa and temperatures greater 

than 1400°C (Frost and Fei, 1998; Shieh et al., 1998). The chemistry is variable, 

having an ideal formula of MgSi2H206, with variable Mg/Si of 0.55 to 0.71 and an 

OH content between 2 and 3.4 per formula unit. The structure is trigonal (Kudoh et 

al., 1997) with alternating layers, stacking along c, of defect Si-octahedra and Mg- 

octahedra and is, therefore, the only DHMS with all Si present in octahedral 

coordination. The equation of state has been described by Frost and Fei (1999), 

with K j -  166 ±3 GPa.

Phase E

Phase E was first synthesised between 13 and 17 GPa and 800 to 1000°C by 

Kanzaki (1991) from a composition of Mg2Si0 4  + 20 wt% H20 . Kudoh et al. 

(1993) solved the structure and found it to lack long-range order. After surveying 

several crystals they also found phase E to have variable composition. The structure 

is largely based on that of brucite with layers cross-linked by magnesia octahedra 

and silicate tetrahedra. The range in compositions (the structure was solved for the
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Mg2.o8Sii.i6C>2.8(OH)3.2 chemistry) shows no readily identifiable trend with synthesis 

conditions, this coupled with the disordered structure indicates that phase E may be 

a quench product of a hydrous fluid, or, that it may be significantly altered by 

metasomatic interaction.

1.2 The compressibility o f  hydrated minerals in the mantle

Together with the crystal structure, which of course encompasses the composition, 

the equation of state is the most fundamental parameter to be obtained from high- 

pressure investigations.

The equation of state of a system describes the relationships among the 

thermodynamic variables volume (or density), pressure and temperature (or 

energy). As such, it reflects the underlying atomic structure and chemical bonding 

of the components involved. The application of pressure is of prime importance for 

equation of state studies because pressure varies the interatomic spacing, resulting 

in large changes in structure, bonding and electronic configurations.

The equation of state provides the link between the observable properties of the 

interior of the Earth, e.g. seismic velocity, moment of inertia, P-T  conditions and 

the atomic structure of the constituent minerals. In conjunction with 

thermodynamic properties, the equation of state is used to assess the stability of 

mineral assemblages under high conditions of pressure and temperature.

Less work has been concerned with these fundamental physical measurements of 

the hydrous phases, the bulk modulus and thermal expansivity (and their P  and T  

derivatives). There also tends to be large variations in these measurements, largely 

due to differences in experimental methods, e.g. powder measurements vs. single

crystal DAC XRD and Brillouin vs. ultrasonic measured bulk moduli.

In 1996, a new Huber diffractometer system was installed (NERC grant GR3/09782 

to Dr. N. L. Ross) with a special control program SINGLE (R. J. Angel and L. W. 

Finger) for high-pressure research (see Chapter 2). This system is capable of 

providing high-precision single-crystal cell volume data, which coupled with the 

use of a single-crystal internal pressure standard, results in unparalleled x-ray 

equation of state measurements.
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I have therefore undertaken a body of research that will provide equations of state 

for the hydrated phases considered to be pertinent candidates for mantle 

assemblages, as well as some dry analogues for comparison. This resulting dataset 

provides useful physical measurements, primarily Vo, Kot and Kot that are 

systematic (as the same experimental method has been used throughout). Thus, 

greater reliance can be placed on behavioural trends drawn between members of 

mineralogical groups, or through the whole M g0-Si02-H20  system.

What is more, due to the high-precision method employed, interpretations on the 

mechanism of compression and how these are affected by the addition of water, as 

hydroxyl or H into the crystalline structure, are offered.

1.3 Aims and objectives

In conducting this research project, I have set out to describe:

• the EoS of phases that are potential reservoirs of water in the Earth’s mantle, 

including wadsleyite, OH-clinohumite, OH-chondrodite, as well as the DHMS, 

phase A, phase B, superhydrous phase B and phase E;

• the effect of water on the compression mechanisms in the structure by comparison 

with dry analogous minerals;

• further indication of the structural response by analysis of the compressibilities 

parallel to cell axes;

• the variation of our data with respect to mineralogical trends, through both 

chemical and structural homologous series;

• to identify the effect of different hydration mechanisms on the properties of the 

hydrated phase;

• to use the data to predict the compressibilities of MSH phases for which synthesis 

is difficult, or, that have been predicted but not yet identified in multi-anvil runs;

• to provide interpretations of the effect of water in a geophysical sense, by relating 

the physical properties to the hydration and storage cycles in Earth’s mantle and 

predicting the effect on seismological features.

1.4 Approach and organisation o f thesis
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The layout of the thesis can be summarised as follows. In Chapter 2, the complete 

experimental method is described. This comprises, the x-ray measurements and 

diffractometer system, the reduction of x-ray diffraction data to resolve cell 

parameter data and the pressure estimation schemes employed. Also, there is 

included, an introduction to equations of state and finite-strain analysis with 

commentary on their use.

Thereafter the experimental chapters follow. These describe a number of 

experiments on progressively more exotic hydrous minerals, from hydrous 

wadsleyites (Chapter 3), through the humites and phase A (Chapter 4) and the B- 

group (Chapter 5) to phase E (Chapter 6). These chapters are organised with 

introductions that summarise pertinent research, the experimental method 

employed, the results, a discussion and each conclude with summary section.

I conclude the thesis with an overview and a discussion of the broader implications 

of this research.
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2.1 Practical x-ray method

X-rays are electromagnetic waves with high-frequency, and hence, small wavelength 

which make them ideal for the study of crystalline materials whose interatomic 

distances are of the order of ~lA . X-rays are produced in the laboratory by 

accelerating high energy electrons onto a metal anode. The deceleration of the 

electron beam on contact with the anode causes electromagnetic radiation to be 

emitted, with a broad range of wavelengths. If the electron beam is of sufficient 

energy, then, electrons may be ejected from the inner shells of the anode atoms. 

Outer shell electrons then drop down to fill the inner shells and x-rays of 

characteristic wavelength and energy are emitted, the Kai, Koa and Kpj.

Two types of radiation, continuous spectra and well-defined peaks, can therefore be 

created in the laboratory, both are of use; however, only the characteristic radiation is 

considered further.

Molybdenum anode: Ka\ -  0.70930 A

K,a = 0.71359 A 

Kfi, = 0.63229 A

The conditions for constructive interference occur when the path difference (2<7sin0) 

is equal to an integral number, n (usually 1), of wavelengths, X.

Bragg’s Law 2dsin0 = nX (2.1)

An alternative derivation of Bragg’s law was developed, by Ewald and von Laue, 

using wave vectors to describe momentum before and after scattering. This assumes 

that scattering is elastic (in the case of x-rays), that is, that momentum is conserved 

upon incidence with the scatterer. In other words, there is no energy transfer during 

diffraction. Now, for a particle of mass, M, momentum p, velocity v, and energy E; 

wavelength X can be calculated by the de Broglie relationship where h is Planck’s 

constant; thus,
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A - -  = k
P Mv (2ME f t

(2.2)

This states that the momentum of the particle wave is inversely proportional to its 

wavelength. X-rays have much less energy than the materials they collide with so 

tend to have elastic properties (neutrons will, however, scatter inelastically due to 

their mass). This relationship provides a different formulation of the Bragg equation 

using scattering vectors;

2sin0
15 X

, when s - s , = — = d *1 .\ A = 2d sin0 , for n = 1 
d 1

(2.3)

2.2 Deriving cell parameter data from diffraction patterns

The positions and intensities of individual reflections can be used to calculate cell 

parameters (a, b, c, a , (3, y) as well as the crystal structure (symmetry, space group 

and atomic positions on atoms within the unit cell). Bragg’s law (Eqn. 2.1) and Eqn.

2.4 can be used to calculate d-spacings for an individual reflection hkl, thus, for 

general conditions;

' abcV

hkl

^  h . 2 ^  hk / n \-sin a  + 2 £  —  (cos a  cos p  - c o s y )
a 2 ab

(the summation is of the three terms simultaneously 

permuted a-^b-^c , h—»k—>1, a — >y)

and the cell volume is calculated, in the general case, thus;

(2.4)

9 2 2V = a b d \ -  cos a  -c o s  /3 -  cos y + 2 cos a  cos (3 cosy (2.5)
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Clearly, knowing 0 and the wavelength, X, we are able to back-calculate cell 

parameters of the crystal being studied. The case is indeed relatively simple for 

crystals with cubic symmetry as a  = /3 = y  = 90° and a = b = c; thus, with cos (90°) = 

0, the relationship between d-spacing can be simplified, below;

So, if a table were constructed with 1/d (proportional to N) then the common 

numerator of all possible observable reflections could be arrived at by inspection and 

result in the cell parameter for the cubic crystal (knowing 20 from measurements and 

Bragg’s Law). However, for any other crystal system the situation is more 

complicated and graphical methods such as Bunn charts, or, an iterative least-squares 

fitting scheme would be best employed. The situation is made still more complicated 

when one has to consider when a single-crystal is used on a sophisticated 4-circle 

diffractometer, say. In this case, the experimenter has limited access to diffracting 

space (hereafter reciprocal space) which is limited by the orientation of the sample 

with respect to the experimental equipment. Mechanical considerations due to 

diffractometer geometry and any extra experimental equipment present, such as 

furnaces, cryostats or diamond-anvil cell devices also considerably affect 

accessibility. Solutions then have to be found for the crystal orientation with respect 

to the diffractometer geometry. These solutions should also allow for the calculation 

of other reflections (thus increasing your measured precision) and of cell parameters.

2.3 Diffractometer geometry

In high-pressure experimentation, certain modifications to the control software must 

be made in order to maximise the volume of reciprocal space sampled. This includes 

the operation of the cell in ‘fixed-cp’ mode, where the cp drive is limited to the 0° and 

180° positions. In the Huber system employed in the laboratory (Figure 2.1) the tube- 

sample-detector plane is horizontal, as is the %-axis. The detector rotates about the

d
a

~ ^ = , where N is an integer4n
(2.6)hkl
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sample through an angle 2 0  with the direct beam position, this also causes the 

(mechanically coupled) crystal goniometer mount and sample to rotate through 0  

degrees about the vertical, i.e. 2:1 with the same sense. In the fixed-(p mode the 

independent angle co may also be applied which will result in the x  circle sweeping 

out to an angle of 0 + co. The x  cradle supports the goniometer mount and the cp 

circle (which is not operable when using a DAC device). The x  cradle allows the 9  

axis to move through an angle, %, from the vertical, with the zero position at the base 

about a horizontal axis. When % = 0 the axes of the 20, co and 9  circles are co-linear 

and vertical, from this position left-handed rotations are considered positive. 

Rotation about the %-axis is positive for right-handed motions.

Figure 2.1 Huber diffractometer set-up, with tube shield and shutterbox, left. In the 

centre, is the DAC and to the right, the EG & G scintillation detector.

To summarise, the Busing and Levy (1967) system employed in the laboratory is 

summarised thus (Angel et al., 2000);
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When all circles are at their zero positions -

- the 2 0  arm lies in the position of the undiffracted direct beam (2 0  = 0 ),

- the plane of the % circle is perpendicular to the direct beam (co = 0 ),

- the cp-axis is perpendicular to the diffraction plane (% = 0 ), and

- the choice of cp = 0  is arbitrary.

In this zero position system lies the basis for Busing and Levy’s (1967) co-ordinate 

axis system;

- the origin is at the centre of the diffractometer,

- the positive y-axis extends from the crystal towards the detector, along the 

line of the direct beam,

- the positive z-axis is parallel to the cp-axis, perpendicular to the diffraction 

plane, and away from the cp-axis carrier,

- the positive x-axis makes a right-handed set, and corresponds to an 

imaginary diffraction vector at 20  = 0 .

The rotation of the axes in these systems is then consistent with (when looking down 

the direct beam direction, or, from +y) % rotating anti-clockwise with a positive sense 

and, looking from +z all angles sweeping out in a positive sense in a clockwise 

fashion. This however, is not the case with the UCL Huber system. As with many 

other diffractometer systems the sense, or, parity of axes and circle rotations is 

different form that of Busing and Levy (1967). The differences in our system, are 

(looking from +z) 2 0 , co and cp rotate with a positive sense when moving 

anticlockwise and similarly % has negative parity (increasingly positive rotation 

clockwise when looking from +y), are taken care of by initialisation procedures 

written into the SINGLE software.

2.4 Least-squares solutions o f the orientation matrix

A substantial amount of refinement must be done in order to determine the crystal 

orientation matrix from observed reflections (see the seminal Busing and Levy
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(1967) paper, for example). In essence, these will involve the transformation of 

angular positions in reciprocal space (which is defined in a reference frame dictated 

by diffractometer geometry) to the Cartesian system to allow geometric analysis by 

vector least-squares methods. This would create simultaneous equations of nine 

terms, or a complex 3x3 matrix which, in the case of Busing and Levy (1967), 

commonly required several iterations for solution of the orientation matrix, see 

discussion in Tichy (1970). The ‘orientation’ or UB matrix is described as one that 

transforms a set of reflections h =(hkl) to diffractometer co-ordinates, denoted by the 

vector h<p. The components of the vector h<p contain the positions of the 

diffractometer axes for which the plane normal to h  is brought into coincidence with 

the diffraction vector. Therefore, when U, the vector that relates the cp-system to 

Cartesian system, and B, equal to:

B =
a *  b * c o s y * 
0  & *siny* 
0 0

c * cos (5 * 
- c *  sin /3*cosa 

1 /c
(2.7)

then conversion to obtain the setting angles of the diffraction vector h, is defined by:

h■q>i

h,„ = UBJh =
d

h
2  sin 0

hkl
<p 2

r cos co cos x  cos cp -  sin co sin (p ̂  

cos co cos x  sin cp -  sin co cos cp 
cos cosing

(2.8)

Shoemaker and Bassi (1970) proposed a revised form of the original least-squares 

systematics that could be solved in one iteration. Their scheme took advantage of 

known (estimated) Miller indices of the observed reflections and symmetry of the 

crystal. These could be included as coefficients in the solution matrix, thus, cutting 

down on iterations as initial cell parameters were present in the calculation so only 

small refinement steps were required to reach a minimum. This method was further 

developed, Tichy (1970), by including solutions for all crystal systems and 

expressing the nine matrix terms as a system of three linear integrals, thus speeding 

up calculation time, ‘on high-speed computers’. Thus, if one knows (or estimates) the
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Miller indices of observed reflections, and the cell parameters, then the angle 

between the diffracting planes (that caused the observed reflections) can be 

calculated (the orientation of the crystal would have to be known to do this). This 

calculated angle might then be compared with an observed angle resulting in an 

estimate of the reliability of this preliminary orientation. The system employed in the 

SINGLE and subsequent codes used in the laboratory is a development version of the 

program of Ralph and Finger (1982), which is itself a reformulation of Shoemaker 

and Bassi (1970), viz. vector least-squares with constraints imposed by symmetry.

2.5 Beam centering calculations

These calculations are also used in the beam centering application employed in the 

laboratory system where the Busing and Levy (1967) co-ordinate system is used 

throughout i.e. Cartesian (0-space) reference from an orientation in reciprocal space 

(cp-space). Techniques for centering crystals are described in Hamilton (1974); these 

include offsets of the crystal that are determined from observed reflections. However, 

Hamilton’s treatment required further work before its utility in diamond-anvil cell 

(DAC) experimentation could be assured. These were that the Hamilton’s 

formulation needed to be converted from (p- to 0 -space (being careful to note that 

Busing and Levy (1967) and Hamilton (1974) have opposite handed systems; their %- 

circles have opposite sense), to give manually correctable offsets in an orthogonal 

system, and extension to allow the formulations to work in both bisecting, there the 

co and 2 0  circles are coupled an a 1:2  (respectively) angular ratio and ‘fixed-phi’ 

DAC mode, co independent of 20 to account for the cp circle being fixed at 0° and 

180°. The resulting work of King and Finger (1979) brought in eight-position 

centering and instantly increased precision (see their FeS measurements, ibid.) as the 

zero-offsets on the three circles (co, 20, cp), the crystal offsets (Ax, Ay, Az) and the 

tube-height error (Ah) are accounted for in calculation of cell parameters and 

reported, allowing the operator to correct manually if the error is excessive, and 

repeat, if necessary. These corrections concerned the centering of eight equivalent 

positions of reflection hkl and averaging to find the displacement errors and angle 

offsets, Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2 The BGI-type diamond-anvil cell. Shown, from top, upper steel platen, 
containing the rocker seat adjustable by the smaller screw s to attain maximum 

parallelism between faces. The central portion contains the diamonds 

themselves, mounted on Be seats. Between the anvils the gasket, commonly 

T301, or Inconel steels, shown in pale blue. The lower platen houses the x-y 

translatable Be seat, that control horizontal offsets in the diamond positions by 

means of small grub-screws. Also shown are the alignment pins that maintain 
stability as the pressure is held by the adjusting screws, shown by the Allen 

bolts, in the top portion.
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Thus with centering these equivalent positions of hkl and h k l,  the overall 

uncertainty is reduced by correction of systematic errors and reduction in random 

errors by increasing the number of statistical averages in the whole process. The 

utility of this method in DAC experimentation cannot be underestimated as the 

increased precision available through this technique affords the resolution of small 

variations in cell parameters over effects of systematic and random errors. In fact, it 

is very surprising to find that most operators of 4-circle diffractometers are familiar 

with this method, indeed it is used in commercial diffractometer installation and 

optimisation software (allowing for tube height adjustments when %*90°, absolute 

circle positions, etc.), but do not include this routine in their automated collection 

software.

Table 2.1 The eight-position centering setting angle permutations and 

their respective crystal offsets.

Setting Indices Angle Offsets

1 hkl 20 CO X 9 Ax Ay Az

2 hkl 20 GO -x 7t+Cp -Ax -Ay Az

3 hkl -20 -CO K+X 9 -Ax Ay -Az

4 hkl -20 -CO K-X 7t+Cp Ax -Ay -Az

5 hkl 20 -CO K-X Tt+Cp Ax -Ay -Az

6 hkl 20 -CO K+X 9 -Ax Ay -Az

7 hkl -20 CO -x 7t+Cp -Ax -Ay Az

8 hkl -20 CO X 9 Ax Ay Az

2.6 Diamond anvil cells and their use

Many fine works review the development of diamond anvil cells from their early 

development by the National Bureau of Standards and the University of Chicago (see
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Wentorf (1962) for examples and early data; Jayaraman (1983) and Hazen and 

Finger (1982) for more modem developments). Diamond anvil cell research 

anecdotes also enjoy popular science attention in Hazen’s enjoyable “The New 

Alchemists”. The cells used in the Laboratory include the Merrill-Bassett cell (Hazen 

and Finger, 1982), the DXR4 (Angel et al, 1992), the BGI (Allan et al, 1996) and a 

modified-BGI type cell, where dimensions -3 /4  scale BGI, (Figure 2.2).

2.7 Pressure measurement -  the ruby fluorescence method

In the laboratory, two methods for measurement of pressure are employed; the mby 

fluorescence method and the use of an internal standard. Considering the mby 

system, it was developed by Forman et a l ,  (1972) and measures the wavelength 

shift, at the time thought to be linear to 2.2 GPa, of the R fluorescence lines in 

Cr3+:Al2C>3. The measurement of pressure requires an optical set-up that includes an 

Ar-ion laser excitation source, a microscope with a x-y-z translation stage and 

adjustable mirrors for focusing the beam upon the mby, which is typically <50pm in 

diameter, and a spectrometer. The spectrometer in the UCL system is a Jobin-Yvon 

instmment with a 640 mm path length, a grating with 1800 mles per mm and a 

photomultiplier detector. The measurement of the pressure involves the measurement 

of two spectra, one from a standard room pressure mby in air and one from the mby 

in the DAC. The positions of the R] and R2 lines are fitted several times, along with 

the peak width and intensities to a Lorentzian function (Wood et al., 1980);

u  v  F + T/ F  "d “ 7 + ° 8'[ ( A - a J  + a, j [ ( A - a ,)  + a6 J
(2.9)

from which an average wavelength, X  can be extracted and introduced to the Mao et 

a l  (1986) pressure calibration curve that has been calibrated to 80 GPa.
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n - i7.665
A -  A,

0P = 248.8^ 1 +
A,

- 1  k  P in GPa (2.10)
0v /

The room pressure Ri position is Ao, and A' the high-pressure wavelength. The 

calibration of Mao and Bell (1979) was carried out using diamond window high- 

pressure cells using, fluid argon as the pressure transmitting medium in a pre

indented gasket, to excess of 80 GPa. The ruby pressure scale has been calibrated 

against that of copper and silver (Zou et al., 1982). The copper pressure data was 

collected by x-ray diffraction and the pressure calculated by cross-reference to the 

shock-wave equation of state (Mao et al., 1978). Measurements on the type of 

system can have errors ±0.05 GPa. Angel et al. (1992) quotes that the UCL system 

has a precision of ±0.03GPa, this is good considering that the first (non-hydrostatic) 

calibration has a precision of ±6 % (Mao et al., 1986) and that the latest calibration is 

still quasi-hydrostatic. Non-hydrostatic stresses can be monitored by the inspection 

of line broadening, the magnitude of which can be sensed by the relative shifts of the 

Ri and R2 lines (Adams et al., 1976). Ruby measurements are also affected by 

temperature variations. Barnett et al. (1973) indicate that an increase of 5°C will 

increase the effective measured pressure by 0.1 GPa. An improved measurement 

system is when an internal standard is used to determine pressure, from the equation 

of state of a suitable material.

2.8 Internal pressure standards

Hazen and Finger (1981) set out the requirements for suitable internal calibrants;-

- chemical and structural stability over the range of PT 

conditions to be studied;

- no reactivity with the fluid pressure medium;

- significant unit-cell variation with P for calibration sensitivity;

- reversibility in unit-cell dimensions following application of P 

and T;
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- cubic symmetry for ease of reflection identification and 

minimum interference with sample crystal;

- strong diffraction intensity to minimise volume of the standard;

- excellent cleavage for use with thin plate crystals that will 

uniformly shadow that sample without taking up too much 

space; and,

- a well-known P -V -TEoS.

Several common materials cover most of these requirements. NaCl is commonly 

used in synchrotron and multi-anvil studies, but it is not suitable when using an 

alcohol pressure medium as it is slightly soluble in methanol:ethanol mix. Fluorite, 

CaF2, has all the desired properties and Hazen and Finger (1981) measured the P-V-T 

properties of this phase. Angel (1993) improved the precision of the EoS at high 

pressure following disagreements in literature values of the bulk modulus (Katrusiak 

and Nelmes, 1986; Gerward et al, 1992).

While CaF2 proved a precise internal pressure calibrant it has one drawback in that it 

undergoes a phase transition at 9.2 GPa (Gerward et a l,  1992) that loses diffraction 

intensity and renders the EoS invalid. Angel et a l  (1997) introduced the use of 

quartz as a pressure calibrant. Like NaCl (Kt = 25GPa, Decker 1971), quartz (KT = 

37.12 GPa, Angel et a l,  1997) was found to be much more compressible than CaF2 

(K j = 81 GPa, Angel, 1993). McSkimmin et a l  (1965) determined the bulk modulus 

to be 3.712 dynes.cm ' 2 (37.12 GPa) by the ultrasonic pulse-superposition technique. 

This phase could be ideal, however, McSkimmin et a l  (1965) also reported that 

quartz had a low shear strength, and, as a result any small non-hydrostatic strain 

would increase the mosaic spread and the widths of the diffraction peaks. This effect 

can itself be utilised as an indication of whether the pressure medium is non

hydrostatic.

Angel et al  (1997) determined the EoS of quartz (Kt = 37.12 (9) GPa, Km ' = 5.99 

(4)) that was in excellent agreement with the McSkimmin et al (1965) ultrasonic 

value. This data allows any user of high-precision, high-pressure XRD system with
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the appropriate software to calibrate pressure, in situ, in the DAC to better than 

±0.009 GPa at 9 GPa by measuring unit cell volumes to a precision of >1:10,000. 

These values can be substituted into the Birch-Mumaghan EoS with the quartz 

volume measured by XRD in the DAC to arrive at a precise measure of pressure.

This advance in precision in pressure measurement, together with the diffraction 

peak centring and the high-resolution diffractometers and software (SINGLE, 

NEWSING and development versions; Finger and Angel, unpublished) has given 

UCL one of the most precise diffractometer systems for the measurement of high-P 

single-crystal EoSs.

2.9 Introduction to equations o f state

Equations of state (EoS) link the thermodynamic qualities of a system. An EoS will 

usually define pressure P ,  temperature T  or specific volume V  (or specific mass p). 

The simplest form is the Ideal Gas Law; -

If, however, we are interested in the study of geologically relevant solids under 

terrestrial pressures and temperatures a somewhat more sophisticated EoS is 

required. The Helmholtz free energy, F , of a solid has three independent 

components, that of the static lattice, which is unaffected by temperature, that of the 

vibrations and that of electronic composition, thus;

FiatticeiY) refers to the static lattice energy at 0 Kelvin and is the single largest 

component of the Helmholtz free energy of a solid. However, at higher temperatures 

the vibrational component is the control of high temperature crystal behaviour and as 

such has an important part to play (when temperatures on Earth can reach 7000 K). 

Using the thermodynamic identity:

PV = RT (per mole) (2.11)

lattice (2.12)
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P = -
'  d E ' '  d F '

j v , S wT
(2.13)

we can differentiate (2.12) with respect to V, using the isothermal condition, rather 

than the adiabatic (constant entropy), and obtain an expression relating pressure and 

volume, thus;-

P ^ T )= Plattice(V} + P^ iV ' T) +vib elec (2.14)

where P ianice(V) is the 0 K pressure, however it more commonly represents the 

standard room temperature isotherm. For the range of pressures considered further 

the contribution of electrons to pressure of the system can be ignored and the 

vibrational part would be more commonly be referred to as the thermal pressure. 

This is, the added component of pressure due to the excitation of the atoms in the 

lattice by temperature. Further differentiation of the simplified equation yields the 

isothermal bulk modulus, K t, and its first pressure derivative, K j \

k t  = - V
< dP^  
KdV

(2.15)

k t ’ =
r dKT '  

~dP
(2.16)

2.9.1 Birch’s formulation of the equation of state of isotropic solids

Birch (1947) used an expression for Eulerian strain, expanded in a Taylor series as 

the basis for the most commonly used EoS in mineralogical study. Thus, F, strain 

energy is a function of, / ,  compression if the energy of the unstrained state is zero 

and elastic strain energy is quadratic for infinitesimal strains (Poirier, 1991);

F = a f 2 + b f3 + c fA +.

Experimental M ethod
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Using

P = -
r d F ^  

v d f\ J j

df_
dV

(2.18)

and

V p
= (1 + 2  f ? /2 (2.19)

0

can differentiate (2.19), to arrive at

= - - L ( l  + 2 / )d f
dV  3V,

5 /2 (2.20)
0

and following the lead in (2.17) and a bit more work we get an expression in P:

y
when a = — K j,^V 0, (i.e. from second-order expansion in F) (2.21)

P = 3KTQf l  1 + 2 f )5 /2 , from 2.20 (2.22)

Now, expressing/in terms of V;

f  = \

r v  \2 /3
_0
V

-1

\ /

(2.23)

substituting this into (2.22) results in the second-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS (Birch 

1947), which assumes that bulk modulus varies linearly with pressure:

3 K
P = TO

f v  7̂/3 
_0
V

f y  \5 /3
_0
V

(2.24)
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2.9.2 Higher-order equations of state; the BM3, Vinet and Logarithmic

This is a commonly used EoS, however, the high-precision P-V  data available in the 

laboratory warrants the extension of the Taylor series in F  to the third-order term, 

thus:

F = a f 2 + b f3

we have,

P = 3KTOf ( \  + 2 f) 5 /2 1 +

(2.25)

(2.26)

and after a calculation the third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS,

3K
P = TO

/  t/ >7/3V._0
V

\ /

>5/3
_0
V

v )
x - ^ - k to

\2 /3
_0_
V

v )
- 1 (2.27)

This is not the only EoS available to workers in the high-pressure community, e.g. 

the Mumaghan Integrated Linear EoS (Mumaghan, 1967),

K
0

K 0

r v
_ 0

V

0
- 1

v /
(2.28)

the Vinet EoS (Vinet et a l,  1986),

3 K TO

P =

1 -
f  v  >1/3 

_0
V

\  /

f y  >2/3
exp

3 (  ' N 
2 [ K T 0 ~ l 1 -

( y  >1/3

/ J

(2.29)
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and the logarithmic EoS, (2.30), are the most commonly quoted

II 1 3

(V  }
_o InfMK o ~ 2

1 + *---------- l \n
(V  \

_o
1 u V 2 V

V v y

/  t

(2.30)

2.10 Comparisons o f equations o f  state

None of these, mostly semi-empirical, EoS have any particular claim to be justified 

in their use in mineralogical research on a theoretical basis. It has been demonstrated 

that Eulerian measurement of finite strain is more strongly convergent than 

Lagrangian strain, hence the popularity of the third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS. The 

Vinet and logarithmic EoS are becoming more popular, especially, in the case of the 

Vinet because it is a universal EoS that accommodates all bond interaction types, as 

mantle materials rarely display full covalency without some non-stoichiometry, its 

measure of volume strain/ =  (Vo/V)I/s has proved to be more convergent at ultra-high 

pressures. Incidentally, truncation of the Vinet to a second-order would imply a K ' = 

1. Poirier and Tarantola (1998) have developed a further EoS, based on measurement 

of ‘natural’ or Hencky strain in which expansion of the term /  = ln(V/Vo) is used. 

Truncation of this EoS to the second-order terms indicates that the Natural strain 

(NS) EoS has an implied K '=  2.

2.10.1 The effect of K 'on  the BM3

It is apparent from Figure 2.3 that there is a profound variation between the 

behaviour of the pressure data with K '  less than 4; clearly the BM3 is unsafe at 

extreme pressures and compressions. However, at laboratory pressures these 

differences are of little consequence, as long as the A"'term is fitted. As only mantle 

phases are considered in experiments, the maximum extrapolation to realistic 

pressures is certainly less than one order of magnitude (more often the case only half 

that) from the highest measurable pressure point. Propagation of errors with this
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scale of extrapolation can only lead to small deviations from calculated volume or 

density.

0.9

0.8

5°>

0.6

0.5

0.4
-200 0 200 400 600 800

Pressure (GPa)

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the behaviour of the BM EoS to compressions of 

V/V0 = 0.5. Notice the high compression behaviour of those graphs with AC < 4. 

Calculated pressures obtained by simulating compression with K = 100 GPa and 

varying AC between 2 and 8.

2.11 Practical fitting  o f  third-order Birch M urnaghan EoS

In fitting diffraction P-V  data to the EoS of choice, in this case the third-order Birch- 

Mumaghan, it is necessary to perform a series of robust least-squares fitting 

procedures. It is made more important when the covariance of K  and K ' is so 

apparent, the number of measurements, n, is not large compared to nm , and when the 

fit is especially sensitive to the Vo and Ko positions, as is often the case with these 

types of measurements.
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The solution of the function P = /(V), or P =fiv[) is at the heart of the least-squares 

formulation, which minimises the weighted sum of the squares of the residuals 

between calculated and observed pressures, %w2. The EoS, characterised by several 

fitted parameters is part of the set comprising the function/and is solved thus:

x l  - / ( v , ) )
(2.31)

where weight is assigned as w, = of2, which is itself a combined function of the error 

in pressure estimation and propagated volume measurements of the observed point i.

Inspection of the EoS shows that we can rewrite the BM3 in terms of P/Ko and V/Vp. 

Thus, Ko and Vo are scaling parameters of the BM3 and should always be refined. 

Hazen et al. (1984) demonstrates the effect on a fitted EoS if an inappropriate Vo is 

used in fitting by least-squares refinement. Indeed, from Hazen et al. (1984) it is 

apparent that the ambient Vo must be the measured value in the DAC not a Vo value 

measured in air if r\ = (V/Vp) is used as a fitted parameter (i.e. Vo = 1 and r| = 1 at P  = 

0) rather than measured V values. As scaling parameters, the Vp and Ko parameters 

have the largest influence on the calculated pressure (the fitted parameter in least- 

squares calculations). Therefore in a robust system of fitting it is advisable to fit both 

Vp and Ko simultaneously to a second-order Birch-Mumaghan equation, in the first 

instance, by fixing K ' = 4. Further fitting will assess the appropriate use of higher- 

order parameters by inspection of the misfit, APmax = |Pcaic - Pobs\, and the numerical 

significance of the increase in order of fit by the comparison of the returned %2W 

results, if indeed supported by the precision of the data.

2.11.1 Differences between the BM3 and other EoSs

We can see that it is important to use the third-order term in the BM3, i.e. K'. To 

illustrate the effect of using third- and fourth-order terms in EoS formulisms, Table 

2.2 shows data from Angel et al. (1997) fitted to common equations of state. The Xw2
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values for the fits indicate that all, bar the Mumaghan, exhibit just as good and 

precise fits for the EoS parameters.

K o, GPa K 0' K o" xw2

M urnaghan 3 7 .6 3 (1 1 ) 5 .4 3 (4 ) - 1.57

Vinet 3 7 .0 2 (8 ) 6 .1 0 (4 ) - 0 .9 0

BM3 3 7 .1 2 (9 ) 5 .9 9 (4 ) [ -0 .2 7 ]1 0 .9 5

BM4 3 6 .8 9 (1 2 ) 6 .2 6 (2 3 ) -0 .4 1 (1 2 ) 0 .9 3

NS3 3 6 .3 9 (1 1 ) 6 .9 1 (7 ) [-0 .8 3 ] 1 .15

NS4 3 6 .9 0 (2 4 ) 6 .2 5 (2 8 ) -0 .3 9 (1 0 ) 0 .9 3

Table 2.2 Data from Miletich and Angel (1999), fitting the Angel 

etal. (1997) EoS data for quartz to various EoS formulations.

2.12 Finite-strain analysis

Taking the Taylor expansion of the isothermal equation of state in terms of finite 

strain,/, we have;

P  = 3KQTf ( \  + 2/ ) 2-5  (1 + a f  + ...) (2.32)

in which Kot is the isothermal bulk modulus and a -  3{K' - 4)12, (Birch, 1978) and 

w here/is  defined as;

/  = (v/V^ f  2 / 3  -  l l / 2 . (2.33)

If K ' = 4, clearly the third-order coefficient a = 0. Birch (1978) introduced the 

normalised stress F  in order to analyse compression as a function of strain, / .  Due to 

the dependence o f /o n  F  the inherent constraints of the data on the resulting analysis

1 Values in square brackets indicate values of K 0" implied by truncation o f the EoS at third order. From, K 0" =

\IK 0[\+(K o'-2)+ (K o'-V )2l
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are highlighted and the deviations from the fitted EoS are more sensitive compared to 

fitting in P-V  space. If we factorise for F,

from (2.23) we arrive at an expression for F  in terms of the bulk modulus, thus

which will give the bulk modulus at the intercept in F  at/ =  0 in an F  v s ./p lo t. Other 

advantages of using this style of analysis are the estimation of the order of EoS to fit 

to the P-V  data for example, if the line fitted in f-F  plot is horizontal then use of a 

second-order Birch-Mumaghan would be justified. If however, the line was not 

horizontal but nevertheless a linear function of /  then the third-order Birch- 

Mumaghan would be more appropriate. The higher order equations of state would be 

identified if the fit in f-F  space was not linear, actually parabolic, (and consequently 

not horizontal), however the use of such an EoS would still have to be justified by 

the precision of the collected P-V  data by comparison of %2W values obtained by 

fitting the higher-order EoS. Jeanloz and Hazen (1991) point out that the finite-strain 

analysis can be used to directly compare compressibilities without need to measure 

pressure, as long as the pressure over the two samples is constant while volume 

measurements are being made.

Calculation of K ' is possible using f-F  data, for example in the second-order Birch- 

Mumaghan expansion (Poirier, 1991);

From this we can see that as strain tends to become infinitesimal, i . e . / —> 0, AT'—> 4. 

This is to be expected from this second order expansion of the BM EoS. Also K ' is 

available from the f-F  plot directly, as the slope of the line is equal to 3Ko(K'-4)/2

F = P / 3 / (1 + 2 / ) 2 '5 (2.34)

F = K QT( l  + a f + ...) (2.35)

K 0 =(12 + 49j)(3  + 21f) 1 (2.36)
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and Ko is available by inspection of the intercept, Figure 2.4. However, extraction of 

the EoS by this method alone is unreliable, as the V0 term is not fitted. Therefore 

finite-strain analysis should only be used for validation purposes, e.g. in 

determination of the order of correct truncation of the EoS form to be utilised in a 

more rigorous fitting procedure.

45

40
K = 37.12 GPa, K' = 5.99

CCQ_
O 35
Li.

CD
k_3cnC/3
CDi— K = 32.0 GPa, K1 = 430Q.
TD
CDC/5
CO
E
oz

25
K = 25 GPa, K' = 2

20 •—  
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

Eulerian Strain, f

Figure 2.4 Schematic f-F plots of synthetic compression data calculated with the noted 

EoS parameters. Notice the change in slope with K’, obtaining a positive slope with K'>  

4 and negative slope with K' < 4. The intercept with the y-axis is the value of the bulk 

modulus. Also, oF  decreases with increasing fdue to a PIP decreasing with increase in 

pressure.

It is important to consider the errors involved in the f-F  plot, as Jeanloz and Hazen 

(1991) clearly show. Propagation of the uncertainties in the experimental 

measurements of pressure and compression lead to;
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where,

2

IVoJ lv„ J
'(tv 'i ( <yva ) 

  +   -

(2.39)

Thus the obvious decrease in crF seen over the experimental range (Figure 2.4) is a 

function of the decrease in fractional uncertainty in oP/P (if the systematic errors are 

of the same degree throughout the experiment).

2.13 Measurement o f  the EoS o f  KMgF3

For further indication of the utility of fitting the BM3 to the laboratory P-V  data, one 

is required to carry out an experiment that will confirm that measurements can be 

cross-checked with other estimations of the bulk modulus of a particular material by 

different methods.

KMgF3 perovskite is cubic (Pm3m) and has been previously studied for a variety of 

reasons, e.g. the luminescence of Mn2+ ions in KMgF3 (Rodriguez, et al., 1991), its 

IR spectra has been studied (Hofmeister and Bilips, 1991) as has the polarisability of 

fluoride in its structure (Fowler et a l, 1995). However, most work has emphasised 

on its similarities to other perovskites (Watson et a l,  1992; Nakagawa, 1978; Jones 

and Liebermann, 1974) and as an analogue to magnesium silicate perovskite, 

MgSiC>3 (Rosenburg and Wigmore, 1967; Reshchikova, 1969; Jones, 1979).
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Jones (1979) measured elasticity data that were consistent with that previously 

derived by Reshchikova (1969). The ultrasonic pulse superposition technique that 

was used in Jones’ study is identical to that used by McSkimmin (1965) to collect the 

elasticity data for quartz which have since obtained by Angel et al. (1997) in a 

method identical to ours. As such we believe that the Jones (1979) data are a good 

representation of the elasticity of KMgF3 and we would hope to reproduce the 

measurement of the bulk modulus.

When measuring elastic constants by ultrasonic methods the values that one obtains 

are adiabatic and as such are similar, but, not exactly the same quantities that one 

extracts when measuring the volume of the compressed solid, which is isothermal. 

Thus, some conversion of the data is required before comparison.

K S CP* = l + yaT = - ^ -  (2.40)
K j  C y

where y is the thermodynamic Griineisen parameter, a  is the coefficient of thermal 

expansion, Cp and Cv are the specific heat with constant pressure and volume. 

Clearly, if we were to compare our Laboratory value of K j  with the Jones (1979) Ks 

we require a value for both a  and y.

In cubic systems, calculation of Ks from elastic constants is straightforward; as there 

are only three elastic moduli cn , cn  and C44. Ks is then calculated by;

c 11 o
K c = ——------- — , where cn 0 = c\ . -  2 c '. (2.41)

o  ̂ 12 11

Thus, for Jones (1979), with cn  = 1385 kbar , c = 472 kbar and C44 = 473 kbar, Ks = 

75.6 GPa. Jones (1979) also interestingly carried out several calculations on the 

temperature dependence of the elastic parameters with an assumed a , which could be 

revised with an accurate determination from V-T data. We therefore analysed
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unpublished neutron-diffraction V-T data collected by Dr. I. G. Wood at ISIS on the 

KMgF3 phase over a range from 298°C to 900°C, Figure 2.6. The value of a  = 3.33 

x 10‘3 K '1 was obtained from Dr. Wood’s data (Table 2.4). Assuming y ~ 1.8, which 

is common for structures of this type (Poirier, 1991) a value of KT = 73.4 GPa at 

298K is obtained after conversion of ultrasonic data using (2.40). The bulk modulus 

obtained from fitting a BM3 to the P-V  data, shown in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.5, KT = 

73.0(4) GPa with K ' = 5.1(2), is in excellent agreement with the Kt derived from the 

ultrasonic data. From these analyses we are justified in our belief that the bulk 

modulus values derived by fitting our P-V data to the third-order Birch-Murnaghan 

equation of state are accurate, and, thus that the process is also sound.

0.99

0.98
o>

>
0.97

0.96

0.95
0 1 2 3 4

Pressure (GPa)

Figure 2.5 Isothermal EoS of KMgF3perovskite
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V/V o 

Observed

Observed 

Pressure (GPa)

Calculated 

Pressure (GPa)

Pobs “ Pcalc 

(GPa)

1.0000 0.0001 0 .0 0 0 5 -0 .0 0 0 4

0 .9 8 8 9 0 .8 4 5 0 .8 4 2 0 0 .0 0 3 0

0 .9 8 1 0 1 .4 7 0 1 .4 7 3 6 -0 .0 0 3 6

0 .9 7 6 5 1 .8 4 5 1 .8 4 2 7 0 .0 0 2 3

0 .9 6 9 8 2 .4 1 5 2 .4 2 2 5 -0 .0 0 7 5

0 .9 6 2 3 3 .1 0 4 3 .0 9 4 5 0 .0 0 9 5

0 .9 5 7 3 3 .5 6 2 3 .5 6 1 2 0 .0 0 0 8

0 .9 5 3 2 3 .9 5 0 3 .9 5 4 7 -0 .0 0 4 7

Table 2.3 Variation of KMgF3 volume with pressure.

a (A ) T (°C ) 0(A) T (°C ) 0(A) T (°C ) 0(A) T (°C )

3.9884 room 4.0046 230 4.0169 370 4.0297 510

3.9938 100 4.0055 240 4.0178 380 4.0307 520

3.9945 110 4.0063 250 4.0187 390 4.0316 530

3.9953 120 4.0072 260 4.0196 400 4.0326 540

3.9961 130 4.0080 270 4.0205 410 4.0335 550

3.9969 140 4.0090 280 4.0214 420 4.0344 560

3.9977 150 4.0097 290 4.0224 430 4.0354 570

3.9986 160 4.0105 300 4.0232 440 4.0364 580

3.9994 170 4.0114 310 4.0242 450 4.0373 590

4.0003 180 4.0123 320 4.0251 460 4.0383 600

4.0011 190 4.0132 330 4.026 470 4.0393 610

4.0020 200 4.0141 340 4.027 480 4.0402 620

4.0028 210 4.0151 350 4.0278 490 4.0412 630

4.0037 220 4.0160 360 4.0288 500 4.0422 640

Table 2.4 Cell parameter data for KMgF3 perovskite at varying temperatures, from 

unpublished work by Dr. I. G. Wood.
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2.14 Summary

In this chapter we have reviewed the x-ray method used to obtain high-precision EoS 

parameters. Several techniques have been shown to be integral to this method in 

particular:

• the use of an internal, single-crystal quartz, pressure standard

• the use of the eight-position centering in obtaining setting angles

• the proper fitting of EoS parameters to describe the compression behaviour 

fully

To summarise, measuring the x-ray volume of the unit cell of quartz to better than 

1:10,000 results in errors of estimation of pressure of the order of 0.009 GPa at 

9GPa, (see Angel et al., 1997). This is a significant improvement in the accuracy of 

the ruby pressure measurement, the reasons for this are primarily twofold. Firstly, the 

measurement of the quartz pressure is in situ, and as such does not lend itself to 

movement of the DAC outside of the diffractometer housing thus helping to stabilise 

the temperature of the cell. Secondly, the ruby measurement is based on a quasi

hydrostatic pressure scale and the measurement of the ruby fluorescence lines 

themselves is comparatively imprecise, due to ruby’s higher bulk modulus, resulting 

in errors of typically -0.05 GPa. The use of quartz has further advantage, in that, due 

to its low shear strength, the peak widths of the crystal can be monitored for the 

slightest strain-broadening, indicative of non-hydrostatic pressure conditions.

In measuring the unit-cell volumes at pressure it is essential, in high-precision 

measurements, to eradicate any systematic errors in the measurement of 20, or any 

other angular position on the diffractometer. These may be due to experimental 

setups, e.g. use of half-slits in CAD4 geometry machines to determine the position of 

20, which results in systematic offset o f 20 if X is not strictly monochromatic. 

However, with our Huber and SINGLE control system we are able to eliminate 

errors associated with the source, the diffractometer and the crystal. These include 

constrained peak-fitting to Ka\ and Ka2 doublets, as we use polychromatic radiation. 

If we have higher intensity and the ability to fit doublets, then, the advantages of this
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system outweigh those of low intensity, especially when using a DAC. Other source- 

related aberrations are related to the relative heights in the source-crystal-detector 

plane, the AH  value, which calculated for each centred position. This allows 

monitoring over long time periods and can be used in an estimate of machine 

stability, if required. The control software also carries out the eight-position 

centering routine, automatically correcting for systematic offsets in zero positions in 

the resulting ‘true’ 20, oo, x, (p and also reporting errors in the crystal position relative 

to the centre of rotation.

The use of these setting angles in the reduction of unit cell by least-squares method 

is, again, implemented by the SINGLE code, giving a more precise unit cell than 

compared to one obtained by reduction of 20-values only, as in powder scans. This is 

due to there being a larger array of data being considered in the least-squares solution 

-  powder methods only use one dependent parameter, where SINGLE uses one 

dependent (20) and three independent parameters (co, x and cp).

I have also considered the method of fitting cell volume and parameter data. The 

main consideration in this exercise is the proper truncation of EoS formulism to use. 

With regard to the varying EoS models available, we have noted that to upper and 

lower mantle pressures, (<15% compression) there is little difference between the 

higher-order EoS, however, it would be proper not to interchange bulk moduli from 

one formulism to another. In fitting EoS parameters, we have seen that great 

inaccuracies can result from not fitting Vo, or from fitting an incorrect Vo, (see Hazen 

and Jeanloz, 1991; Angel, et al., 2000) and from fitting to all EoS parameters at once 

when none have been well estimated. The use of finite-strain analysis as a guide to 

the correct EoS has also been highlighted, as has its limited use as a technique for the 

derivation of the EoS parameters themselves.

I hope that you find what follows makes good use of the experimental method and 

that it serves to highlight the utility of the use of the SINGLE code in high-precision, 

single-crystal x-ray determinations of the EoS parameters.
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Chapter 3 Wadsleyites
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3.1 Review o f research on wadsleyite

Of the nominally anhydrous silicates (NAMs) believed resident in the upper mantle 

and transition zone, none is more important than wadsleyite, P-Mg2Si0 4 . Further, no 

other NAM has been shown to contain as much water as the hydrated wadsleyite 

(Inoue et al., 1995), with a theoretical maximum limit of 3.3wt% (Smyth, 1987). 

Much work has considered the properties of wadsleyite (Table 3.1), from the early 

experimental synthesis studies of pure Mg2Si0 4 , made by Akimoto and Ida (1966), 

Kawai et al. (1966) and Ringwood and Major (1966). Ringwood and Major (1966) 

noted that the x-ray powder pattern obtained for a phase recovered from pressures in 

excess of 17.5GPa and 1500°C was more complicated than that of the spinel form. 

However, they could not discount that this was the result of a retrogressive phase 

change during decompression. Akimoto and Sato (1968) found an intermediate 

Co2SiC>4 phase between the olivine- and spinel-type Co2Si0 4  phases and suggested 

that this system was analogous to that of Mg2Si(>4. This allowed the pattern of 

Ringwood and Major (1966) to be indexed completely, and correctly, to an 

intermediate Mg2SiC>4 phase stable at pressures above forsterite, but below that of 

ringwoodite (Figure 3.1). Morimoto et al. (1969) and Moore and Smith (1969) 

suggested that this intermediate was a structural modification of the spinel form 

based on results of experiments on Mn2G e04 and (Mg0.85Ni0.i5)SiO4, respectively. 

The first equilibrium diagram for the a/p-Mg2SiC>4 transition was measured by Suito 

(1972,1977) during his study of the spinel form.
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With respect to the solid-solution Mg-Fe compositions, the first phase transition 

studies were carried out by Boyd and England (1960), actually preceding end- 

member research.

Table 3.1 Summary of pertinent research on wadsleyite

1966 Ringwood and Major synthesize the phase known now as wadsleyite during synthesis run 

investigating spinel solid solution. They believe it to be a distortion, a ‘modifed spinel’.

1984 Sawamoto et a l  obtain, by Brillouin scattering, elastic data for single-crystal sample.

1987 Smyth proposes wadsleyite as host for water in mantle on 01 site

1989 Downs proposes additional site for protonation, 02 site

1990 Gwanmesia et a l  obtain elastic wave velocities for polycrystalline wadsleyite.

1993 Gasparik suggests wadsleyite may be an important host for mantle water.

1993 The effect of Fe on the crystal structure is investigated by Finger et a l who identify 

ordering of Fe enrichment, M3 > M l > M2.

1994 Smyth produces crystallographic model that predicts a structure with 3.3wt% H20

1995 Inoue, et a l  synthesize FolOO wadsleyite with 3.3wt% H20

1996 Kudoh et a l  solve crystal structure of hydrous wadsleyite as orthorhombic.

1997 Smyth and Kawamoto report new hydrous wadsleyite ‘Wadsleyite II’, an orthorhombic 

phase with the b-axis 2.5 times that of wadsleyite

1997 Smyth et a l  report hydrous wadsleyite that is monoclinic.

1997 Yusa and Inoue publish compressibility data of hydrous wadsleyite obtained by x-ray

methods.

1997 Zha et a l  produce stiffness coefficients for wadsleyite to 14 GPa, of 170(2) GPa and 115(2) 

GPa for the adiabatic bulk and shear moduli, mentioning linear variation with P.

1998 Elastic moduli of wadsleyite are obtained at pressures and temperatures up to 7GPa and 

873K by Li et a l

1998 Sinogeikin et a l  investigate the effect of Fe on the sound velocities of wadsleyite by

Brillouin spectroscopy.

1998 Chen et a l  report the weakening influence of water on rheological behaviour of olivine,

wadsleyite and ringwoodite, they indicate that while olivine is significantly affected, 

especially at high T, water has little effect on the strength of ringwoodite or wadsleyite.

1998 Elasticity data for the wadsleyite II phase is presented by Lausten and Smyth.

1999 Kudoh et a l  report dilution of symmetry from orthorhombic to monoclinic with addition of 

Fe into the structure of hydrous wadsleyite.

Their pressure regime was technically limited to about 15 GPa which was surpassed 

in the studies of Sclar and Carrison (1966), Ringwood and Major (1966, 1970), 

Akimoto and Fujisaw (1966, 1968) and Akimoto (1972). The main consideration in
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the (Mg, Fe)2Si04 system is the limited solubility o f Fe in p-Mg2Si0 4  (to ~15mol%) 

which coincides with all estimations of mantle Mg/Fe ratios for olivine and its higher 

pressure phases. Price et a l  (1983) reported the occurrence of the same ‘modified 

spinel’ phase in the Peace River meteorite and named the mineral wadsleyite after 

the Australian crystallographer, David Wadsley. Sawamoto et a l  (1984) determined, 

by Brillouin scattering, elastic data for a single-crystal sample (Ks = 173(3) GPa), a 

measurement that is -10%  larger than Kt by x-ray methods, Table 3.2. The 

possibility of hydrogen being structurally bound in wadsleyite was highlighted by 

Smyth’s (1987) proposal that the 01 site was a potential host of mantle water. 

Downs’ (1989) further suggested that the 0 2  site was also favourable for 

protonation.

Table 3.2 Determinations of the EoS parameters of 
wadsleyites and hydrous wadsleyites.

K  (GPa) K f Method

Mizukami et al. (1975) 165(40) 4-fixed XRD

Sawamoto et al. (1984) 173(3) Brillouin

Gwanmesia et al. (1990) 164.4(8) 4.8(2) Ultrasonic

Hazen et al. (1990) 160(3) 4-fixed XRD

Jeanloz & Hazen (1991) 165(2) reappraisal

Li et al. (1996) 172(2) 4.24(10) Ultrasonic

Zha et al., (1997) 170(2) 4.3(2) Brillouin

Sinogeikin et al. (1998) 170(2) Ultrasonic

This work1 162.2(6) 4.9(2) XRD

Yusa & Inoue (1997) 155(2) 4.3-fixed XRD

Lausten & Smyth (1998) 147(7) 4-fixed XRD

This work2 145.2(4) 5.6(2) XRD

This work3 147.9(7) 5.1(3) XRD

1 Dry orthorhombic wadsleyite
2 Hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite
3 Hydrous orthorhombic wadsleyite
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Smyth (1994) went on to propose, from Pauling bond strength deficiency 

calculations, the theoretical upper limit of 3.3wt% water after identifying the O l site 

was underbonded - not bound to the neighbouring Si site. In the next year, Inoue et 

a l (1995) synthesised the Foioo end-member hydrous wadsleyite with 3.3 wt% water. 

Since then, the research interest has grown apace in both nominally anhydrous and 

hydrated wadsleyites. Kudoh et a l  (1996) solved the crystal structure of hydrous 

wadsleyite, as orthorhombic Imma. In 1997, Smyth and Kawamoto reported a new 

hydrous phase, wadsleyite II, which was found to have a similar structure. This new 

phase differs in that its b-axis length is 2.5 times that of hydrous wadsleyite, it being 

a true polytype of the Imma structure. Smyth et a l  (1997) went further by identifying 

a monoclinic, 72/m, hydrous wadsleyite where the M3 site in the orthorhombic 

phases loses mirror symmetry to form two non-equivalent M3a and M3b sites.

At this point, several determinations of the bulk modulus of wadsleyite had been 

measured and are summarised in Table 3.2. Gwanmesia et a l  (1990) obtained Ks = 

164.4(8) GPa with K ' -  4.8(2). Hazen et a l  (1990) measured KT -  160(3) GPa, 

however, this was subject to reappraisal by Jeanloz and Hazen (1991) where a 

revised KT =165(2) GPa was obtained using finite strain analysis. Li et a l  (1998) 

measured the high-P and high-P behaviour of wadsleyite to 7 GPa and 873K, K  = 

172(2) GPa with K ' = 4.24(10). The first measurement of the compressibility of a 

hydrous wadsleyite was presented in 1997 by Yusa and Inoue who, with fixed K ' = 

4.3, determined the bulk modulus K  = 155(2) GPa. Lausten and Smyth (1998) 

presented data for the wadsleyite II phase, K  = 147(7) GPa for fixed K f = 4. It must 

be noted that there is great divergence in the measured values of the bulk modulus of 

both wadsleyite and hydrous wadsleyites, primarily due to different experimental 

methods. For example, there is an approximately 10% difference between measured 

values of the bulk modulus of anhydrous wadsleyite, and therefore the effect of water 

on the EoS of wadsleyite cannot be resolved with the existing data. In addition, it is 

not known what the effect that the distortion from orthorhombic to monoclinic 

symmetry has on the EoS of hydrous wadsleyite. We have therefore undertaken a 

systematic study of three different single crystals of wadsleyite to determine the 

effect of water on the compressibility of this important mantle phase. We have 

measured the EoS of a nominally anhydrous wadsleyite (for reference), and two 

hydrous wadsleyites, one with orthorhombic and one with monoclinic symmetry.
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These results not only enable us to clarify the effect of water on the EoS of 

wadsleyite, but also to elucidate whether the lower symmetry observed in some 

hydrous wadsleyites has a discernible effect on the EoS. In addition, we are able to 

obtain K ' by our high-precision single-crystal x-ray method.

3.2 The structure o f  wadsleyites

Unlike olivine, wadsleyite is a sorosilicate. It is part of a series of spinelloid 

polytypes that vary in the degree of polymerisation of octahedral and tetrahedral sites 

(wadsleyite is isostructural with the Ni-aluminosilicate phase III of Akaogi et a l,  

1982), Figure 3.2. Anhydrous wadsleyite, space group Imma, has three distinct 

octahedral sites that are comer-linked to tetrahedral Si2C>7 dimers oriented parallel to 

b (Horiuchi and Sawamoto, 1981). The M3 octahedral columns, oriented along a, are 

cross-linked by chains of edge-sharing M l and M2 octahedra running parallel to b. 

The addition of iron to the structure limits the stability of wadsleyite in XMgFe-space. 

However, Finger et a l  (1993) found no crystallographic reason for this. 

Nevertheless, at high Fe content, olivine transforms directly to the ringwoodite with 

no transitional wadsleyite phase stable.

Upon addition of iron to the structure, Sawamoto and Horiuchi (1990) found strong 

preference for ferrous ions to occupy the M l and M3 over the M2 sites. Finger et al.

(1993) studied wadsleyites with Fe/Mg + Fe < 0.4 and found significant ordering in 

M l and M3 sites, with respect to Fe enrichment. Angel et a l  (1998), suggested that 

Fe3+ may help to stabilise (H in) the wadsleyite II structure.

With hydrogen in the structure, three main variants of the wadsleyite structure have 

been recognised, orthorhombic Imma (Kudoh et a l, 1996), monoclinic 72/m (Smyth 

et a l, 1997) and wadsleyite II (Smyth and Kawamoto, 1997).

Kudoh et a l  (1996) experimentally determined that the oxygens associated with the 

M3 site are the most likely site for protonation in the Imma structure, a feature first 

predicted by Smyth (1987) using bond deficiency calculations. The M3 site in the 

Imma structure contains significant vacancies (22% cf. M l with 3% and 6 % at M2, 

Kudoh et a l  1996). These values do indeed mirror the affinities for Fe ordering that 

Finger et a l  (1993) found for dry wadsleyite, indicating that Fe and H both stabilise 
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a structure containing each of these components. In the 72/m structure, the symmetry 

of the M3 is ‘diluted’ (Kudoh and Inoue, 1999) forming two distinct M3a/M3b sites. 

Inferred (from small Fourier peaks) is that the normally vacant (Smyth and 

Kawamoto, 1997) Si2 site of hydrous wadsleyite has partial occupancy. This 

indicates symmetry-breaking (along a) from partial occupancy of M3. The Si2 

position corresponds to the degree of M3 occupancy, that is, if the M3 is occupied 

then the Si2 occupies the Sil site to avoid face-sharing with an Mg-octahedron -  an 

unfavourable situation by Pauling’s rules. This situation might arise if H was poorly 

ordered through the M3 sites, giving rise to M3, as well as, M3a and M3b 

occupancy. Thus, the structure loses the a-mirror and consequently, orthorhombic 

symmetry. Hydrous wadsleyite unit cells are smaller than anhydrous wadsleyites, 

and the degree of hydration tends to be reflected in a slight increase of unit cell, 

however the Fe content has a first-order influence on V.

3.3 Incorporation o f  hydrogen into wadsleyite

Smyth’s (1987) calculations of electrostatic potentials and Pauling bond strengths 

predicted the O l site was underbonded and therefore a likely site for partial 

hydration. The mechanisms for charge-balancing the 0<-*0H substitution considered 

include the introduction of a monovalent cation into an octahedral site, or, a trivalent 

cation into the Si-tetrahedral sites. Most monovalent cations were found too large for 

substitution with Mg, as was the case for trivalent ion substitution for Si in this 

structure. Exceptions to this are possibly Li and B, however the low abundance of 

these elements in the mantle precludes them from having any significant effect. The 

most likely scenario for charge-balancing would be partial vacancy occupancy of the 

M-sites, a hypothesis that possibly explains the experimental evidence, of Akaogi et 

a l  (1984), that H stabilises and catalyses the formation of crystalline wadsleyite.

Two years later, Downs (1989) calculated possible H sites associated with the 

overbonded, bridging 0 2  site by estimating electron densities throughout the 

structure using Horiuchi and Sawamoto’s (1981) x-ray diffraction data. This is at 

odds with Smyth (1987) and later, Smyth (1994) states there is considerable 

distortion of the tetrahedral site linked with the substitution of OH into 02 . Smyth’s

(1994) model goes further by stating that the introduction of OH to the O l site, with 

ordered vacancies on nonequivalent M2 sites, not only relieves the underbonded O l,
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but, also the overbonded 0 2  site related to the distorted silicate tetrahedra in Downs’ 

model.

Figure 3.2 Wadsleyite structure (Smyth et al., 1994) in the [40-1] zone projection, 
horizontal and b-vertical. Mg-octahedra are in yellow, Si-tetrahedra in blue. 
positions (grey) and M3a sites are clearly visible in the ‘open’ regions of the upper 
left and lower right of the diagram
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In the (1994) paper Smyth introduces a model hydrous wadsleyite with space group 

Pmmb, which includes two nonequivalent M2 sites, Figure 3.3. The reason for the 

reduction of the symmetry from Imma to Pmmb is the consideration that, if all Hs 

were associated with one site, then there may arise a situation where there were 

enough ordered H and Mg vacancies to reduce symmetry. Pmmb results from the 

filling of all Ol by OH, and reducing the total occupancy of the M2 sites by half, 

where the M2 and 01 sites retain the same mm point symmetry and multiplicity, to 

retain local neutrality. The resulting H positions are not identical in Imma. The net 

O -H -O  direction in this model is parallel to c.

Figure 3.3 Smyth’s (1994) model for incorporation of H into wadsleyite. There are 
symmetrically distinct 01 sites, due to the inferred reduction in space group to 
Pmmb, this results in the two distinct H sites whose 0-H direction is parallel to c 
(vertical). The 03-01 a-03 direction is parallel to b and a is sub-horizontal, along 
01a-01b. After Slesinger (2000), as are Figs 3.4 and 3.5.

Kudoh et al. (1996) later found the space group of hydrous wadsleyite to be Imma. 

However, the Smyth (1984) model for Mg3 vacancies charge-balancing the 01<->0H 

substitution was verified by Kudoh et al. (1996) using bond valance calculations on 

their structural data. Thus, although the work of Kudoh et al. (1996) and Smyth 

(1984, 1994) agree on the protonated Ol position, they disagree on the partially 

vacant Mg position, and thus the direction of the O-H bonds.
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The theoretical limit for the complete hydration of wadsleyite (3.3 wt.% H20 )  is 

based on the complete substitution of Ol for OH. To contain more water, would 

involve the partial occupancy of all the M sites and the T sites which Kudoh et al. 

(1996) suggest is unlikely as did Smyth (1984). However, Kudoh et al (1996) do 

infer there are other possible protonated oxygens, the 0 3  and 04 , as there is coupling 

of the these vacancies on Mgl and Mg2, associated with the major Mg3-01 

vacancies (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 The Kudoh et al. (1996) protonation model with H positions shown 
associated with the 01 nonsilicate O-site. The 01-H -03 direction is parallel to b, the 
01-H--01 direction is parallel to a and the 01-H--04 positions have a net effect along 
c, which is vertical in this view.

Yusa and Inoue (1997) inferred the only O-H—O direction of their hydrous 

wadsleyite sample was parallel to b, Figure 3.5. This is partly consistent with 

previous results, viz. the O l is the protonated site and vacancies on Mg3 charge- 

balance the structure. However, as Kudoh et al.( 1996) and Smyth (1994) pointed out, 

for a fully hydrated wadsleyite to contain only 01<->H substitutions a decrease in 

symmetry is implied by the ordering of vacancies on M2. Yusa and Inoue’s sample
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contains 2.5 ± 0.3 wt% H20  by SIMS. Therefore, it is unlikely that their sample can 

retain /-centering when the vacancy concentration is close to the theoretical 

maximum, especially when wadsleyites with lower H contents have detected more 

than one protonated site (Slesinger, 2000). However, their interpretation of the H 

position arises from compressibility measurements only, cf. Kudoh et al.'s  (1996) 

structural inteipretation of the same sample. In view of results presented in Yusa and 

Inoue (1997), which cannot fully explain their interpretation of the changes in 

compressibility observed with introduction of water into wadsleyite, see below, there 

remains some doubt over their limited H locations.

0 4

Figure 3.5 Yusa and Inoue’s (1997) interpretation of compressibility data resulted 
in only the 01-H--03 H sites, a s  they found only the linear compressibility along b 
affected by protonation. This is in contrast to Kudoh et al. (1996)’s structural study 
on the same sample. In this figure b is parallel to 01-H--03, a is parallel to 01-01 
and c is vertical.

3.3 Synthesis and characterisation

The samples used in this study were synthesised at the Bayerisches Geoinstitut by 

Drs. D. Frost and J. Kung. The nominally anhydrous wadsleyite was synthesized 

from a hot-pressed sample of forsterite held at 16 GPa and 1200°C for 3 hrs.
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Recovered crystals were typically 200pm in size and colourless. Preliminary powder 

x-ray patterns and EMPA revealed the structure and chemistry was indeed that of a 

nominally anhydrous Mg-wadsleyite. Micro-FTIR characterisation of the phase, with 

Bruker IFS88  equipment, Figure 3.6, revealed a low water content consistent with 

the nominally anhydrous chemistry. The hydrous wadsleyites were synthesised from 

a harzburgite starting composition with 4wt% water that was welded into a Pt 

capsule and held at 17 GPa and 1250°C for 2.5 hrs. EMPA of these samples and 

other representative hydrous wadsleyite compositions are shown in Table 3.3. The 

FTIR spectra were measured on the single-crystals used in the experiments and the 

normalized spectra (to the same thickness) are shown in Figure 3.6. O-H stretching 

vibrations are observed in the nominally anhydrous sample of wadsleyite with two 

main peaks at 3359 cm ' 1 and 3328 cm ' 1 and an additional peak at 3582 cm '1. The 

greater intensities of the OH-stretching peaks of the hydrous samples reflect the 

increased water contents of these samples (~ 2.5 wt% H2O). The hydrous 

wadsleyites were synthesised in the same run and the EPMA results indicate that 

they have similar water contents. The broad spectra, centred around 3339 cm ' 1 for 

the orthorhombic and, 3349 cm ' 1 for the monoclinic sample, with additional peaks at 

-3590 cm '1, indicate the possibility of there being several O-H sites in these phases. 

These values are similar to those obtained by Kudoh et al. (1996) at around 3344 cm' 

\  who also obtain the second set of peaks -3600 cm '1. The different appearance of 

the two spectra in the hydrous phases might reflect different O-H sites (see above) or 

they might reflect differences arising from different orientations of the two crystals.

Table 3.3 Compositions of hydrous wadsleyites, some recent analyses.

Hydrous
(oV

Hydrous
(M )4

H ydrous
(M )5

W adsleyite H ydrous
(O )7

Si 0.99 0.99 0.991 0.964 0.97
Al 0.007 0.007 0.008 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 0
Fe 0.095 0.095 0.098 0.177 0 .0 0
Mg 1.71 1.71 1.73 1.707 1.74
H 0.42 0.42 0.355 0.326 0.65
a (A) 5.6818(9) 5.6776(9) 5.6715(7) 5.6884(4) 5.663(1)
b { k ) 11.5604(4) 11.5745(5) 11.582(2) 28.9238(15) 11.546(2)
c (  A) 8.2600(4) 8.2549(3) 8.258(1) 8.2382(6) 8.247(4)

4 Analyses of hydrous wadsleyites used in this study by D. Frost, Bayerisches Geoinstitut.
5 Smyth eta l., (1997)
6 Smyth and Kawamoto (1997)
7 Kudoh eta l., (1996)
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Figure 3.6 Unpoiarised FTIR spectra of the wadsleyite sam ples used in this study. The 
lower (blue) spectrum is that of the nominally anhydrous sample. Those of the two 
hydrated phases show increased OH content and have less distinct peak positions, 
indicating the presence of more than one H site in the wadsleyite structure.
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3.5 Results

Single crystals of nominally anhydrous wadsleyite with stoichiometry Mg2S i04, a 

hydrous orthorhombic wadsleyite and a hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite with similar 

compositions of M g1.7Feo.1Aloo1Sio.99Ho.42O4 were individually loaded in modified- 

BGI type diamond-anvil cells with quartz crystals as the internal pressure calibrant 

(Angel et al.y 1997). 14 P-V points were collected between room pressure and 

8.22GPa on the anhydrous wadsleyite, Table 3.4. A BM3 EoS was fitted to the data 

yielding V0 = 538.81(17) A3, KT= 162.9(6) GPa with K' =4.8(2) and APmax = 0.0148 

GPa with Xw2 = 0.1 (Figure 3.7).

Similar analysis of the hydrous orthorhombic wadsleyite yielded values of V0 = 

542.63(3) A3, Kt  = 145.5(7) GPa and K '=  5.6(3) with A P ^  = 0.0155 GPa and Xw2 = 

0.3, over a pressure range of 7.7 GPa (Table 3.5). Data collected to 8.06 GPa on the 

hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite shows it has a similar stiffness Vo = 542.53(2) A3, KT 

= 146.2(6) GPa with 5.4(2) and A P ^  = 0.0145 GPa with *w2 = 0.2 (Table 3.6). 

Thus, the hydrous wadsleyites are 9 -  11% more compressible than anhydrous 

wadsleyite, Figure 3.7.

Pressure (GPa) fl-axis (A) £-axis (A) c-axis (A) Volume (A3)

0 .0 0 0 1 5.6956(6) 11.45765(6) 8.2564(3) 538.80(5)

0.712(4) 5.6880(7) 11.4440(7) 8.2413(4) 536.46(7)

1.318(3) 5.6825(7) 11.4315(6) 8.2290(3) 534.55(7)

1.862(6) 5.6676(6) 11.4205(5) 8.2182(3) 532.88(6)

2.410(4) 5.6718(7) 11.4101(5) 8.2073(3) 531.15(6)

3.417(5) 5.6628(7) 11.3903(5) 8.1884(3) 528.16(6)

4.219(6) 5.6552(9) 11.3757(5) 8.1734(3) 525.81(8)

4.957(5) 5.6488(8) 11.3616(5) 8.1605(4) 523.74(7)

5.554(4) 5.6430(7) 11.3513(6) 8.1496(3) 522.02(7)

5.888(3) 5.6401(7) 11.3448(5) 8.1439(3) 521.09(6)

6.507(4) 5.6351(6) 11.3339(5) 8.1335(3) 519.47(6)

7.387(6) 5.6272(7) 11.3193(5) 8.1188(3) 517.13(7)

8.218(9) 5.6199(8) 11.3049(6) 8.1061(4) 515.00(7)

Table 3.4 Cell parameter data, collected to 8.218 GPa, for anhydrous wadsleyite.
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Pressure (GPa) a-axis (A) £-axis (A) o ax is  (A) Volume (A3)

0 .0 0 0 1 5.6825(9) 11.5603(4) 8.2601(7) 542.61(7)

0.876(7) 5.6731(6) 11.5395(4) 8.2402(5) 539.44(6)

1.615(4) 5.6655(8) 11.5227(4) 8.2231(5) 536.82(7)

2.264(4) 5.6591(5) 11.5081(2) 8.2090(3) 534.61(4)

2.978(7) 5.6509(8) 11.4930(4) 8.1945(5) 532.20(7)

3.518(7) 5.6459(7) 11.4809(3) 8.1840(4) 530.49(6)

4.394(8) 5.6368(5) 11.4623(3) 8.1671(3) 527.67(4)

4.917(8) 5.6325(6) 11.4509(3) 8.1563(4) 526.06(5)

5.926(5) 5.6232(5) 11.4313(3) 8.1381(4) 523.12(5)

6.537(8) 5.6175(6) 11.4186(3) 8.1263(4) 521.26(5)

7.247(8) 5.6119(6) 11.4054(3) 8.1142(5) 519.31(5)

7.699(10) 5.6063(5) 11.3969(3) 8.1074(4) 518.02(4)

Table 3.5 Cell parameters for orthorhombic hydrous wadsleyite to 7.669 GPa.

Pressure (GPa) a-axis (A) £-axis (A) oaxis (A) P(°) Volume (A3)

0 .0 0 0 1 5.6769(6) 11.5746(3) 8.2571(3) 90.262(5) 542.54(6)

0.906(4) 5.6675(7) 11.5532(3) 8.2351(4) 90.279(6) 539.21(7)

1.765(5) 5.6583(8) 11.5333(3) 8.2172(4) 90.267(7) 536.24(8)

2.296(3) 5.6533(6) 11.5219(3) 8.2049(3) 90.274(4) 534.40(6)

3.045(3) 5.6458(7) 11.5048(3) 8.1897(3) 90.269(6) 531.91(7)

3.669(5) 5.6387(6) 11.4911(2) 8.1779(3) 90.256(6) 529.88(6)

4.654(5) 5.6298(9) 11.4707(4) 8.1586(4) 90.268(7) 526.85(9)

5.566(8) 5.6211(7) 11.4516(2) 8.1411(3) 90.262(6) 524.04(7)

6 .0 0 1 (6 ) 5.6173(6) 11.4431(2) 8.1334(3) 90.260(5) 522.80(6)

6.947(7) 5.6081(8) 11.4245(3) 8.1162(4) 90.258(6) 519.99(7)

7.313(8) 5.6043(6) 11.4175(2) 8.1103(3) 90.258(5) 519.00(6)

8.061(6) 5.5986(9) 11.4031(3) 8.0965(4) 90.275(7) 516.88(8)

Table 3.6 Cell parameter data from room pressure to 8.061 GPa for monoclinic 
hydrous wadsleyite.
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Figure 3.7 Equations of state of nominally anhydrous wadsleyite (red) and the hydrous 
wadsleyites, blue -  monoclinic and green -  orthorhombic.
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Figure 3.8 Finite-strain analysis of the wadsleyite compositions, note here the slopes of 
the linear fits are positive and non-horizontal indicating K' > 4. The symbols are as in 
Figure 3.7.
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The wadsleyite P-V  data were also subject to finite-strain analysis (Figure 3.8). This 

indicated that the best fit of the f-F  data were lines with positive slopes, therefore we 

have a sound basis for fitting our P-V  data to a third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS. In 

addition, the - 1 0% difference in bulk moduli of these phases can be clearly seen 

from inspection of the intercept of the linear fits. Also, the non-horizontal slopes 

indicate that K ’ is greater than 4 for all three wadsleyites.

Axial compressibilities were also obtained using the parametric form of the third- 

order Birch-Mumaghan EoS (Xia et al., 1998), Table 3.7. The a- and b- axes of the 

anhydrous wadsleyite are least compressible and have similar compressibilities, Ka = 

186.6(15) GPa, Ka = 4.7(5) and Kb = 184.3(15) GPa with Kb' = 4.9(4), the c- axis is 

the most compressible, Kc = 128.9(4) GPa with Kc' = 5.2(2), Figure 3.9.

A different pattern is observed in the hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite: Ka = 175.3(15) 

GPa, Ka' = 4.6(5), Kb = 160.0(7) GPa, Kb' = 5.3(3) and Kc = 114.7(8) GPa with Kc' = 

6.2(3). For the hydrous orthorhombic wadsleyite the c-axis is most compressible (Kc 

= 117.3(8) GPa with Kc' -  5.5(3)), the a-axis least compressible (Ka = 179(2) GPa 

with Ka = 3.9(8)) and the Z?-axis intermediate (Kb = 161.9(9) GPa with Kb = 4.9(3)). 

In the anhydrous wadsleyite it is clear that the Ka -  Kb > Kc. This pattern of 

compressibility changes with Ka > Kb > Kc with the addition of water (Figure 3.9). 

The monoclinic angle shows little variation over the pressure range studied, however 

for the most part it does decrease.

It is also interesting to note that there is also a pattern to the variation in K ' In the dry 

wadsleyite, K ' is around 4.9 for all axes (within error). This alters with hydroxyl 

being present; Ka' < Kb < KJ, (cf. the axial moduli) for both phases, with each 

increasing by -15% .

Table 3.7 Axial compressibilities, expressed as EoS parameters, for wadsleyites.

S a m p le Ka (G Pa), K f Kb (G Pa), K f Kc (G Pa), K r R atio

D r y 186.6(15), 4 .9(2) 184.3(15), 4 .7(5) 128.9(4), 5 .11(16) 1.45:1.43:1

H y d r o u s  (O ) 179(2), 3.9(8) 161.9(9), 4 .9(3) 117.3(8), 5.5(3) 1.53:1.38:1

H y d r o u s  (M ) 175.3(15), 4 .6(5) 160.0(7), 5.3(3) 114.7(8), 6 .2(3) 1.53:1.40:1
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Figure 3.9 Effect of pressure on axial lengths for (top) nominally anhydrous wadsleyite, 
centre, orthorhombic hydrous wadsleyite and, bottom, monoclinic hydrous wadsleyite. 
In all charts, triangles, circles and squares refer to the a-, b- and oaxes, respectively.

Dry: Ka » Kb > Kc
Hydrous: Ka > Kb> Kc
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3.6 Discussion

If we compare these bulk moduli values with those previously reported (Table 3.2) 

we see apparent divergence in results, this is due to two main reasons; the collection 

of adiabatic moduli and the effect of Fe on compressibility (which, as shall be seen 

has a minimal effect on the compressibility of other dense magnesium silicates, e.g. 

Shy-B; Chapter 5). The collection of P-V  data for a nominally anhydrous wadsleyite 

in our study negates the need for comparison between these widely disparate results. 

As such, the data that has been obtained and presented herein for hydrous 

wadsleyites can be properly assessed and compared as part of a systematic study, in 

fact, the first systemic study of the effect of water of the compressibility of 

wadsleyite. To attest to the veracity of the resulting EoS data, we can compare these 

to previous determinations of the EoS of both nominally anhydrous- and hydrous- 

wadsleyites. Using the thermodynamic identity Ks/KT = 1 + ayT  it is possible to 

extract the adiabatic bulk modulus, Ks, for p-Mg2SiC>4. With Jackson and Rigden’s 

(1996) preferred value for thermal expansivity, a  = 3.6 x 10' 5 K 1, we obtain Ks =

164.5 GPa using y =  1.3 (Watanabe, 1982). This value is entirely consistent with that 

obtained by Gwanmesia et al. (1990) of Ks = 164.4(8) GPa. for nominally anhydrous 

wadsleyite. Incidentally, Gwanmesia et al.'s  K' = 4.7 is very similar to our own. 

Furthermore, inspection of Lausten and Smyth’s (1998) EoS of wadsleyite II (KT = 

147±7 GPa, for K' fixed to 4) indicates that our EoS data for hydrous monoclinic and 

orthorhombic wadsleyites are in complete agreement and that the effect of symmetry, 

and, polymerisation of the spinelloid structure is minimal. From these results, we can 

show qualitative agreement between these moduli and significant validation of the 

techniques used to obtain all results.

As mentioned above, there is considerable anisotropy in compression. The a and b 

moduli are -40%  greater than along the c direction. This is due entirely to the 

differential compressibilities of the M g-0 bonds in the structure and their relative 

orientations. In wadsleyite, Hazen et al. (1999) attributed this to pseudo-layer 

octahedral structures extending in the a-b plane, these do not contain complete edge- 

sharing rafts, but edge-sharing does exist in the layer. These are cross-linked to the 

Si20 7 dimers along c. Hazen et al. (1999) resolves the anisotropy to the relative 

orientations of the Mg-O bonds in the three principle octahedral sites. They find that 

while all the octahedra have similar bulk moduli, the bond lengths and
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compressibilities vary. Those Mg-O bonds parallel to a and b have similar lengths 

and compressibilities (0.0016(2) G P a 1 in M l) compared to the overbonded Mg 1-03 

bond, parallel to c, which has a compressibility of 0.0028(2) G P a1. This pattern is 

the same for M2 and M3, thus controlling the macroscopic expression of the 

anisotropy that is consistent with our measurements, viz. oaxis most compressible. 

Hazen et al. (1999) state that axial compression is linear and therefore have not 

resolved a pressure derivative for the compressibility. It is probable that their 

measurement precision is not sufficient to resolve any pressure effect. We detect a 

considerable pressure effect on the axial compressibilities, expressed as the axial K' 

values. All are greater than 4, with Ka' ~ Kb < Kc\ indeed the exactly opposite pattern 

seen in the expressions of the bulk modulus.

With addition of water to the structure the pattern of anisotropy alters. In the 

anhydrous structure Ka ~ Kb, now the compressibility of the &-axis is significantly 

increased, yet still less compressible than along the oaxis. We can easily see the 

direct effect of water if we compare the ratios of compressibilities (Tables 3.7 and 

3.8).

Table 3.8 Relative linear axial compressibilities of wadsleyites, ambient cell parameter 
lengths obtained in the linear fit and ratios of linear compressibilities.

Wadsleyite Hydrous (O) Hydrous (M) Panhv»Phv
a0 (A),
PaUO'3 GPa1) 
bo (A ) ,
pbdO"3 GPa1) 
co (A ) ,
Pc(10‘3 GPa1)

5.6945(3),
1.616(6)
11.4558(8),
1.632(15)
8.2530(11),
2.217(21)

5.6811(5),
I.725(10)
II.54571(19), 
1.834(19) 
8.2556(14), 
2.386(25)

5.6757(4),
I.709(8)
II.5715(11), 
1.832(20) 
8.2512(14), 
2.387(24)

-1:1.07

1 :1 .12

1:1.07

The b-axis clearly shows increased compressibility, an effect also evident in Yusa 

and Inoue (1997) who identify an increase in compressibility of 15% along b 

compared to an anhydrous sample. Strangely, Yusa and Inoue (1997) also detect a 

less compressible o ax is  in their hydrous sample and their oax is compressibility is 

nearly identical to that of their analogue. They resolve this interesting behaviour by 

indicating that the proportional changes in length of the cell edges between the 

hydrous and anhydrous samples corresponds to the proportional changes in 

compressibility. Such behaviour does not describe our data, in fact, comparison of
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hydrous monoclinic and analogue c-edge lengths show that these lengths are 

identical, indicating there is no length scale dependent density effect on axial 

compressibilities. Furthermore, it is easily shown that with increasing water content, 

a- and c-axes decrease, while both the 6 -axis and V increase, converse to their cell 

edge length interpretation. Kudoh et a l  (1996) studied the structure of a hydrous 

wadsleyite and indicated that the O l site was occupied by hydroxyl. Their average 

structure indicated the statistical location of the hydrogen between 01 -0 1 , 0 1 -0 3  

and 0 1 -0 4 , making short hydrogen bond distances, e.g. -0.95A for the 3.0A edge- 

sharing O l-H —0 4  and 0 1 -H -0 3  bonds, by comparing our FTIR data at -3590 cm ' 1 

with Nakamoto et a l  (1955). We concur with the results of Yusa and Inoue (1997), 

by suggesting that the dominant H position is located between 0 1 -03 , as this is 

parallel to the 6 -axis which exhibits the largest compressibility effect. However, 

closer examination of linear compressibilities, calculated from Yusa and Inoue’s 

(1996) data, (pa = 1.608(3), pb = 1.922(5), pc = 2.208(4) 10‘3G P a ') suggest a more 

exaggerated effect of OH associated with the concentration of 0 1 -H -0 3 , parallel to 

6 , cf. our data presented in Table 3.8.

The bond lengths associated with the peak positions around 3339 and 3349 cm ' 1 

indicate O -H -O  distances of 2.9A, it is likely these are representative of the O l-H — 

O l bonds, estimated as having a length of 2.853A along a (Kudoh et a l, 1996). All 

the cell edge-length compressibilities for the hydrous wadsleyites (axial moduli, or, 

linear compressibilities) exhibit reduction in strength upon the introduction of water. 

This is interpreted as having multiple H sites, yet with different solubilities, the O l- 

H—O l, along b exhibiting the largest effect and thus being the most probable to 

contain H, with the O l-H —01 (|| to a) and the O l-H —0 4  (net || c) with similar 

concentrations, based on a similar ratio of strengths, Table 3.8. Those data presented 

herein are therefore entirely consistent with that of Kudoh et a l  (1996) who show the 

maximum vacancy concentration on M3 with O -H -O  directions parallel to all cell 

edge-lengths. However, without structural information on the protonated positions 

(e.g. from neutron structure solution) we cannot quantify the number of affected 

sites, we are only able to interpret the results as affecting all cell directions, and thus 

it is likely that there exist O-H—O bonds parallel, or have a net effect, parallel to the 

cell lengths.
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Considering the effect of symmetry on the compressibility of the hydrous 

wadsleyites, the unique angle, /?, shows a slight general decrease over the pressure 

range studied. However, there is considerable scatter. The characteristics of the 

compressibility of the monoclinic and orthorhombic hydrous wadsleyites are 

essentially identical, indicating that the effect of ‘dilution’ of symmetry has no 

discemable effect on the compliance of wadsleyite. Inspection of Lausten and 

Smyth’s (1998) EoS for wadsleyite II indicates that polymerisation of the spinelloid 

structure (to form a b length twice that of hydrous wadsleyite) also has minimal 

effect on the compressibility of these hydrous wadsleyites.

3.7 Geophysical implications

Yusa and Inoue (1997) state, when considering the anhydrous a/p transition, a 0.36 

km/s jump in bulk wave speed occurs at 400km. If water is incorporated into 

wadsleyite at the transition, a maximum velocity jump of 0.15 km/s is encountered 

(Yusa and Inoue, 1997). Thus, they predict, the addition of water to wadsleyite 

decreases the velocity contrast to -40%  of that of anhydrous conditions.

However, if, as it seems, the full range in solid solution for Mg2-xSi0 4 H2x is available 

to match the observed seismic velocity jump, then theoretically the proportion of 

hydrous wadsleyite at the 400km discontinuity can be estimated. This results in about 

one half of the mantle’s wadsleyite population containing water (with Yusa and 

Inoue’s composition of 2.5 ± 0.3 wt% H20  and bulk modulus). If we compare those 

data with our own (Figure 3.10) we do indeed see a large difference between the bulk 

wave speed of olivine (7.52 km/sec; data from Sumino and Anderson, 1984) and 

wadsleyite (7.83 km/sec), about 4%. This difference reduces, upon the addition of 

water into the structure of hydrous wadsleyite, to between 3% and 2% for the 

monoclinic hydrous sample (7.74 km/sec) and the orthorhombic sample (7.66 

km/sec) presented herein. Incidentally, the same bulk wave speed is calculated for 

both the monoclinic wadsleyite and for Yusa and Inoue’s (1997) sample and we 

could therefore concur with their deduction that about one half of the mantle 

wadsleyite content may be hydrated, although no other similarities need be implied 

by this.

This type of comparison and estimation of the hydrogen content of the mantle by this 

kind of method is prone to large error. To highlight this we can calculate the bulk
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seismic wave velocity for olivine at 13.4 GPa, based on Downs et al. (1996) data, 

this results in v’4> = 7.13 km/sec. This represents a difference of -5%  from that of 

Sumino and Anderson (1984) at 7.52 km/sec, as great as the combined effect of the 

phase change from olivine to wadsleyite and the addition of water.

Clearly, there are also more effects to consider when comparing hydrous and 

anhydrous wadsleyites in the mantle environment. For example, if wadsleyite is 

protonated at the a/(3 transition, there is a mismatch in the Mg(+Fe)/Si ratios of the 

corresponding olivine (2:1) and hydrous wadsleyite (2>x> 1.75:1) phases. Therefore, 

other phases will be involved in the uptake of mantle water if the stoichiometry 

above and below 400km is to remain constant.

0 5 10 15 20

Pressure (GPa)

Forsterite; Sumino and Anderson (1984) 
Hy-Wadsleyite; Yusa and Inoue (1997) 
Wadsleyite: This Work 
Hy-wadsleyite (M); This Work 
Hy-Wadsleyite (O); This Work 
400km discontinuity

Figure 3.10 Calculated bulk sound velocities, for forsterite and various 
wadsleyites, as a function of pressure. Also shown is the depth of the 400km 
discontinuity.

If the bulk seismic wave velocity gives us an idea of the behaviour of vp and vs, we 

suggest a similar level of contrast between the wave speeds of anhydrous and 

hydrous wadsleyites (<2 %) despite the - 1 0 % difference in bulk moduli, due to the 

variation in K'. This would make the estimation of mantle compositions by model 

bulk velocities difficult, especially after averaging with all other phases for, say,
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model pyrolite vP and vs. That is to say, there is not sufficient difference in the 

absolute wave velocities of hydrous and anhydrous wadsleyite to make the difference 

in composition visible within the mantle.

The 30% anisotropy in compression of wadsleyites is sufficient to allow seismic 

wave splitting (J. Smyth, pers. comm.). This effect is also exhibited by olivine, 

however, it is maximum effect in a perpendicular direction. If olivine and wadsleyite 

are oriented above and below their transition, a greater contrast in wave velocity may 

result.

3.8 Summary

Wadsleyite is one of the most important phases in the Earth’s transition zone and it is 

known that it can incorporate up to 3.3wt% water in its structure (Inoue et al., 1995). 

We have undertaken an investigation of the influence of water on the equation of 

state (EoS) and axial compressibilities of wadsleyite using the method of high- 

pressure single crystal x-ray diffraction. Single crystals of nominally anhydrous 

wadsleyite with stoichiometry Mg2SiC>4, a hydrous orthorhombic wadsleyite and a 

hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite were used in the EoS determinations. The hydrous 

wadsleyites have similar compositions of Mg1.7Fe0.1Al0.01Si0.99H0.42O4 and were 

individually loaded in a diamond-anvil cell along with a quartz crystal as an internal 

pressure calibrant (Angel et al., 1997). A third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS was 

fitted to the data yielding K0t =  162.9(6) GPa with K' = 4.8(2). A similar analysis of 

the hydrous orthorhombic yields values of K0t = 145.5(7) GPa and K' = 5.6(2). Data 

collected on the hydrous monoclinic wadsleyite shows that it has a similar stiffness 

Kot =146.2(6) GPa with K ' = 5.4(2). Thus, for the first time we can estimate, with 

surety given the scatter of previous nominally anhydrous bulk moduli, that hydrous 

wadsleyites are 9-11% more compressible than the anhydrous wadsleyite.

Comparing the bulk moduli of the monoclinic and orthorhombic variants indicates 

that symmetry has no effect on compressibility, and comparing these data with that 

of Lausten and Smyth (1998) for wadsleyite II indicate that the effect of polytypism 

is also minimal.

Analyses of the axial compressibilities were carried out using the method of Xia et 

al. (1998). In the anhydrous wadsleyite it is clear that Ka = Kb >KC, this pattern of
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axial compressibilities changes to Ka > Kb > Kc with the addition of water. 

Consequently, the overall anisotropic compression in wadsleyite is increased from 

30% to 35%.

The effect of OH on absolute bulk seismic velocities is anticipated to be insufficient 

to detect the difference in contrast between the transformation to wadsleyite or 

hydrous wadsleyite from olivine.
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4.1 Introduction

Hydrous minerals may play an important role in the transport of water to the Earth’s 

mantle through subduction processes (e.g. Thompson, 1992). Thus the measurement 

of the physical properties of hydrous minerals in the MgO-SiCE-HiO system is 

important for evaluating the role of hydrous minerals in the transfer to and storage of 

water at depth. Among the most probable hosts for water (in the form of hydroxyl) in 

the upper mantle are the humite-group minerals, including hydroxy-chondrodite and 

hydroxy-clinohumite and phase A. These form part of the group of phases lying on the 

forsterite-brucite join, with the general formula mMg2Si0 4v?Mg(0 H)2, where n = 1, 

m = 2 for chondrodite, n -  1, m = 4 for clinohumite and n = 3, m -  2 for phase A.

Figure 4.1 The Mg-rich quarter of the MSH ternary indicating the compositional trends 

in this region, the B-group (see Crichton et al., 1999 and Chapter 5 for details of their 

compressibilities) and the Fo-Br join belonging to the humites and phase A.

The humite minerals bear a strong structural and chemical similarity to forsterite 

(Mg2Si04), from which they can form by direct hydration in water-rich environments.

L

Humites

AnhyB Fo
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The humite minerals form part of a polysomatic series with olivine with structures 

based on hexagonal close-packed anion arrays, where one-half of the octahedral sites 

are occupied. An unconventional monoclinic setting is chosen for the humite space 

groups with a  as the unique angle, rather than /?, in order to have the 0 -axis 

perpendicular to the close-packed oxygen array, similar to the direction of the 0 -axis 

in olivine (e.g. Ribbe, 1982). Hydroxyl (OH) can be incorporated in olivine as 

monolayers of humite (e.g. Kitamura et a l , 1987; Miller et a l , 1987), suggesting that 

such interlayers may be a naturally occurring mechanism for water storage in the upper 

mantle. Recent investigations on the mechanism of OH incorporation in the olivine 

structure show that point defects and humite-like planar defects are common sites for 

OH (Sykes et a l , 1994; Libowitzy and Beran, 1995). Alternatively, chondrodite may 

form through reactions such as: phase A [Mg7Si2Og(OH)6] + forsterite [Mg2S i04] = 

chondrodite, or olivine + water = enstatite [MgSiOs] + chondrodite.

Several studies have been carried out to determine the P-T stability fields of humite 

minerals (Yamamoto and Akimoto 1977; Akimoto and Akaogi 1980; Burnley and 

Navrotsky, 1996; Wunder, 1998). The two monoclinic OH-endmembers of the humite 

group, OH-clinohumite (Mg9Si4 0 i6(0 H)2) and OH-chondrodite (Mg7Si3 0 i2(OH)2), 

were first synthesised by Yamamoto and Akimoto (1977) at pressures of 2.9-7.7 GPa 

and temperatures of -700-1000°C. The synthesis experiments by Yamamoto and 

Akimoto (1977) suggested that the stability fields of OH-clinohumite and OH- 

chondrodite overlap, with OH-clinohumite stable at lower temperatures than OH- 

chondrodite. At high pressures, Akaogi and Akimoto (1980) found that the stability 

of OH-chondrodite might be limited by the equilibrium reaction involving the 

breakdown of forsterite and phase A to OH-chondrodite. Burnley and Navrotsky

(1996) observed from synthesis experiments that chondrodite is stable to pressures of 

12-17 GPa, but only at temperatures below 1200°C. Wunder et a l  (1995) synthesised 

the OH-endmember of humite at 3 GPa and 940°C. Wunder (1998) also carried out 

phase equilibrium experiments to determine the water-pressure and temperature 

stability of OH-clinohumite and OH-chondrodite. The stability of clinohumite in the 

MSH system has been described by Wunder (1998), Figure 4.2, as bounded by 

reactions involving the breakdown to form (i) forsterite and periclase; (ii) phase A 

and forsterite, and (iii) chondrodite and forsterite and three invariant points at about
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3.5 GPa and 620°C, 1.5 GPa with 920°C and 10 GPa and 900°C. The latter invariant 

point also partly describes the stability limits of chondrodite. Additional points at 4.4 

GPa and 720°C and at 2.0 GPa and 980°C describe the lowest temperature and 

pressure limits of chondrodite stability and are governed by intersection of reactions 

with forsterite, brucite and chondrodite:

Phase A was first synthesised, independently, by two groups: between 7.5 and 18 

GPa at temperatures of 525°C - 750°C, Sclar et a l  (1967) and between 10 and 15 

GPa at 600 - 1100°C by Ringwood and Major (1967), where the name phase A was 

first applied. The correct formula of phase A was determined by Yamamoto and 

Akimoto (1974) from reconnaissance studies between 2.9 and 7.7 GPa and 

temperatures between 470°C and 1225°C. The crystal structure remained unknown 

until identified as having hexagonal P63 symmetry by Horiuchi et a l  (1979). Recent 

neutron diffraction studies have identified two H positions in the structure, (Kagi et 

a l, 1998; Parise et al., 1998) associated with the 0 2  and 0 4  positions within the 

M gl-layers as predicted by Horiuchi et al. (1979).

Phase A has been shown to be stable below 3 GPa (Pawley and Wood, 1996) and 

bounded by the reaction (between 5.5 < P (GPa) < 4.8 and 680°C < T  < 545°C)

2Mg5Si208(0H)2 <-> Mg9Si4Oi6(OH)2 + Mg(OH) 2 (4.1)

2  chondrodite clinohumite brucite

5Mg5Si2Og(OH)2 <-» M g7Si208(0H )6 + 2M g9Si4 0 i6(OH)2. 

5 chondrodite phase A 2 clinohumite

(4.2)

Mg7Si20 8(0 H )6 = 3Mg(OH)2 + 2Mg2S i04 

phase A brucite forsterite

(4.3)

at low pressures, Figure 4.2, and

Mg7Si20 8(0H )6 = 2Mg(OH)2 + Mg5Si20 4(0H ) 2 (4.4)
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Figure 4.2 P-Tdiagram of the equilibrium reactions and stability fields of phase A, 
clinohumite and chondrodite. Data shown are from the experiments of Wunder 
(1998), except the solid line which indicates the position of the Pawley and Wood 
(1996) determined equilibrium for phase A <-> forsterite + brucite.

at higher temperatures. A maximum stability pressure of phase A was attained by 

Kanzaki (1991) at 15 GPa with T<1000°C, above which it formed phase B + brucite. 

Further work by Yamamoto and Akimoto (1977) indicated that the phase A field 

could be extended down in temperature (by <200°C) with the addition of enstatite, 

breaking down to release forsterite + vapour water at low pressures and phase E at 

higher pressures, Kanzaki (1991). The maximum temperature stability of phase A 

occurs at approximately 1100°C and 11 GPa (Burnley and Navrotsky, 1996; 

Yamamoto and Akimoto, 1974) limited by a reaction involving phase B + brucite
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and a fluid phase. This decomposition then, at pressures exceeding 15 GPa Burnley 

and Navrotsky (1996), excludes phase B in favour of an assemblage containing 

superhydrous B + brucite and a fluid phase.

These considerations suggest that humite-group minerals and phase A may be abundant 

hosts for water in certain upper mantle environments. However, few studies on the 

equation of state of these minerals have been conducted. Williams (1992) proposed that 

the bulk modulus of chondrodite could be a weighted average between that of brucite- 

sellaite and olivine, or about 115 GPa. Faust and Knittle (1994), however, measured the 

P-V  equation of state of a natural chondrodite at room temperature to 42.3 GPa and 

found an isothermal bulk modulus of 136.2(8.8) GPa with a pressure derivative of 3.7(4) 

using a third-order Birch-Mumaghan equation of state. Kuribayashi et a l (1998) 

reported a similar value of 136.0(2.1) GPa derived from high-pressure single-crystal x- 

ray diffraction study on natural chondrodite. Sinogeikin and Bass (1999) measured the 

single-crystal elastic properties of a natural chondrodite using Brillouin spectroscopy 

and determined Ks = 118.4(16) GPa. Recently, Lager et a l  (1999) reported a value of 

95.9(15) GPa for the bulk modulus of a synthetic sample of OD-chondrodite with K' = 

2.9(5) using high-pressure neutron diffraction. Fritzel and Bass (1997) found that a 

natural specimen of clinohumite, which contains less water than chondrodite, has K$ = 

125(2) GPa. Fewer EoS studies have been completed on Phase A. Pawley et a l (1995) 

obtained a value of KT = 145(5) GPa from P-V  data measured to 9.85 GPa, while 

Kuribayashi et a l  (1999) have measured the bulk modulus, KT = 104.8(4), K' = 4.4(11), 

from isothermal volume measurements to 11.2 GPa.

There are clear indications that the previous compressibility data vary considerably, due 

to both experimental differences and sample characteristics, particularly the use of F- 

rich natural samples. It is of the utmost importance that we provide a dataset for the 

endmember compositions of these phases. The reasons for this are three-fold. Firstly, the 

study of Mg,(OH) compositions of these phases allows us to assess the effect of other 

species on compressibility, notably Fe and F. Secondly, the estimation of bulk modulus 

by a single method diminishes the effect of systematic errors when drawing 

comparisons between the properties of these minerals. Thirdly, as the humites are some 

of the few hydrated samples we are able to obtain from natural occurrences, the
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likelihood of them existing and having an important role in the mantle hydration cycle 

makes them simply all the more relevant for study. To this end, the equations of state of 

OH-chondrodite, OH-clinohumite and phase A are presented, as determined from high- 

pressure single-crystal x-ray diffraction. The axial moduli are related to the structures, 

and systematic trends observed in the elastic properties of phases along the forsterite- 

brucite join are discussed as well as the implications for the stabilities and seismic 

signatures of the phases.

4.2 Experimental

Single-crystals of clinohumite were synthesised in the 1000-ton Walker-type multi

anvil device in the Haskel Lab., UCL from an appropriate Mg0 :SiC>2:Mg2Si0 4  

reagent grade mix. This was included in a Pt capsule with excess water added before 

sealing to promote crystal growth. A yield of <250pm crystals of clinohumite + 

chondrodite + MgO was obtained from a run held at 3 GPa for 2.25 hrs while cycling 

temperature, using an Inconel foil furnace, through 910°C ± 20°C every 20min. 

Chondrodite and phase A single-crystals were synthesised at the Bayerisches 

Geoinstitut, Bayreuth, using an appropriate Mg0:Si02iM g(0H)2 mixture at 10 GPa 

and 1000°C for 4 hours. Electron microprobe analysis indicated that the 

compositions were close to ideal. These, when normalised to Si, resulted in 

Mg8.9(3)Si4.oo(8)Oi6(OH) i.8(3) for clinohumite, Mg4.9(2)Si2.00(2)O8(OH)i.5(4) for 

chondrodite and for phase A Mg6.6(2)Si2.oo(2)08(OH)5.8(6), where the errors are based 

on simultaneous forsterite analyses and, for (OH), the differences in calculation to 

achieve 100% analysis totals and those obtained to attain stoichiometry. Preliminary 

single-crystal measurements were made to assess crystal quality before high-pressure 

study.

The crystals were each mounted in modified BGI-type (Allan et al., 1996) diamond- 

anvil cells with a ruby crystal, for rough pressure estimation, and a quartz single

crystal for precise measurement of pressure using the EoS derived by Angel et al.,

(1997). Inconel gaskets, preindented to ~100jLim, were used with a 4:1 

methanol:ethanol mix to act as the pressure-transmitting medium. Diffraction 

experiments were performed on a Huber model 424 four-circle diffractometer with
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511.1 off-centre %-circle. A Philips Mo LFF C-TECH sealed x-ray tube operating at 

50kV and 40mA was used in all the experiments The crystals gave sharp, well-defined 

peak profiles with FWHM -0.15° in co. Angel et a l  (1997) provides full details of the 

instrument and the peak-centring algorithms; the effect of crystal offsets and 

diffractometer aberrations were eliminated from refined peak positions by the eight- 

position centring method of King and Finger (1979). Lattice constants of the sample 

crystals were measured at intervals of -0 .8  GPa to pressures exceeding 8GPa, 

determined from a least-squares fit (Ralph and Finger, 1982) to the corrected setting 

angles of 16-20 reflections between 14°<20<26°. Uncertainties in volume of better 

than 1:10,000 are attained. Unit cell angles showed no deviation lfom symmetry- 

constrained values greater than two estimated standard deviations (esd) from symmetry- 

constrained values. Pressures were determined from the unit-cell volumes of the quartz 

crystal in the diamond anvil cell, using Angel et a V  s (1997) EoS. Unit cell parameters 

and measured pressures for OH-chondrodite, OH-clinohumite, and phase A are 

presented in Tables 4.1,4.2, and 4.3, respectively.

4.3 Results

The volumes of OH-chondrodite, OH-clinohumite and Phase A all show a smooth 

decrease with increasing pressure with no evidence for any discontinuities throughout 

the pressure range studied, as shown in Figure 4.3. A third-order Birch-Mumaghan 

equation of state (EoS) was fitted to the P-V  data and the volume at 1 bar, Vo, the 

isothermal bulk modulus, Km, and the derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus with 

pressure, Km, were refined. Weights were calculated from the esd’s of the unit-cell 

volumes combined with the uncertainty in pressure corresponding to the esd’s of the 

unit-cell volumes of the quartz pressure standard. For OH-chondrodite, a 3rd-order 

Birch-Mumaghan EoS fitted to the 13 P-V  data points between room pressure and 7.8 

GPa (Table 4.1) yields: V„ = 367.41(4) A3, Kn  = 115.0(8) GPa with Kw ' = 5.1(2). A 

similar analysis for OH-clinohumite, using 12 P-V  data points between 1 bar and 8.2 

GPa (Table 4.2), yields V0 = 657.72(4) A3, Kw = 118.7(6) GPa with Kw ' = 4.9(1). For 

Phase A, the EoS fit to the 11 P-V  data points between room pressure and 7.6 GPa 

(Table 4.3) yields V0 = 512.59(3) A3, Kw  = 97.4(5) GPa with K ' = 5.9(2). The 

maximum residual |PC!je - Pobs| for each analysis is 0.0162 GPa, 0.0183 GPa and 0.0218
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GPa, respectively, with corresponding %w2 = 0.5, 0.6 and 1.2. The %w2 values indicate 

that the esd’s of the unit cell volumes are realistic estimates of measurement precision.

These results show that Phase A is the most compressible of these three phases and is 

approximately 15% more compressible than OH-chondrodite which is, in turn, only 3% 

more compressible than OH-clinohumite.

Table 4.1 Unit cell parameters of chondrodite between room pressure and 7.8 GPa. 

Numbers in parentheses are esds of the last quoted decimal place.

Pressure (GPa) A-axis (A) Z>-axis ( A) c-axis (A) ccO v (A 3)

0 .0001 4.7451(4) 10.3458(3) 7.8985(9) 108.668(5) 367.35(6)

0.903(3) 4.7356(4) 10.3164(3) 7.8772(10) 108.661(6) 364.60(6)

1.900(3) 4.7261(2) 10.2845(2) 7.8524(6) 108.644(3) 361.64(3)

2.524(4) 4.7198(2) 10.2659(2) 7.8382(7) 108.625(4) 359.90(4)

3.116(4) 4.7143(6) 10.2476(2) 7.8242(6) 108.609(3) 358.22(4)

4.110(4) 4.7049(3) 10.2186(3) 7.8024(8) 108.608(4) 355.51(3)

4.476(6) 4.7017(3) 10.2078(2) 7.7940(7) 108.584(4) 354.56(4)

5.255(3) 4.6953(2) 10.1857(2) 7.7770(7) 108.570(4) 352.58(4)

5.777(9) 4.6910(2) 10.1784(2) 7.7666(7) 108.562(4) 351.32(4)

6.419(8) 4.6859(3) 10.1550(3) 7.7536(9) 108.552(5) 349.78(5)

6.799(5) 4.6827(3) 10.1452(4) 7.7468(10) 108.556(6) 348.89(6)

7.292(10) 4.6789(2) 10.1326(2) 7.7369(5) 108.543(3) 347.76(3)

7.806(6) 4.6749(3) 10.1195(2) 7.7268(7) 108.533(4) 346.58(4)
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Figure 4.3 The EoS of clinohumite (green), chondrodite (red) and phase A 
(blue) to >7.5 GPa. Notice the considerable curvature in the com pressions, 
reflecting the high values of /C’for all three phases. Errors in V/V0 and 
pressures are smaller than the points shown.

Bulk modulus: clinohumite > chondrodite > phase A
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Table 4.2 Unit cell parameter data for clinohumite-OH from room pressure to 8.1 GPa.

Pressure (GPa) A-axis (A) b-axis (A) c-axis (A) a n V (A 0 •

0 .0001 4 .7 4 9 3 (4 ) 10.2858(4) 13.6992(12) 100.641(7) 657.71(8)

0.885(2) 4.7407(2) 10.2550(3) 13.6637(10) 100.610(6) 652.91(6)

1.797(5) 4.7325(2) 10.2255(3) 13.6282(8) 100.600(5) 648.25(5)

2.369(5) 4.7272(2) 10.2069(3) 13.6062(9) 100.580(5) 645.33(6)

3.204(3) 4.7195(2) 10.1810(3) 13.5754(9) 100.580(5) 641.18(5)

3.766(4) 4.7153(3) 10.1638(3) 13.5556(9) 100.565(5) 638.64(6)

4.576(4) 4.7085(3) 10.1402(3) 13.5259(9) 100.530(5) 634.92(6)

5.279(5) 4.7026(3) 10.1200(3) 13.5030(10) 100.550(6) 631.74(6)

5.983(4) 4.6974(3) 10.0995(3) 13.4799(11) 100.510(6) 628.77(6)

6.594(4) 4.6927(3) 10.0836(3) 13.4593(11) 100.531(6) 626.15(6)

7.258(6) 4.6876(2) 10.0654(2) 13.4377(8) 100.511(4) 623.39(4)

8.125(6) 4.6815(2) 10.0433(2) 13.4107(8) 100.506(4) 619.97(5)

Table 4.3 Unit cell parameters for phase A (hexagonal) 

from room pressure to 7.5 GPa.

Pressure (GPa) 0 -axis (A) oaxis (A) v  (A3)

0 .0001 7.8619(2) 9.5754(2) 512.56(3)

0.803(4) 7.8395(2) 9.5545(2) 508.53(3)

1.797(4) 7.8127(2) 9.5285(3) 503.69(3)

2.649(5) 7.7910(3) 9.5088(3) 499.85(4)

3.372(4) 7.7731(3) 9.4923(3) 496.69(3)

4.020(4) 7.7576(3) 9.4783(3) 493.98(4)

4.619(7) 7.7436(2) 9.4642(2) 491.48(3)

5.633(5) 7.7213(3) 9.4438(3) 487.49(4)

6.242(4) 7.7088(3) 9.4320(2) 485.40(3)

7.047(4) 7.6923(3) 9.4162(3) 482.52(4)

7.529(6) 7.6825(3) 9.4076(3) 480.86(4)
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Figure 4.6 Finite-strain analysis of phase A PPdata.

Table 4.4 Equation of state data for OH-clinohumite, OH-chondrodite and phase A.

Phase/axis K  (GPa) K ' AP max P max
2/vv

Clinohumite

Volume 657.72(4) 118.7(6) 4.91(14) 0.0162 8.125 0.5

a 4.749(13) 159(2) 7.7(6) 0.0393 0.6

b 10.28(10) 97.9(5) 4.11(13) 0.0259 1.1

c 13.70(3) 111.2(3) 4.22(11) 0.0267 0.2

Chondrodite

Volume 367.41(4) 115.0(8) 5.14(21) 0.0183 7.806 0.6

a 4.745(16) 145.6(21) 7.9(6) 0.0364 0.6

b 10.34(12) 101.9(7) 4.21(19) 0.0234 2.0

c 7.89(9) 102.2(11) 4.2(3) 0.0336 0.4

Phase A 

Volume 512.59(3) 97.4(5) 5.94(15) 0.0218 7.529 1.2

a 7.86(3) 90.0(5) 5.40(15) 0.0185 0.8

c 9.58(8) 116.5(11) 7.4(4) 0.0232 2.4
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The EoS results indicate that the Kro' is close to 5 for both OH-chondrodite and OH- 

clinohumite, and close to 6  for Phase A. Figures 4.4-6 show the compression data for all 

compounds plotted as Birch’s (1978) normalised pressure, F, against the Eulerian strain 

m easure,/ (e.g. Jeanloz and Hazen, 1991). As discussed in Chapter 2, f - F plots provide 

a visual indication that of whether higher order terms such as K' and K" are significant in 

the EoS. If all data points lie on a horizontal line of constant F, for example, then K' = 4, 

and the data can be fitted with a 2nd-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS. If the data lie on an 

inclined straight fine, as is the case for all three phases, the data will be adequately 

described by a 3rd-order truncation of the Birch-Mumaghan EoS, as described above. 

The slope of the linear trends shown in Figures 4.4-6 are equal to 3K0(K' -  4)/2. Figures 

4.4-6 also clearly show that Km' is greater than 4, the value commonly assumed for 

mantle minerals, by simple inspection of the linear fits.

The variation of the unit-cell axes with increasing pressure is shown for OH- 

clinohumite, OH-chondrodite and Phase A in Figure 4.7. The unit-cell parameters for 

each phase display a smooth decrease with increasing pressure and all three display 

anisotropic behaviour under compression. Linear axial compressibilities of each phase 

were calculated and the results are shown in Table 4.5. To allow comparison with other 

data those for oh vine are also displayed, from Downs et a l (1996).

For the humites, the least compressible axis is the 0 -axis, which corresponds to the 

direction perpendicular to the close-packed oxygen array. The b-axis is the most 

compressible axis and is similar in both compounds. The compressibility of the c-axis is 

nearly identical to that of the b-axis in OH-chondrodite, whereas it is significantly less 

compressible than b in OH-clinohumite. The unique angle, a, decreases slightly from 

100.641(7)° to 100.506(4)° at 8.125 GPa in OH-clinohumite and decreases from 

108.668° to 108.533(4)° at 7.806 GPa in OH-chondrodite. This effect could not be 

resolved in Faust and Knittle’s (1994) study of chondrodite. Phase A linear 

compressibilities differ by >8 %, the c-axis being the stiffest. This is a common feature 

in layer silicates, where the stacking direction is less compressible than the layer-parallel 

directions, see for example data presented on the B-group phases.
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With the high precision of our measurements, it can be seen that linear fits are not 

adequate descriptions of variation in cell parameters with pressure. This is evident from 

the r2 values associated with fitting to both linear fits (the linear compressibilities) and 

the quadratic fits (analogous to an EoS) of cell parameters that the linear function is not 

sufficient (Table 4.5). In the former r2 does not exceed 0.9988, however, with the 

quadratic function, r2 >0.9999. An alternative is to fit a parameterised Birch-Mumaghan 

EoS to the axes (Xia et al, 1998), for which the results are also shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.5 Quadratic expression of axial compression and linear compressibilities for 

clinohumite, chondrodite and phase A. The axial compressibilities for olivine are also 

shown, from Downs et al. (1996) -  who also noted that a second order term may be 

required to fit both the a and c  directions.

Phase/axis Quadratic Compressibilities Linear, pd r2f,t Pd

Clinohumite All r2 >0.9999 (xlO ' 3 G P a1)

a/ao 1.00000(3) - 2.04(2)x10'3P + 3.6(2)xl0'5P2 1.75(3) 0.9978

b/b0 1.00000(3) - 3 .35(l)x l0 '3P + 5.5(2)xlO'5P2 2.90(4) 0.9981

c/co 1.00000(3) - 2.96(2)x10'3P + 4.5(2)xl0'sP2 2.59(3) 0.9984

Chondrodite

a/a0 1.00000(3) - 2.22(2)x10'3P + 4.7(5)xlO'5P2 1.88(3) 0.9977

b/b0 1.00000(2) - 3.22(1)x1 0 3P + 5 .3 (l)x l0 '5P2 2.79(4) 0.9983

c/co 1.00000(4) - 3.25(2)x10'3P + 5.5(3)xlO‘5P2 2.78(3) 0.9983

Phase A

a/a0 1.00000(4) - 2.78(2)x10‘3P  + 6.2(3)xl0‘5P2 2.32(4) 0.9968

c/c0 1.00000(1) - 3.61(1)x10'3P  + 7 .8 (l)x l0 '5P2 3.02(6) 0.9968

Olivine a 1.354

(Downs et b 2.700

al., 1996) c 2 .1 0 1

Both humite structures display similar features, in that, the 0 -axis is characterised by 

high axial moduli (e.g. least compressible) and high K '  and both b- and c- axes share
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similar, >30% lower, compressibilities and lower K ' values. It is proposed this feature is 

related to the degree of close-packing in those directions, higher values of K' related to 

less well packed structural arrangements. For example, the 0 -direction of humites is 

perpendicular to the close-packed oxygen array and exhibits a K f -7 .8 1| 0  cf. K' -4.2 ±0 , 

(see discussion in Reynard et a l, 1996). The phase A structure shows the 0 -axis is 

-20%  more compressible than the c-axis with both having high values for K \ The d a  

ratio varies as d a  = 1.21792 + 1.02663xl0'3/ , -  1.99304xl0'5P2 and thus increases by 

approximately 0.5% over 8 GPa.

4.4 Discussion

Olivine and the humite minerals constitute a polysomatic series of orthosilicates based 

on hexagonal closest-packed anion arrays in which Vi of the available octahedral sites 

are filled, independent of the water content. The structural homology is derived from a 

replacement of four oxygens by four (F,OH) which is charge-compensated by the 

replacement of one tetrahedrally-coordinated silicon atom by a tetrahedral void. The 

number of tetrahedral sites filled by Si varies from 1/8 in forsterite to 1/9 in OH- 

clinohumite to 1/10 in OH-chondrodite. In clinohumite and chondrodite, (OH) are 

associated with M3-M3 edge-sharing bonds (Ribbe, 1982).

One of the main effects of OH incorporation in humites is to decrease the number of 

strong Si0 4 -Mg(0 ,0 H)6 columns per unit volume that run parallel to the 0 -axis. The 

progressive decrease in the compressibility along 0  from olivine to OH-clinohumite to 

OH-chondrodite (Table 4.5) is therefore probably related to the decrease in the number 

of strong Si0 4 -Mg(0 ,0 H)6 columns in the humites. Sinogeikin and Bass (1999) 

observed a similar trend in the elastic constants of the olivine-humite series derived 

from Brillouin spectroscopy. The second major effect observed in the axial 

compressibilities is the steady increase in compressibility along the c-axis from forsterite 

to OH-clinohumite to OH-chondrodite (See Table 4.4). The compressibility changes 

from pb> Pc> Pa in forsterite and OH-clinohumite to Pb~ Pc> Pa in OH-chondrodite. 

The key structural units in the humites are the chains of serrated octahedra that run 

parallel to c (Figure 4.8). The decrease in compressibility along c may be due to 

weakening of the M g(0,0H)6 octahedra in the direction of the OH-bond. Further work
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is needed to confirm this. A shear mechanism is also implied by the pressure - 

dependence of a  which acts so as to reduce the void space between the M2 and M3 

octahedra (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). The increase in the compressibility of c while b 

remains essentially unchanged, is also reflected in the small, but steady decrease of a 

with pressure. Overall, the edge-sharing octahedral chains with bracing tetrahedra 

control the compression within the be-plane, and, the tetrahedra in the structure provide 

stiffening along a.

13 . 7 A

Figure 4.8 Schematic skeleton structures showing the arrangem ent of the serrated 

chains of Mg-octahedra in olivine (left), clinohumite (centre) and chondrodite (right). 

After Papike & Cameron (1976).

Although Phase A is part of the chemical series based on raMg2S i0 4 + rcMg(OH)2, it 

is not part of the structurally-based xMg2vSiv-i0 4 V̂ (OH )4 humite system. As shown 

in Figure 4.11, the phase A structure is based on a slightly distorted HCP array in 

which Vi of the available octahedral sites are filled and 1/14 of the tetrahedral sites 

are occupied. Perpendicular to the c-axis there are two types of layers making up the 

structure, however, these contain no chains similar to those found in the humites. 

There are three symmetrically non-equivalent octahedral Mg sites and three Si
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tetrahedral sites in the structure. The M3 and T1 are on the triad axis and the T2 lies 

on the 6 3  axis. The M2 octahedron shares edges with other symmetrically equivalent 

M2 octahedra forming an Mg3Oi3 group around the 6 3  axis. This group is linked to 

others like it by sharing edges with the M3 octahedra, resulting in a (001) layer. The 

T1 Si tetrahedra are located at the interstices of the network and share their corners 

with M2 octahedra (Fig 4 .11). A second set of Mg3O i3 groups are found around the 

triad formed by edge-sharing Ml octahedra. These Ml Mg3Oi3 groups are isolated, 

but are joined to other groups by the comer-sharing T2 tetrahedra, resulting in 

another (001) layer. Unlike the common edge-sharing tetrahedra in humite structures, 

there is only corner-sharing between tetrahedra and adjacent Mg octahedra. The 

(OH) groups in phase A are found on the 0 2  and 0 4  sites and are thus associated 

with all Mg octahedra and with none of the T-sites (Horiuchi et al., 1979).

Figure 4.9 (100) projection of the clinohumite structure, again the M2M3 chain is 

obvious with the bracing Si-tetrahedra and the inversion point at M1.
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Phase A’s two layer structure presents two axial compressibilities that differ by >20%. 

The edge-sharing layers are very similar, however, it is more likely that the M2-M3 

layer provides greater structural support, it does not contain isolated edge-sharing 

groups. Rather, the M3 octahedra provide edge-sharing linkages between grouped M2s 

rather than the comer-sharing tetrahedra in the Ml layer. The a-layer in phase A is 

-10% more compressible than the layer compressibilities in the humite minerals. This is 

interpreted as due to the (longest) average MO bond being 2.908A (Horiuchi et al., 

1979), -30% longer than the longest average MO bond in clinohumite, for example, the 

M lc at 2.262 A (Ribbe, 1982). That is, the layer with the highest degree of structural 

support by having the most complete edge-sharing array in the structure also contains 

the octahedron most prone to compression, the M3. This, coincidentally, is the 

octahedral site associated with edge-sharing the M2 3 0 j3 groups, therefore further 

diminishing the integrity of the M2M3 layer.

Figure 4.10 Chondrodite structure clearly showing the serrated chain of M2 and M3 

octahedra, with the M1 at the centre of inversion. Notice a  is the unique angle.
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Perpendicular to these layers, i.e. normal to the closest-packed oxygen array in the 

structure, is the c-direction. As mentioned above, the higher K  and K' is in common with 

other layer silicates, such as the anhydrous-B and the humites, again this is an effect of 

the layer being perpendicular to the HCP array. The c-axis also runs parallel to the base- 

apex direction of the Si-tetrahedra and is consequently stiffer than the layers that run 

perpendicular to it, being the strongest polyhedral direction.

4.5 Effects o f  hydration and other substitutions on elastic properties

The bulk moduli of natural chondrodites with different OH/F contents range from 

136 GPa for a specimen with OH/(OH+F) = 0.27 (Faust and Knittle, 1994; 

Kuribayashi et al., 1998) to 118 GPa for a sample with OH/(OH+F) = 0.68 

(Sinogeikin and Bass, 1999). Lager et a l  (1999) reported a bulk modulus of 

95.9(15) GPa for a synthetic specimen of pure OD-chondrodite. The bulk modulus 

for OH-chondrodite determined in this study, 115.0(7) GPa, is -17%  higher than 

Lager et al.*s (1999) value and 3% lower than Sinogeikin and Bass’ (1999) value. 

One possible source for the discrepancy between this study and that of Lager et al. 

(1999) is the substitution of D«-»H in the synthesis o f the deuterated sample. Lager et 

al. (1999) find that O-D bond lengths are longer than those in (OH,F)-chondrodite, 

(1.076(3) A and 1.110(4) A, compared to - 1 .0 2 1 (2 ); Lager et al., 1999; Friedrich et 

al., 1999). This has the overall effect of increasing the cell volume and thus, 

decreasing the density and the bulk modulus. Another source of discrepancy is the 

choice of hydrostatic medium, the neutron diffraction study used Fluorinert, which is 

known to be non-hydrostatic especially above 4GPa (W. Marshall, pers. comm.). In 

contrast, natural chondrodites with high F content tend to have higher bulk moduli 

than those obtained from the pure (Mg,OH) end-members (Figure 4.12), suggesting 

that the incorporation of F (or Fe) is stiffening the structure. If we assume that Fe 

will tend to slightly soften the structure (see data for wadsleyite in Chapter 3), then 

the available data suggest that substitution of F for OH increases the bulk modulus 

and that the effect is in a non-linear fashion. That is, while there is only an -3%  

increase in the bulk modulus 4 from the synthetic OH-endmember to a natural 

specimen with OH/(OH+F)=0.68 (and the difference is closer to 2% if Ks is 

converted to KT), there is
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Figure 4.11 The two layer composition of phase A. Top, the M2 

Mg30 13 groups are centred around the corners of the unit cell, 

about the screw axis. These groups are joined by adjacent edge- 

sharing M3 octahedra. Bottom, the second layer type, again 

Mg30 13 groups of M1 octahedra, however these only corner share 

to the Si-tetrahedra.
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specimen of clinohumite with OH/(OH+F)=0.71. Unfortunately, no data are 

available for clinohumites with higher F contents to determine whether KT increases 

dramatically at higher concentrations of F. The effect of F is known to greatly 

increase the bulk modulus in other compounds. For example, KT increases from 80.4 

GPa in hydroxyapatite to 212.3 GPa in fluorapatite (Figure 4.12), from 41-42 GPa in 

brucite, Mg(OH)2 (Catti et a l ,  1995; Duffy et a l , 1995) to 102 GPa in sellaite, MgF2 

(Jones, 1977) and from Kt = 37.8(18) GPa in portlandite, Ca(OH)2 (Meade and 

Jeanloz, 1990) to 84.1 GPa in CaF2 (Jones, 1977). It is not clear, however, why the 

effect in humites appears to be nonlinear although it may be due to the structural 

situation of the OH/F sites and the substitution mechanism for F <-* OH.

The bulk modulus of phase A obtained in this study, KT = 97.4(5) GPa is - 6 % lower 

than Kuribayashi et a l ’s (1999) value, KT = 104.4(40) GPa, which are both -30% lower 

than Pawley et aV  s (1995) K t = 145(5) GPa. This large difference can only be 

accounted for by comparing the experimental techniques involved, both our data and 

that of Kuribayashi et a l (1999) have been obtained by single-crystal XRD methods. 

However, Pawley et a l (1995) used a powdered phase A sample for synchrotron XRD 

measurements. The pressure standard used was also a powder, NaCl, which can dissolve 

in ‘undried’ methanokethanol mix (Angel et a l, 1997). An intimate mix of the sample 

powder and NaCl pressure standard, in insufficient pressure-transmitting medium, could 

cause deviatoric stresses to build up between adjacent crystals with a significant 

mismatch in elasticity (in this case 25 GPa, NaCl; Decker, 1971 cf. 97.4 GPa -  145 GPa 

for phase A). This type of behaviour led Duffy and Wang (1998) to observe, in a 

powder mix of Au and NaCl, an apparent pressure from the Au measurement of 10 GPa, 

while NaCl measured 8 GPa. This type of behaviour can account for the overestimation 

of the bulk modulus of phase A by significant overestimation of apparent pressure. 

What is more, as the bulk moduli contrasts between NaCl and those presented in the 

same study: talc {KT = 41.6(9) GPa; Pawley et a l, 1995) and 10A phase (KT = 32.2(55) 

GPa; Pawley et a l, 1995) are less than twofold. As a result the deviatoric behaviour 

would be much diminished and may not have been detectable in those experiments. The 

effect of non-hydrostatic conditions in powdered samples has been highlighted before 

(Reynard et a l, 1996) in a similar fashion using ruby pressure measurements. For 

example, Ross and Reeder (1992) obtained bulk moduli of 94.1 GPa and 117 GPa for
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single-crystal measurements for dolomite and magnesite, respectively. Compare these to 

those obtained by powder methods, Fiquet et a l (1994), of 112.9 GPa and 137.5 GPa, 

respectively. The relative differences in these bulk moduli are less than those observed 

between the phase A measurements, this is an effect of the bulk moduli contrasts 

between pressure standard and sample used in the experiments, K  -250 GPa for ruby 

(Sumino & Anderson, 1984). Thus, we ascribe the difference between Pawley et al., 

(1995)’s data and the other presented data as being due to experimental methods.

Considering the bulk moduli of the minerals along the forsterite-brucite join, we can 

clearly see that there is a linear trend in the bulk modulus with density, and thus, an 

increase in compressibility with increasing [OH] through the series (Figure 4.13). The 

decrease in Kt compared to olivine is 4.8% for OH-clinohumite, and 8.0% for OH- 

chondrodite, which can contain up to 2.9 and 5.3 wt% H20 , respectively. The figure also 

shows that there is a systematic decrease in bulk modulus with increasing water content 

for other phases along the Fo-Br join, including Phase A (Mg2Si0 4 Mg(OH)2) and 

brucite, Mg(OH)2, even though the latter two compounds are structurally very different 

from the olivine-humite series.

4.6 Trends along the jo in  Fo-Br join  in the M SH system

From study of the relationship between p and Ko, we can show that we are now in a 

position to predict the bulk moduli of any given phase along Fo-Br, with reasonable 

accuracy (to precision similar to recent EoS measurements). The form of the linear 

equation in p is,

Kt (GPa)= 103.6 (± 1.9)*p - 208.2 (± 5.7), limited by p>2.0 (4.5)

resulting in an error in estimation of KT ± 1.3%, r2 = 0.997. This is a useful tool 

when, for example, any new phases are discovered in Fo-Br, or, if end-members 

continue to prove difficult to synthesise, for example Mg,OH-humite was only 

recently synthesised (Wunder et a l , 1995). However, we estimate from both water 

content and density, a bulk modulus of KT = 119(2) GPa. A systematic trend for 

variation in bulk modulus and water content (Figure 4.13) is found:
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Kt (GPa) = 127.9( 16) - 2.75( 11) x wt%H20  (r2=0.99) (4.6)

160
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Pawley et al. (1995) <►

140
Faust and Knittle (1994); 
Kuribayashi et al. (1998)
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^ Fritzel and Bass (1997)
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Figure 4.13 Bulk modulus/ [H20] systematic for the Fo-Br series. Shown are fits 
through our data and brucite, red, and all data (excepting the green outliers), blue, 
which overestimated the brucite bulk modulus. In pink are the calculated bulk 
moduli for norbergite and humite, based on p = 3.09 and 3.16 gem 3 (Thompson 
1992).

With this relationship we can predict the bulk moduli, and densities of any given 

phase along the Fo-Br join. For example, no Mg-OH norbergite has ever been 

synthesised- Mg2Si0 4 Mg(0 H)2 ; yet we estimate, from a water content of 9.0 wt% 

H2O, a bulk modulus of around 103 GPa (Eqn 4.6), that is -11%  more compressible 

than OH-chondrodite but 5% less compressible than phase A. Substituting this value 

into Equation 4.5 results in a density of 3.00 gem'3, or identical to that of phase A ( p 

= 2.96 gem'3) within the errors of the analysis. It would appear that phase A is stable 

relative to OH-norbergite, at high pressure in the MSH system.
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The degree to which we can estimate the density at depth is reduced, however, due to 

the effect of the variation in ^ 'th rough  Fo-Br. Although a relationship can be sought 

for simple statistical variation of K ' with p, (p v. qk ; etc., etc.) proper understanding 

of its relationship to structure and to structural progressions through mineralogical 

series must be understood first. The structures of forsterite, OH-clinohumite, OH- 

chondrodite, phase A, and brucite are all based on slightly distorted close-packed 

arrays of anions in which one-half of the available octahedral sites are filled. We 

observe that phases that contain less SiIV tend to be both less dense and tend to 

undergo a higher rate of compression during initial stages of P-V  experimentation, 

which is reflected in a higher value of K'. In forsterite, for example, one-eighth of 

the available tetrahedral sites are filled -  more than any of the other phases - and 

displays the lowest K '=  4.0(4) (Downs et al., 1996) and highest density (p = 3.213 

gem'3). In phase A, one-fourteenth of the available tetrahedral sites are filled and it 

has a K ' -  6.0(2), which is significantly greater than that of forsterite. Brucite, at the 

other end of the scale, contains no tetrahedra, is the least dense phase and work by 

Xia et a l ,  (1998) reveals K ' = 6.7(7). With the arithmetic decrease of tetrahedral 

occupancy and a corresponding, more complex, increase in K '  through the series of 

humites and phase A we can say that some relationship may exist between these 

parameters.

Demonstration of the Ko, p  systematic through the Fo-Br series indicates the 

fundamental first-order compressional properties of these phases are related to their 

chemistry, not their structural groupings. Estimation of the bulk modulus from 

density with good accuracy is a useful tool in itself, however, closer inspection of 

crystal structures will lead to predictive densities at depth - once we have clearer 

indication of the role that crystallographic subgroups play on the value of K'.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter we have considered the compressibilities of the phases OH-clinohumite, 

OH-chondrodite and phase A, all members of the MSH system, more particularly, the 

Fo-Br series. This series, although a chemical one, does not encompass all the structural
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groupings of its members. Clinohumite and chondrodite share characteristics of olivine 

and norbergite, in that the structures can be considered as alternating stacks of 

norbergite layers, with olivine layers interspersed; the number of norbergite-like layers 

increases arithmetically through the series of humites. The relationships between olivine 

axial compressibilities and those of the humites are found by fitting second-order 

equations and interpreting the results with a structural basis.

From this we have drawn inferences to the effect of D, F and Fe on the bulk moduli of 

humite phases. I have also been able, by comparing the whole series of Fo-Br minerals 

for which data is available, to construct descriptions of the compressibility behaviour 

through the series with respect to both density and (OH) content. This is to a point now 

that we can, with some reliability, predict the bulk moduli of those phases that have no 

EoS description as yet, i.e. norbergite and humite.

Our new phase A bulk modulus data have great relevancy to the previously published 

equilibrium calculations that were originally based on a bulk modulus -50% higher than 

our own determination. Further work to establish new values for AF/° and S will surely 

allow calculations to clear up the differences in reported equilibria synthesis 

experiments (for example, Wunder, 1998) and suggest new, or verily present, P-T  

stability fields for phase A.
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Chapter 5 B-Group Minerals
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5.1 Introduction

Phase B, M g12SivlSi3IV0 | 9  (OH)2, and superhydrous B, MgioSivlSi2lvOi4 (OH)4, are 

examples of DHMS with densities of 3.368 gem ' 3 and 3.327 gem'3, respectively (Finger 

et al., 1991; Pacalo and Parise, 1992; Figure 5.1). Although phase B was first 

discovered over thirty years ago (Ringwood and Major, 1967), its crystal structure and 

chemistry remained unsolved until Finger and Prewitt (1989), Finger et a l  (1991) 

solved the structures of phase B and its anhydrous form, Mgi4SivlSi4lv0 24. Anhydrous- 

B (Anhy-B) is denser than the hydrous B phases (3.435 gem'3; Finger et al., 1991). 

Superhydrous-B (Shy-B) was first documented by Gasparik (1990) and the structure 

was solved by Pacalo and Parise (1992) who determined the space group to be Pnnm. In 

a subsequent study, Kudoh et al. (1994) assigned a lower symmetry of P2}mn that is 

consistent with the spectroscopic investigations of Cynn et al. (1996) and Hofmeister et

M g °  ^  • - S 0

Figure 5.1 Composition of the B-group minerals (blue) in the MgO quarter of the MSH 

ternary. The B-group are part of a homologous chemical series.

Humites

AnhyB Fo

al. (1999). Phillips et al. (1997) observed two poorly resolved sites for H atoms in the 

NMR spectra of Shy-B that is also consistent with the lower symmetry. In contrast, one
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peak for Si was detected, which is consistent with the higher symmetry. The structure of 

the fluorine analogue, superfluorous-B (MgioSi.^OuFzp, has also been solved (Hazen et 

al., 1997). Structural data indicate that no reflections were found to violate the «-glide 

symmetry and reported R-factors (Rw = 0.023 and R = 0.031) are lower than that 

previously reported, Rw = 0.087 and R = 0.078, for P2jmn by Kudoh et al., (1993).

19
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Figure 5.2 Synthesis diagram (Burnley and Navrotsky, 1996) for the B-group minerals. 

Circles indicate syntheses of phase B, other data include those of Kanzaki (1993) 

showing shy-B replacing phase B as  a decomposition of phase A.

Phase equilibria studies suggest that Shy-B has the potential to be a repository for water 

to great depths in the mantle. Gasparik (1993), for example, found that the assemblage 

Shy-B + stishovite is stable between 15 and 24 GPa at temperatures of 800-1400°C for a 

starting composition of Mg/Si = 1.5 with 3.6 wt.% FTO. Shy-B is also found to be 

stable within bulk compositions applicable to mantle assemblages (Frost, 1998). Frost 

and Fei (1997) reported that Shy-B is the only hydrous phase stable at pressures 

between 17 and 25 GPa in FFO-undersaturated (4 wt.% FFO) harzburgitic 
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compositions. The stability field of phase B extends from 11 to 17 GPa and 700°C- 

1400° (Akimoto and Yamamoto, 1986; Kato and Kumazawa, 1985; Burnley and 

Navrotsky, 1996). Phase B is excluded from hydrous mantle compositions by more 

hydrated phases such as phase A, E and Shy-B which all can co-exist with forsterite and 

enstatite and is, therefore, unlikely to exist in the mantle (Burnley and Navrotsky, 

1996).

Figure 5.3 Presnall and Gasparik’s (1990) Anhy-B sample recovered from 

2380°C and 16.5 GPa, from which the crystals used in this study originated.

5.2 Crystal structures

General formulae were produced by Finger and Prewitt (1989) which describe the 

structures of the B-group as consisting of two types of layers, one having a brucite-like 

topology with Si modifications and vacancies substituting for Mg. The other layer was 

considered to have a more humite-like topology. The formula for these phases is:
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(a). Olivine (100), or, 

Anhy-B (010) O-T layer. 

Dashed arrows indicate 

position of [010]oiivine 

shear planes.

(b) Phase B O-T layer 

showing shear 

direction parallel to 

[0 1 0 ] of olivine.

(c) Shearing with double 

density produces O-T Shy-B.

Figure 5.4 Polyhedral representation of the relationship between olivine and the O-T 

layers found in the B-group minerals. The layer found in Anhy-B resembles the (100) 

plane of forsterite (a). The (001) shear planes are shown as arrows, and they are 

subparallel to the [010] direction of olivine. Shearing the structure produces, first, 

phase B (b) and second, with double the shear density, Shy-B (c). From Pacalo and 

Parise (1992).
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Figure 5.5 The stacking sequence in Anhy-B (top) and 

Shy-B (bottom). Notice the alternating 0,0-T,0-T,... 

repeat and the apparent rotation of the two structures [001] 
when viewed down [100]. Yellow, Mg, Blue -  lvSi and 

vlSi and green circles are H. From Finger et al. (1991).
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The B-group minerals therefore consist of stacking arrangements of intergrowths of these 

two layers along b, Figure 5.5. Double O-T (octahedra-tetrahedral) layers of Mg in six-fold 

and Si in four-fold co-ordination alternate with the single O (octahedral) layers containing 

both Mg and Si in octahedral co-ordination. Variation in the Mg/Si ratio and water content 

is made by arrangement within the O and the O-T layers. The O-T layer alters by 

successive shearing of the (100) layer of olivine subparallel to [010] (Figure 5.4) which is 

represented in Anhy-B as an unaltered (010) O-T layer. The first shear step produces the 

phase B O-T layer, which is monoclinic in morphology, and doubling the shear density 

results in the Shy-B O-T layer. There is strict segregation of the ,vSi4+ and VISi6+ co

ordination polyhedra into the O-T and O layers, respectively. In the O-T layer, Si- 

tetrahedra comer-share with adjacent octahedral Mg polyhedra, however, in the O layer all 

Si atoms edge-share with the adjacent Mg octahedra. The hydrogen positions are located 

between neighbouring O-T layers and are bonded to the O sites associated with Mg only.

Norm a l i sed  Ana lys is  Totals (w t%)

Figure 5.6 Variability in synthesis of B-group compositions, from Gasparik (1993). 

Stars indicate ideal com positions of yellow - Anhy-B, red -  phase B and green Shy-B. 

5 coroP08'1'008 f° r superfluorous-B (blue).
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Single crystals of Anhy-B were selected from the run product of melting experiments on 

forsterite at 16.5 GPa and 2350°C (Presnall and Gasparik, 1990, Figure 5.3). Single-crystals 

of phase B and Mg-Shy-B were synthesised at the Bayerisches Geoinstitut using 

appropriate stoichiometric oxide mixes, held at 14.7GPa and 1000°C for 4 hrs and 15.0 

GPa and 1000°C for 3.5 hrs in Pt capsules, respectively. The crystals of (Mg, Fe)-Shy-B 

were synthesised from a sample of (Mgo.85Feo.i5)SiC>4 ringwoodite plus a molar mix of 2:1 

brucite + silica held at 18.0GPa and 1150°C. This resulted in crystallisation of both shy-B 

and phase E. The phase E crystals were deep blue in colour whereas the shy-B were 

colourless, suggesting that most of the iron partitioned into the phase E.

The single crystals were loaded in BGI and modified BGI-type diamond-anvil cells with 

T301 steel gaskets and a 4:1 methanol:ethanol mixture as the pressure-transmitting 

medium. Lattice constants of the sample crystals were measured at intervals of ~0.8GPa 

to pressures exceeding ~7.5GPa, determined from a least-squares fit to the corrected 

setting angles of 16-20 reflections between 14 < 20 < 26° (Tables 5.1...5.4). Unit cell 

angles showed no deviation from symmetry-constrained values greater than two estimated 

standard deviations (esd) from symmetry-constrained values. Pressures were determined 

from the unit-cell volumes of the quartz crystal in the diamond anvil cell, using Angel et 

aV  s (1997) equation of state. EoS parameters were obtained by a weighted-least-squares fit 

of the Birch-Mumaghan 3rd order equation of state to the pressure-volume data (Birch, 

1947). Weights were calculated from the esd’s of the unit-cell volumes combined with the 

uncertainty in pressure corresponding to the esd’s of the unit-cell volumes of the quartz 

pressure standard. Uncertainties in volume of better than 1:10,000 are attained.

5.4 Results

The volumes of these B-group minerals all show a smooth decrease with increasing 

pressure. Third-order Birch-Mumaghan equations of state were fitted to the P-V  data of 

Anhy-B (Mg, Fe)-Shy-B, Mg-Shy-B and phase B. For Anhy-B, we obtain Vo = 

838.86(4) A3, Km = 151.7(9) GPa and K '=  5.5(3) with AP^* = |Pobs - Pcalc| = 0.023 GPa 

and x„2 =
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Pressure (GPa) a-axis, (A) b-axis, (A) c-axis, (A) Volume, (A3)

0 .0001 5.87450(2) 14.1937(4) 10.0592(3) 838.81(4)

0.736(1) 5.8656(2) 14.1742(5) 10.0422(3) 834.91(4)

1.671(4) 5.8540(3) 14.1501(7) 10.0197(4) 829.99(6)

1.908(4) 5.8509(2) 14.1433(4) 10.0153(2) 828.77(3)

2.640(3) 5.8421(3) 14.1221(8) 9.9995(7) 824.99(6)

2.965(4) 5.8380(3) 14.1161(8) 9.9911(5) 823.36(5)

3.796(4) 5.8285(3) 14.0943(12) 9.9752(7) 819.45(6)

4.296(6) 5.8225(2) 14.0820(5) 9.9641(3) 816.98(4)

5.090(6) 5.8141(3) 14.0633(7) 9.9484(3) 813.43(5)

5.707(5) 5.8072(3) 14.0478(6) 9.9363(3) 810.59(5)

6.296(7) 5.8007(3) 14.0323(7) 9.9258(4) 807.93(6)

6.686(4) 5.7968(2) 14.0260(4) 9.9175(2) 806.35(3)

7.231(7) 5.7916(3) 14.0081(9) 9.9115(5) 804.11(5)

Table 5.1 Cell parameter data for Anhydrous-B to 7.2 GPa.

Pressure (GPa) a-axis, (A) b-axis, (A) c-axis, (GPa) Volume, (A3)

0 .0 0 0 1 5.1033(4) 13.9992(3) 8.7217(4) 623.10(5)

0.850(3) 5.0928(4) 13.9723(3) 8.7052(4) 619.44(5)

1.471(3) 5.0855(4) 13.9539(4) 8.6939(5) 616.93(6)

2.394(4) 5.0751(4) 13.9256(3) 8.6776(4) 613.27(5)

3.174(4) 5.0663(3) 13.9034(3) 8.6640(4) 610.28(5)

4.127(6) 5.0560(4) 13.8764(3) 8.6473(4) 606.69(4)

5.128(8) 5.0457(4) 13.8491(3) 8.6318(4) 603.18(5)

5.686(6) 5.0396(4) 13.8350(3) 8.6223(4) 601.18(5)

6.414(7) 5.0324(4) 13.8143(4) 8.6112(5) 598.64(6)

7.614(7) 5.0200(4) 13.7853(3) 8.5930(4) 594.65(5)

Table 5.2 Variation of Mg-Shy-B cell parameters with pressures up to 

7.6 GPa
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Pressure (GPa) a-axis, (A) b-axis, (A) c-axis, ( I )  p T o  Volume, (A3)

0 .0 0 0 1 10.604(2) 14.1131(3) 10.0852(2) 104.05(1) 1464.2(3)

0.841(3) 10.604(2) 14.0882(3) 10.0658(2) 104.059(7) 1455.6(2)

1.358(4) 10.571(1) 14.0735(3) 10.0546(3) 104.071(8) 1450.9(2)

1.858(6) 10.556(1) 14.0590(3) 10.0435(3) 104.053(8) 1445.9(2)

2.721(5) 10.537(1) 14.0343(3) 10.0243(3) 104.055(8) 1437.9(20

3.610(5) 10.516(1) 14.0100(3) 10.00562) 104.053(8) 1430.1(2)

4.255(7) 10.503(1) 13.9938(3) 9.9924(3) 104.038(7) 1424.8(2)

4.946(7) 10.491(1) 13.9763(3) 9.9786(3) 104.050(7) 1419.4(2)

5.728(8) 10.477(2) 13.9565(3) 9.9632(3) 104.04(1) 1413.3(3)

6.303(8) 10.464(2) 13.9433(4) 9.9528(3) 104.03(1) 1408.8(3)

6.5669(6) 10.458(2) 13.9369(4) 9.9478(3) 104.03(1) 1406.5(3)

7.276(9) 10.443(1) 13.9201(4) 9.9346(3) 104.035(8) 1401.1(2)

Table 5.3 Variation of phase B cell parameters over 7.2 GPa

Pressure (GPa) a-axis (A) b-axis (A) c-axis (A) Volume (A3)

0 .0001 5.1099(2) 14.0115(4) 8.7250(3) 624.69(4)

0.999(4) 5.0977(2) 13.9812(4) 8.7055(3) 620.46(3)

1.638(10) 5.0902(3) 13.9611(9) 8.6934(4) 617.79(5)

2.595(4) 5.0791(3) 13.9309(4) 8.6770(3) 613.95(4)

3.205(8) 5.0724(2) 13.9145(6) 8.6671(3) 611.72(4)

4.175(6) 5.0620(3) 13.8860(8) 8.6497(4) 608.00(5)

4.879(5) 5.0544(3) 13.8684(7) 8.6377(4) 605.47(4)

5.409(6) 5.0492(3) 13.8534(4) 8.6292(4) 603.60(4)

5.622(8) 5.0469(3) 13.8486(5) 8.6253(4) 602.83(4)

6.249(8) 5.0409(4) 13.8332(4) 8.6158(4) 600.71(5)

6.992(6) 5.0331(4) 13.8133(9) 8.6039(5) 598.17(5)

7.710(7) 5.0271(3) 13.7926(4) 8.5950(3) 595.97(4)

Table 5.4 Cell parameters of Mg,Fe-Shy-B to 7.7 GPa.
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1.5. For (Mg, Fe)-Shy-B this analysis yields V0 = 624.71(3) A3, KTo = 142.6(8) GPa, 

with K' = 5.5 (3), A P ^  = 0.023 GPa and %w2 = 1 .1 . Mg-Shy-B shows similar EoS 

parameters with V0 = 623.07(3) A3, KT0 = 144.9(7) GPa and KT0'=  5.1(2) with A P ^  = 

0 .0 2 1  GPa and %w2 = 0 .6 . Similar analysis for phase B, yields V0 = 1464.06(16) A3, Kto 

= 142.6(17) GPa, and K '=  7.0(5) with APmax = 0.034 GPa and %w2 = 0.4.

These results show that phase B and Shy-B are - 6 % more compressible than Anhy-B. 

Moreover, the results show that these phases all have K ' values significantly greater 

than the value of 4 that is normally assumed for dense mantle silicates. The isothermal 

bulk modulus determined in this study for both Shy-B compositions show excellent 

agreement with the Kudoh et al. (1994) value of 145(15) GPa, A ffixed at 4. There is 

also reasonable agreement with the adiabatic bulk modulus, Ks, of 154.0±4.2 GPa, 

(Pacalo and Weidner, 1996). The 7% difference between the latter study and this is 

greater than expected since Ks is typically only 1-2 % greater than KT. One possible 

explanation is that the thermal expansion, and/or, heat capacity and hence Griineisen 

parameter of Shy-B is greater than observed in other silicates. However, we must be 

wary, no precise direct comparison can be made between the compressibilities 

presented in these studies of Shy-B solely on the inspection of the bulk modulus, due to 

the high values of K'. By comparing these data we can also see that the effect of Fe on 

the overall compressibility of Shy-B is minimal. The increase of K' from 5.1(2) to 

5.8(2) in the (Mg,Fe)-Shy-B may be due to increased disordering upon addition of Fe 

into the structure. No comparable data, adiabatic or isothermal, exist for either phase B 

or Anhy-B.

It is apparent that K ' for phase B is significantly greater than the rest of the B-group. 

This may be due to disorder in hydrogen positions. Indeed, it has been suggested that, a 

high K ' may be indicative of a 2nd order phase transition involving redistribution in H 

sites (Hofmeister et a l,  1999). If we were to fix K ’ = 5.1 —> 5.8, for ease of comparison 

between B-group phases, we would expect a -4%  increase in the bulk modulus of phase 

B (to K  ~ 147 GPa). Using a value more representative o f its intermediate composition 

and water content composition, bulk moduli would then decrease to 94% (phase B) and 

92% (Mg-Shy-B) of the bulk modulus of Anhy-B.
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The unit-cell parameters of Anhy-B, phase B and the Shy-Bs also decrease smoothly with 

increasing pressure and show significant curvature. A parametric form of the Birch- 

Mumaghan equation of state has therefore been used to describe the pressure variation 

of the unit-cell parameters. In these calculations, V is substituted by a3, b3 and c3 after 

Xia et a l  (1998). For Anhy-B, this analysis reveals that the c-axis is the most 

compressible, Kc = 137(3) GPa with Kc' = 6.9(9), the b- axis is least compressible, Kb = 

175(4) GPa with Kb' = 3.4(12) and the a-axis intermediate, Ka = 148(1) GPa with Ka' = 

5.9(4). Mg,Fe-Shy-B and Mg-Shy-B share characteristics, in that, their a-axes and c- 

axes are similar, Ka = 135(1) GPa with Ka' = 6.4(4), Kc = 148(3) GPa with Kc' = 6.4(9) 

for Mg,Fe-Shy-B and Ka = 139(1) GPa with Ka' = 4.4(4), Kc = 150(1) GPa with Kc' = 

5.7(4) for Mg-Shy-B. Phase B shows unusual axial compressibilities, with the a-axis 

having similar compressibility as those of the Shy-Bs, Ka =135(5) GPa with Ka' -  

7.8(18) and a more compressible Kc = 142.3(8) GPa with Kc' = 5.4(3). Furthermore, a 

continual decrease in compressibility is exhibited along the b-axes from Anhy-B, 

through phase B, Kb = 153(1) GPa with Kbf = 6.9(4), to Mg,Fe-Shy-B; Kb = 146(3) GPa 

with Kb' = 5.2(9) and Mg-Shy-B with Kb = 145(3) with Kb = 5.4(3) GPa (Figure 5.9).

The most striking difference between Anhy-B and Shy-B is the 16% reduction in Kb 

from Anhy-B to Shy-B. In addition, b is the least compressible axis in Anhy-B, but it is 

slightly more compressible than c in Shy-B. Consequently, the degree of anisotropic 

compression is reduced; by approximately 22% from Anhy-B, through 13% for phase 

B, to Shy-B which only shows a 9% difference between Ka, Kb and Kc. It is also 

interesting that Ka of Anhy-B is similar to the Kc of Shy-B, and vice versa, reflecting the 

relative orientations of the olivine-like basis of the phases. If we compare linear 

compressibilities to those present in olivine, see Figure 5.4; p a = 1.354, p b = 2.700, f}c = 

2.101 (10‘3 G P a1) (Downs et a l ,  1996) we see that the closest values are between 

olivine /?c and those of the Shy-B /?fl, perpendicular to the olivine [010] shear direction. 

The corresponding directions in Anhy-B, the c, and phase B, a, are stronger, possibly 

indicating a greater degree of O-T interlayer bonding than present in Shy-B and olivine.
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Figure 5.7 Equations of state of the B-group minerals to 8 GPa. Variation in V/V0 is 

shown for Anhy-B (red), phase B (pink) and Shy-B (green- (Mg, Fe) and blue -  Mg 

compositions). The com pressions are smooth and non-linear over the full range in P-l/ 

data available.
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Figure 5.8a, b Variation in axis lengths from room pressure to 8GPa. Top, show s the 

axes of Anhy-B and bottom, phase B. The red triangles represent a / a the green 

circles, b/b0 and the blue squares representc/c0.

Anhy-B: Kb > Ka > Kc

Phase B: Kb > Kc = Ka
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Figure 5.8c, d Variation in axis lengths from room pressure to 8GPa. Top, shows the 

axes of Mg-Shy-B and bottom, Mg,Fe-Shy-B. The red triangles represent a/ao, the green 

circles, b/b0 and the blue squares representc/c0.

Mg-Shy-B: Kc > Kb > Ka 

Phase B: Kc > Kb > Ka
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Table 5.5 Linear compressibilities calculated for the B-group phases, the zero pressure 

values displayed are those generated by the linear fit to d  v. P.

dopd> A
(10 3 G P a 1)

dopd> A Pd>
(10 3 G Pa'1)

Anhy-B Mg-Shy-B
a 5.8731(5) 1.96(2) a 5.1018(5) 2.13(2)
b 14.1918(9) 1.78(1) b 13.9953(16) 2.01(3)
c 10.0552(14) 2.04(3) c 8.7191(10) 1.94(2)

Phase B Mg,Fe-Shy-B
a 10.5992(17) 2.06(4) a 5.1079(7) 2 .11(2 )
b 14.1090(14) 1 .8 8 (2 ) b 14.0073(16) 2 .0 0 (2 )
c 10.0824(16) 2.05(4) c 8.7220(11) 1.94(2)
fi 104.063(4)° 0.039(9)

5.5 Discussion

A qualitative understanding of the axial compressibilities of Anhy-B, phase B and Shy- 

B can be gained from inspection of their crystal structures. The structures consist of two 

types of layers: (i) an ‘O-T’ layer containing octahedrally co-ordinated Mg (and Fe) and 

Si in tetrahedral co-ordination, and, (ii) an ‘O ’ layer containing both Mg and Si in 

octahedral co-ordination. The latter can be described as a defect rock-salt layer where 

vacancies are created by Si substituting for Mg (Finger et al., 1991). In each of the 

structures, there are two ‘O-T’ layers for every ‘O ’ layer in a six-layer repeat (e.g. O, O- 

T, O-T, O, O-T, O-T...) along the b- axis. In Shy-B, hydrogen atoms are located within 

the O-T layers and share bonds with oxygen atoms belonging to three different Mg 

octahedra. The six co-ordinated Mg and Si atoms in the O layer are sandwiched 

between octahedral chains of the O-T layers. In each structure, the octahedrally co

ordinated Si atoms share all 12 edges with neighbouring Mg06 octahedra.

The increasing H20  contents and higher Mg/Si ratios of phase B and Shy-B are 

achieved by rearrangement within the O and O-T layers. The O-T layer of Anhy-B is 

similar to the (100) layer of forsterite. There are different linkages between the 

polyhedra in Anhy-B, so that one of the Si0 4  tetrahedra comer-shares with Mg06 

octahedra whereas the other tetrahedron shares 2 edges with Mg octahedra. This is in 

contrast to 3 basal Si0 4  edges shared with octahedra in the olivine structure (Finger et 

al., 1991). In phase B, two of the distinct tetrahedra share only comers with the 

octahedra, whereas the third shares edges with the octahedra (Finger et a l ,  1991). The
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O-T layer in Shy-B is related to the (010) layer in Anhy-B by crystallographic shear 

sub-parallel to the [001] direction of Anhy-B. In phase B, the O-T is similarly related to 

that of the Anhy-B O-T layer, except that the shear density is one half of that of Shy-B, 

Pacalo and Parise (1992). In Shy-B, two [M gSi02]2+ groups are removed from the

Figure 5.9 Variation of 

the fr-axis

compressibility through 

the B-group. Notice the 

change in com pression 

with addition of water to 

the structure, from 
Anhy-B (red) through 

phase B (pink) to the 

identical Shy-B (blue-Mg, 

and green- Mg,Fe).

Kb: Anhy-B >

Phase B > 

Shy-B

0 2 4 6 8

Pressure (GPa)

equivalent olivine layer and charge balanced by two H+ pairs. Each Si0 4  tetrahedron is 

located above or below a vacancy in the O layer and the apex of each tetrahedron is 

comer-shared with the three edge-sharing octahedra in the adjacent O-T layer. In phase 

B, as one might expect, the situation is similar with one [M gSi02]2+ group replaced by 

one H+ pair. Compression along the b-axis therefore involves compression of the Si0 4
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tetrahedra from base to apex in each phase, which is reflected in the high values of Kh, 

especially for Anhy-B.

The chains of edge-sharing octahedra in the O layer control compression within (010). 

Thus, it is not surprising that the Ka of Anhy-B, 148(1) GPa, has a similar value to Kc of 

Shy-B, 150.1(13) GPa and of phase B, Kc = 142.3(8). Again, the striking similarity 

between Kc of Anhy-B, 137(3) GPa, Ka of Shy-B, 139.4(15) GPa and Ka of phase B, 

135(5) GPa, strongly suggests that the compressibility along a and c is controlled by the 

edge-sharing, cross-cutting octahedral chains within the O layers of the structures.

Figure 5.10 The O and O-T layers 

in the Anhy-B (this page), phase B 

and Shy-B structures (next page /, 

r, respectively). In all diagrams the 

Mg-octahedra are yellow, Si- 

octahedra and tetrahedra are blue 

and the H positions are shown in 

red. Notice the relative 

orientations of [100] and [001], all 

projections are [010]. Diagrams 

are from structure solutions by 

Finger et al. (1991) and Pacalo and 

Parise (1992).
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We can clearly see this linear response in the bulk modulus with increasing water 

content (Figure 5.11). In this diagram the effect of disorder on phase B has been 

eliminated, i. e. K' has been fixed at a value of K' -  5.1, from which an intermediate K -  

149.0(7) GPa was obtained in a third-order Birch-Murnaghan fit.

154

152
Anhy-B

03 150Q_
O
*
co
= 14813"DO

phase B

m 146

Shy-B

144

142
764 50 1 2 3

wt% H20

Figure 5.11 The effect of water on the bulk modulus of the B-group minerals. Phase B 

data has been recalculated to eliminate the effect of disorder on K\

The analysis of data from both an end-member and an Fe-bearing Shy-B also allows us 

to estimate the slight effect of Fe on compressibility. The -1.5%  reduction in bulk 

modulus in the Fe-bearing shy-B is associated a volume increase of -0.25% . Both these 

values are larger (at least 3a) than the associated errors and therefore represent a 

measureable effect.
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5.6 Summary

It is clear from this study that the incorporation of water in Shy-B and phase B and their 

corresponding structural rearrangements in the O-T and O layers, relative to Anhy-B, 

has a profound effect on the EoS and overall compression of the structure. The 

isothermal bulk moduli of Shy-B and phase B are - 6 % lower than Anhy-B and each of 

the phases has K' significantly higher than 4. The &-axis of phase B is approximately 

15%, and the b- axis of Shy-B -18% , more compressible than that of Anhy-B. This is 

primarily due to differences in the O-T layer; where the H atoms are located and the 

linkages with the O layers. The rigid edge-sharing chains of Mg06 and Si06 octahedra 

in the O layers of all three phases control the compressibility along a- and c- in the 

structures. The net result is an overall reduction in the anisotropic compression with 

increasing water content.
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6.1 Introduction

Phase E is probably the least studied of al! DHMS, having only been synthesised 

recently, by Kanzaki (1991), in investigations of the Mg2S i04 + 20wt% H20  system 

at conditions of 13 to 17 GPa and 800°C to 1000°C (Figure 6.1). Further phase 

equilibria studies indicate phase E can crystallise from wet olivine (Frost and Fei, 

1998; Ohtani et al., 1995; Inoue et a l, 1995; Luth 1993), serpentine (Shieh and 

Ming, 1996) and from saturated KLB1 peridotite starting materials (Kawamoto et al., 

1996; Kawamoto and Holloway, 1997; Figure 6.2). The possible occurrence of Phase 

E has been found in natural systems as inclusions in kimberlitic diamond, Khisina 

and Wirth (1998), interpreted as having resulted from the metasomatic reaction 

between hydrous fluids and olivine at depth.

1 4 0 0

2 M g ( O H ) 2 + S i O ; me l t

o
<v

1 2 0 0  -

CH + C e n s t  
(+ H20 )

®  1000  
E

8 0 0  _

E (+ H 20 )
D + a n h y - B  

(+ H 20 ) |

6 0 0

A + C e n s t  
+ H 20 ) A + D 

(+ H20)

14 15 16

P r e s s u r e  ( G P a )

18

Figure 6.1 Synthesis 
diagram for phase E 
(from Kanzaki, 1991) 
from 2:1 molar mix of 

brucite:silica. The 
(+HzO) indicates the 
inferred presence of 
free water, although 

this was not observed

Kudoh et al. (1993) solved the crystal structure as having R-3m symmetry, 

containing layers of brucite-units in rhombohedral arrangement. These are cross- 

linked by silicon tetrahedra, magnesia octahedra, and hydrogen bonds that are 

apparently very weak but stronger than brucite (Kudoh et al., 1993; Mernagh and 

Liu, 1998). What is more, Kudoh et al. (1993) found phase E nonstoichiometric, 

having variable composition and having no long-range order. They proposed a 

pressure effect related to Mg/Si ratios, possibly weakly increasing with P (Figure 

6.3). The lack of a more pronounced trend, together with its disordered structure may
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indicate that phase E is either the quench product of a hydrous fluid, or, is 

significantly modified during quenching by interaction with a hydrous fluid (Frost, 

1999).

Phase E has been found to contain in excess of 10wt% H20 , considerably more than 

wadsleyite. Even though phase E can contain this much water, it is unlikely that it 

will be a major contributor to the storage of water in the mantle, or its transport to 

depth. In the subducting slab, phase E has a similar PT  range to that of wadsleyite, 

therefore, unless wadsleyite becomes saturated with water then phase E is unlikely to 

crystallise in descent.

Several spectroscopic studies exist for phase E (Memagh and Liu 1998; Liu et a l, 

1997; Frost and Fei, 1998). These studies indicate a closer relationship between 

olivine and phase E, in that, the Raman frequencies below 1000 cm ' 1 resemble those 

of the vibrations of isolated tetrahedral Si, akin to olivine. Also found in the micro- 

Raman study was the possibility of larger, ordered domains in a phase E 

superstructure. The presence of such a supercell would lower the symmetry, and 

increase the number of Raman bands from that expected from R-3m, exactly what 

was observed.

The high temperature behaviour was only studied to 473K due to assumed 

decomposition to an imperfect olivine structure. However, it was found that Raman 

active frequencies increased with temperature and decreased with pressure, excepting 

the OH. The OH band position increased linearly with temperature, mirroring the 

behaviour of phase A and hydrous wadsleyite (Liu et a l ,  1997).

Prewitt and Finger (1994) summarise the compositions of phase E as being derived 

from a brucite starting point with cell content Mg3(OH)6. Two reactions are then 

feasible for the replacement of octahedral Mg with tetrahedral Si:

Mg(OH)2 + Si4* <-► S i0 2 + Mg2* + 2H*, 

corresponding to a single Si per Mg removal, and

2Mg(OH)2 + 2Si4* <-► MgSi20 42* + Mg2* + 4H*
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which results when two Si are involved. Prewitt and Finger (1994) suggest that 

Kudoh et al. (1993)’s compositions (1.26 and 1.21 Si atoms added) corresponds to 

both substitution mechanisms being involved, however the first is the primary.
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Figure 6.2 P-T diagram of the crystallising phases from experiments in the 
H20-saturated KLB-1 peridotite system. Open circle and open squares 

indicate assem blages of olivine + 2 pyroxenes + garnet + hydrous fluid and 
liquid + garnet/enstatite, respectively. The quartering indicates additional 

hydrated phases crystallising in these assem blages. Also shown are the 
positions of the polymorphic transformations of the olivine phases (purple) 

and the stability limits of other relevant hydrous minerals, green. The ‘choke 
point’ refers to the region (3.5-6.5 GPa) in hot subduction slabs where basalt 

dehydrates to form volcanic arc system s above the Benioff zone. All data are 

from Kawamoto et a l(1993) and references therein.
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Figure 6.3 Variation in the Mg/Si ratio with EMPA analysis totals, from Frost (1999). 
The wide variation in phase E compositions possibly indicates pressure controls 
on the Mg/Si ratio. Data from unpublished work of Frost and Fei (circles), Kudoh ei 

al. (1993; triangles), Gasparik (1993; diamonds) and Inoue (1994; squares). The 

purple circle indicates the average H592 composition of phase E.

6.2 Experimental

Phase E was synthesised at the Bayerisches Geoinstitut (run H592) from a mix of 

(Mgo.85Feo.i5)-ringwoodite plus a 2:1 molar mixture of brucite:quartz held at 18.0 

GPa and 1150°C. This resulted in crystals of phase E being produced, <200pm in 

size, together with superhydrous-B. The phase E was deep blue, whereas the shy-B 

was colourless, suggesting the bulk of the Fe partitioned into the phase E.

The composition of the phase E crystals was studied by EMPA. The deficit in 

analysis totals from 100% was assumed to account for H2O compositions. The 

average composition (n=6) for phase E is Mgi.96(7)Feo.o72(5)Sii.o4(5)H3.7(8)06. The larger 

error in hydrogen composition is a function of lower totals that resulted from 

significant e-beam damage on the crystal, effort was made to reduce this effect by 

analysing with raster scans. This (Mg+Fe)/Si = 1.95 is midway between those of 
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Kudoh et a l  (1993) at 1.79 and 2.15 and slightly higher than that of Shieh et a l 

(2000) at 1.89. These phase E crystals are also the most hydrated (18.7wt%H20) of 

the published compositions and the only samples synthesised with Fe.

The phase E samples were subject to FTIR characterisation of the O-H stretching 

frequencies (Figure 6.4). Four main peaks were identified, between 2853 cm 1 and 

2956 cm '1, corresponding to O-H...H distances of -2.70 A and O-H bond lengths of 

O-H -0.98A, (e.g. Nakamoto et a l ,  1955). These distances compare favourably to
9 2

those of the brucite hydrogen bonds and interlayer spacing (O-H...H -1 A and 2.7 A, 

respectively) in brucite determined by neutron diffraction (Parise et a l, 1994).
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Figure 6.4 Unpolarised FTIR spectrum of the phase E single

crystal sample used in the x-ray data collection.
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The phase E single-crystal was loaded in a modified BGI-type diamond-anvil cell 

with Inconel steel gaskets, preindented to ~ 100pm, and a 4:1 methanol:ethanol 

mixture as the pressure-transmitting medium. Lattice constants of the sample crystals 

were measured at intervals of ~0.8GPa to pressures exceeding -6.5 GPa, determined 

from a least-squares fit to the corrected setting angles (Ralph and Finger, 1982) of 

reflections between 14° < 20 < 26° (Table 6.1). Unit cell angles showed no deviation 

from symmetry-constrained values greater than two estimated standard deviations (esd) 

from symmetry-constrained values. Pressures were determined from the unit-cell 

volumes of the quartz crystal in the diamond anvil cell, using Angel et aV  s (1997) 

equation of state. Equation of state parameters were obtained by a weighted-least- 

squares fit of the third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS to the P-V  data (Birch, 1947). 

Weights were calculated from the esd’s of the unit-cell volumes combined with the 

uncertainty in pressure corresponding to the esd’s of the unit-cell volumes of the quartz 

pressure standard. Uncertainties in volume of better than 1:10,000 are attained.

6.3 Results

Fitting a third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS to these P-V  data resulted in a Vo = 

105.627(7) A3, Kt  = 92.9(7) GPa with K' = 7 .3 (2 ) and Xw2 = 0.4 (Figure 6.5). To 

allow comparison of these data to those collected by Shieh et a l  (2000), a second- 

order Birch-Mumaghan EoS was also fitted. This resulted in a smaller V0 = 105.57(3) 

A3, a much increased KT= 101.5(8) GPa and a Xw2 = 7.3, indicating large residuals in 

fitting compared to our measured precision. Our measurement compares remarkably 

well with that of Shieh et al. (2000), K t = 93(4) GPa and K' = 5 (1) and K t  = 94(2) 

GPa with fitting to a second-order Birch-Mumaghan equation. Our Po cell 

parameters are lower than both those of Kudoh et a l  (1993) and Shieh et a l  (2000), 

indicating a higher density, which seems likely considering the Fe content of our 

sample. Bass et a l  (1991) implicitly state Ks = -97 GPa by estimating that the bulk 

modulus of wadsleyite was 6 8 % higher than phase E, we are therefore in good 

agreement with this data.
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Table 6.1 The variation in cell parameters to 6.7 GPa, for phase E.

Pressure (GPa) a (A) c(A) v m

0 .0 0 0 1 2.9654(2) 13.8703(5) 105.633(16)

0.296(4) 2.9623(3) 13.8552(6) 105.294(21)

1.128(4) 2.9541(2) 13.8140(3) 104.401(13)

1.987(4) 2.9460(3) 13.7742(4) 103.529(18)

2.973(4) 2.9374(3) 13.7336(4) 102.623(21)

3.944(6) 2.9295(2) 13.6959(4) 101.794(17)

4.443(6) 2.9255(3) 13.6767(5) 101.367(20)

5.301(7) 2.9187(3) 13.6445(5) 100.665(19)

5.539(5) 2.9170(3) 13.6370(6) 100.492(20)

6.139(8) 2.9126(3) 13.6152(6) 100.025(20)

6.671(8) 2.9091(3) 13.5972(6) 99.648(18)

A finite strain analysis of the P-V  data was also carried out and the results are shown 

in Figure 6 .6 . This clearly shows the positive gradient with a linear trend, indicating 

that K' > 4, and that no higher order terms, such as K ", are required in the EoS.

The unit cell parameters show significant curvature over the pressure range studied 

(Figure 6.7). Fitting a parameterised third-order Birch Mumaghan EoS to the cube of 

the edge lengths resulted in a0 = 2.965(2) A, Ka = 94.8(6) GPa with Ka' = 6.9(2) and 

c0 = 13.870(31) A Kc = 89.1(10) GPa with Kc' = 7.9(4). These are almost 

indistinguishable from those obtained by Shieh et a l  (2000), when expressed as 

quadratic functions;

a = 2.96(9) -  0.01001 (7)P + 0.000249(11 )P2

c = 13.8692(8) -  0.0494(6)P + 0 .0013(l)/>2.
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Figure 6.5 The pressure effect on the unit cell volume of phase E. The work in this 

study (red) is less com pressible than that presented by Shieh et al., (2000), in blue, to 

which a 2nd order regression has been fitted.
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Linear axial compressibilities were also calculated for the cell parameter data, these
3 1

again show only slight divergence in compliance, = 2.86(6) 10 GPa" with do = 

2.964(6) A and -  2.94(6) 10'3 GPa"1 with c0 = 13.860(3) A. Therefore, the c axis is 

slightly more compressible than the a axis. This is evident in the slight reduction of 

d a , varying by <0.1% over the pressure range studied (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.6 Finite-strain analysis of the phase E P-V data, blue. The horizontal line 
indicates a K’= 4 reference for the same K. It is clear from the data that the third-order 

truncation of the Birch-Murnaghan EoS is sufficient to describe the data.
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Figure 6.7 Top, variation in cell parameters during com pression, a-axis (triangles) is less 
com pressible than the c^axis (squares). Bottom, the effect of pressure on the axial ratio 

of phase E.
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6.4 Discussion

In their discussion of the structural solution of phase E, Kudoh et a l  (1993) open by 

stating ‘the structural model...is quite impossible on crystal chemical grounds’, quite 

a challenge indeed to then solve the structure. In phase E, both Mg and Si are 

distributed throughout an essentially statistical close-packed oxygen array, Figure 

6 .8 . Si, of course, cannot face-share with intralayer Mg2 octahedra. Furthermore, 

Kudoh et al. (1993) point out that the occupancies of all the cation positions are 

partial. The presence of short-range order in the structure, identified though HREM 

diffuse scattering (Kudoh et al., 1993), suggests that the structure does represent a 

quench product. They also infer that by slowing down the rate of quench, they might 

indeed force larger metastable domains of distinct compositions to form, by 

increasing the extent of local order in the structure. Shieh et al. (2000) point out that 

in situ P-T  structure solutions, or at least monitoring of absolute x-ray intensities, are 

required to confirm this. Notwithstanding, the structural features so far determined 

indicate a-layers of defect brucite-like M gl, and minor Mg2, octahedra. These are 

cross-linked with both M gl octahedra and the Si tetrahedra. To avoid face-sharing 

with both Mg-polyhedra, the location of the Si site is associated with vacancies in the 

adjacent layer, and cannot reside in close proximity to Mg2 octahedra in the 

intralayer space. Thus, this builds up a locally ordered distribution of cation species, 

but, due to these constraints and the partial occupancies of the cations (Mg2 has an 

occupancy of 0.013 per site, for example) there exists no pervasive ordering past 

50A, (Kudoh et a l, 1993). The location of the hydrogen site(s) has not been found. 

However, using Shieh et a l  (2 0 0 0 )’s hydrogen bond distances of 3.00-3.10 A, 
determined from IR data collected by Frost and Fei (1998), it is likely that the 

hydrogen position is associated with the interlayer gap rather than in a position 

within the brucite-like layers, as it is in brucite itself. Further evidence for this was 

obtained by our own FTIR study, which shows the 0 -H ...H  and O-H distances to be 

the same as those found in brucite with an interlayer gap of 2.70 A (Parise et al., 

1994).

Phase E has both the lowest density and bulk modulus for the DHMS phases and the 

highest K' reported for any DHMS phase. The high K ’ is most likely due to the
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brucite-like structure of the layers (K ' = 6.7(7) for brucite; Xia et al., 1998). There 

are structural similarities between phase E and phases A and D. The main difference 

between the phase D and phase E is the presence of Si in fully octahedral co

ordination in phase D, resulting in a fully edge-shared rigid structure. In phase E, on 

the other hand, all Si are comer-sharing tetrahedra. In phase A, the c-axis is the least 

compressible direction, due to the orientation of the Si-tetrahedra, and their rigid 

binding to the octahedra below them. In this case the Si-tetrahedra are not associated 

with close bonding to the Mg-octahedra and thus provide a less rigid framework 

along the screw axis. Perpendicular to the c-axis in phase E, the modified brucite-like 

layer is more compressible than that of the similar layer in phase D, this is largely 

due to the replacement of the edge-sharing polyhedra with the increased number of 

(unordered) vacancies in phase E.

Figure 6.8 Phase E structure proposed by Kudoh etal. (1993). Brucite-like layers of MgOe 

(ye//ow) octahedra are cross-linked by S i04-tetrahedra {blue) and MgOe intralayer 
octahedra. Associated with the tetrahedral positions, there are cation vacancies in the 

neighbouring layer, which display local ordering only. The c-axis is vertical and the a- 

plane horizontal.

The effect of anisotropy in compression that is common in DHMS and NAMS is not 

well developed in phase E. The characteristic vacancies in the brucite-like layer and 

the lack of long range order contribute to the diminished divergence in axial 

compression compared to other hydrous phases (e.g. the B-group minerals, Chapter
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5). It is highly likely that the incorporation of intralayer tetrahedra and octahedra has 

a profound effect on the decrease in compressibility along c, simply by filling space 

that is otherwise vacant in the analogous brucite structure, which shows a -1 :4  ratio 

in compressibilities (Xia et a l , 1998).

The lack of good structural information provides us with little idea of the basis for 

compression-controlling subgroups in the (001) plane. More particularly, we have 

little structural insight for the relative decrease in compressibility along a cf. p a of 

brucite. The 0 -axis compressibility of phase E is closer to that of periclase (fia = 2.1 x 

10' 3 GPa, Bass 1995). This indicates that about 70% of the layer Mg-octahedral sites 

are occupied if we compare this to brucite, p a = 3.8 x 10*3 GPa (Xia et a l, 1998), 

which has half the number of occupied octahedra layer sites as periclase. However, 

with a partially filled intralayer gap, it is envisaged this will also decrease the 

compressibility within the (0 0 1 ) plane by a mechanism that ‘pins’ adjacent brucite- 

like sheets with those in the octahedra in the gap to form short chains parallel to c, 

increasing the coherence between sheets. The relative effect of intralayer octahedra 

on the compressibility within the (0 0 1 ) plane will therefore be less than that 

exhibited along c. This is due to the intralayer Si being the dominant compression- 

controlling polyhedra along the c direction and the introduction of disordered 

octahedra would not alter this. From this model, it is expected that the shear modulus 

of phase E would be substantially larger than that of brucite, which only has weak 

hydrogen-bonds in the intralayer gap to inhibit shearing. This is also implied by Bass 

et a l  (1991) who state that the wadsleyite shear modulus is 90% greater than that of 

phase E. In which case, the value would be -6 0  GPa. This is probably an 

underestimation, as Sawamoto (1984) has measured p = 114.0 GPa, that is, three 

times that of brucite (c44 = 21.7(5) GPa; Xia et a l ,  1998).

The degree of ordering itself has implications for the variability of these 

compressibilities between domains, or even, different crystals -  especially 

considering that more than one ‘phase E’ (Shieh, pers. comm.) may exist.
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6.5 Summary

Phase E is the least dense and the most hydrated of all known DHMS, with an Mg/Si 

< 2. The structure is largely based on defect brucite layers, however, significant 

disorder exists in the distribution of the cation species within and between the 

brucite-like layers.

A third-order Birch Mumaghan EoS has been fitted to P-V  data collected using high- 

pressure single-crystal x-ray diffraction, from room pressure and temperature to 6.7 

GPa. This revealed that phase E has the lowest bulk modulus for any DHMS, with 

K To = 92.9(7) GPa, and, conversely, the highest pressure derivative of the bulk 

modulus, K t=  7.3(2).

A parameterised third-order Birch-Mumaghan EoS was fitted to the unit-cell 

parameters. This data showed that the c-axis is slightly more compressible than the 

0 -axis (Ka -  94.8(6) GPa, Kc = 89.1(10) GPa) and that phase E shows little of the 

anisotropy in compression commonly shown by other layer silicates and DHMS. It is 

likely that this is due to incorporation of intralayer cations between the brucite layers. 

These would increase both the effective density along c, and increase the coherence 

within layers, thus making a more rigid structure. Comparing the linear 

compressibility within the layers parallel to c, with similar data for periclase and 

brucite, we infer that a maximum of -70%  of the octahedra sites in the brucite layers 

are occupied.
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7.1 Summary o f  thesis

In this thesis I have presented new data on the single-crystal equations of state of 

minerals in the Mg0 -Fe0 -Si0 2 -H2 0  system using a high-precision method of 

single-crystal x-ray diffraction. The revised diffractometer control program, 

SINGLE, and a new internal pressure standard method was utilised throughout the 

research.

In the introductory chapter, I surveyed the techniques used; from the description of 

the SINGLE code, the orientation of crystals and the reduction of their cell 

parameters. The elements of the diamond-anvil cell were also introduced along with 

the techniques used to measure the pressure in these studies. Once the methodology 

used to collect data was covered, I described the various equations of state used in 

geological research, including comparisons between second- and higher-order 

Birch-Mumaghan and other EoS formulisms, as well as, the utility of finite-strain 

analysis in interpretation of P-V  data. This chapter was then rounded off with an 

illustration of the veracity and quality of the EoS parameters that can result from 

the use of the method employed throughout this thesis with an application to the 

EoS of KMgF3 perovskite.

In the subsequent experimental chapters I described the EoS of wadsleyites; the 

nominally anhydrous, hydrous monoclinic anhydrous orthorhombic varieties; the 

phases along the Mg2Si0 4 -Mg(0 H)2 join, including OH-clinohumite, OH- 

chondrodite and phase A; the B-group minerals, anhydrous-B, phase B and Mg-, 

(Mg,Fe)-superhydrous-B; and finally, phase E.

The main points from these chapters can be summarised thus:

Wadsleyites;

• hydrous wadsleyite is - 1 0% more compressible than nominally anhydrous 

wadsleyite,

• there is no effect of symmetry on the compressibility, or, anisotropy of hydrous 

wadsleyite,
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• the degree of anisotropy in compression increases to -35%  in hydrous wadsleyite, 

with a different pattern in axial compressibility from that exhibited by nominally 

anhydrous wadsleyite,

• we would not be able to discern between hydrous and nominally anhydrous 

wadsleyites by seismic methods at the a/p transition, especially if  a solid solution 

of hydration exists in wadsleyite, which seems likely.

OH-clinohumite, OH-chondrodite and phase A.

• the minerals along Mg2Si0 4 -Mg(0 H)2 display near (increasing) linearity in 

compressibility with respect to water content,

• they also show increasing bulk moduli with density,

• although phase A is structurally dissimilar to the humites, it is in complete 

adherence with the linear trends in bulk modulus and K' seen through the series,

• fluorine stiffens the structure, and the effect is not linear,

• the EoS of both OH-Mg humite and OH- Mg norbergite can be predicted from 

these data.

B-group;

• the extreme anisotropy in Anhy-B is reduced with the addition of water to the 

structure,

• the ^-axis displays the dominant effects of the addition of water, becoming more 

compressible upon addition of water,

• the alternating 0 ,0 -T ... structure completely controls compression, with similar 

edge-sharing motifs found in all three phases and density controlled 

compressibility along the stacking direction,

• Fe slightly softens the structure of Shy-B,

• evidence of disorder in phase B is exhibited by its high K',

• however, if K' is constrained to that of Shy-B, the bulk moduli decrease linearly 

with water content through the series from Anhy-B to Shy-B,

• the bulk moduli also increase linearly with density.

Phase E;

• phase E has the highest K' yet measured for a hydrous silicate, largely due to its 

brucite structural basis,
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• phase E is only slightly anisotropic in compression, converse to the rest of the 

DHMS,

• the degree of hydration and the vacancy concentration are coupled; with this we 

estimate a maximum of -70%  of the brucite layer is occupied,

• the intralayer cations pin the adjacent brucite sheets, reducing the incoherence 

between layers and stiffening along the stacking direction and resulting in the low 

anisotropy,

• the interlayer gap in phase E is similar to that of brucite, -2 .7A, with short H- 

bonds of -0.95A.

Other major points that can be considered from the data as a whole;

• K' is greater than 4 fo r  all o f  these phases.

It is an overused phrase that ‘K ' was assumed to be 4 ’ or ‘usually close to 4’ in 

experimental determinations of EoS. We suggest that these data should convince 

the readers that this practice should stop, as should ‘fitting a third-order Birch- 

Mumaghan equation with K ' fixed to 4 ’. This is for these main reasons;

• generally K' for mantle minerals is greater than 4, and often much greater than 4,

• the use of second order EoS to fit P-V  data that should rightly be expressed as 

third-order parameters is of little value as these parameters should not be 

interchanged (clearly, unless K' does actually equal 4), and

• K' cannot be inferred without some knowledge of the sample, its chemistry and 

its structure, an excellent example of this would be the K' of phase B.

The next step in this argument is to promote the use of this type of high-precision 

measurement. If any group does indeed identify the need for a third-order fit (by 

finite-strain analysis) to their P-V  data, yet they only have resolution to fit a second- 

order EoS, there is only one course of action open to them. That is to increase the 

pressure range of their data. If this is constrained by the sample or hydrostatic 

medium, say, then they must increase the precision of their V  measurements, by 

including a code that, like SINGLE, accounts for aberrations and offsets and uses 

the eight-position centering routine and/or by use of an internal pressure standard. 

If an EoS was still fitted to the incorrect choice of EoS, then, it would be failing to
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completely describe the compressibility of the mineral and should, therefore, be 

rejected, especially as the state of the art is able to readily resolve fourth-order 

EoSs.

• The bulk modulus is systematic with density fo r  all the phases measured (Figure 

7.1),

• The structural and compositional trends within series provide predictive tools fo r  

the estimation o f with good certainty, the bulk modulus and possibly also K' fo r  

unknown phases.
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Figure 7.1 Bulk modulus-density systematic trend for all phases 
studied (red), the wadsleyites are in green and have been excluded 
from the fit. Also shown, in blue, are the data for brucite, forsterite 
and phase D (Xia et al., 1998; Duffy et al., 1996; Frost and Fei, 1998).
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Figure 7.1 demonstrates the systematic trend in the bulk modulus through the MgO- 

Si0 2 -H20  series, where the only notable offsets are the wadsleyite minerals. It is 

proposed that this is due to the substitution mechanism involved. Fitting the Kp data 

resulted in:

K  = 108(4)/? - 217(12) GPa, where the estimated error in K  is -3%  (7.1)

This is a good testament to the quality of the data, in that, we can estimate the bulk 

moduli of MSH phases within the experimental errors of most x-ray determined 

measurements. This data is then able to predict the bulk moduli for phases with 

known, or estimated densities. However, it is not without pitfalls, e.g. for phase B 

(p = 3.368 gem'3) we would estimate K  = 146.7 ± 4.4GPa, which is correct within 

error. Yet, if we wanted to predict the EoS, or, the density at depth we would be in 

error due to the large K f. Notwithstanding, it does serve well as a first-order 

approximation.

We are now in a position to fill in Kudoh et a l  (1996)’s Table 5, thus:

M ineral M AW density bulk modulus

Phase A 19.5 2.96 97.4(5)

Phase E 19.5 2 .8 8 92.9(7)

Shy-B 19.9 3.30 144.9(7)

Phase B 19.9 3.37 142.6(17)

Hy-wadsleyite 19.9 3.31 145.2(4)

Anhy-B 2 0 .0 3.44 151.7(9)

Wadsleyite 2 0 .0 3.47 162.2(6)

Table 7.1 Kudoh et al. (1996) with completed data, missing are the data for 
phase F, which along with phase G, is disputed to be phase D. Data from 
Kudoh etal. (1996) with bulk moduli added from this study.

From comparison with the data presented in the original paper, and the conclusions 

drawn, there is one considerable difference, again, phase B, whose bulk modulus is 

lower than that expected by the density. Apart from this and the disputed phase F in 

Kudoh et aids Table 5, all other minerals conform to their prediction. If we 

consider the trends in K' over mineralogical series, the Fo-Br minerals display a 

general near-linear increase over the whole series (Figure 7.2).
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We can see that we would be able to roughly estimate K' from the density data, e.g. 

norbergite has (from these linear fits) K = 112(3) GPa and K' = 4.53(7) from a 

density of 3.09 gem 1 (Thompson, 1992). The description of trends K' in 

mineralogical series is not as simple as that of K, due to there being a smaller 

database, and the manifold conditions that could deviate the predicted value from 

that of the observed, e.g. disorder and degree of hep in the structure, which do not 

have to follow density trends.
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Figure 7.2 Systematic trends in the buik modulus and K' 
through the data studied; in red is the linear fit of K as 
f(p). In green, the solid line is the (preferred) fit of K’ to 
the density of the phases through fo-phase A, with the 
dashes indicating the same fit including brucite, i.e. all of 
the measured br-fo minerals.

• Minor components in the chemistry has variable effect.

Of course, any system will alter with the addition of more components into it, if the 

effect is resolvable then it can be considered important, especially in systematic 

studies. Iron has been considered to have no/little or no/substantial effect on the 

compressibility of minerals, depending on the resolution of the measurements, the 

mineral Fe substitutes into and the relative amount that it will affect the minerals 

density. Fluorine is another phase pertinent to this study, that has been shown in the
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past to have a considerable effect on many aspects of the properties of crystallising 

phases, from stabilising the structure and being a catalyst (e.g. the origination of 

superfluorous-B), to the systematic (non-linear) variation in cell volume through 

the humite minerals (Ribbe, 1982).

It could be the next step, in high-resolution EoS measurements of mantle minerals, 

to undertake systematic studies of substituted components. The inclusion of 

components other than end-members, e.g. F and Fe, to nominally anhydrous 

minerals can have significant implication for the EoS, as we have seen (Chapters 4 

and 5).

With most mantle estimates of the Mg/Si ratio ~ 0.9, there should be considerable 

effort in estimating the effect of Fe on compressibility. Our data presented for Shy- 

B (Chapter 5) indicates that Fe slightly softens the structure, yet in magnesio- 

wiistite solid-solution bulk moduli change by as much as 12% with addition of Fe, 

(Jackson et al., 1978).

Considering the substitution effect of F/(F+OH) (see Chapter 4), we see that the 

humite compressibilities are affected in variable non-linear amounts. Although an 

interesting aside, the likelihood of fluorine in the mantle having a significant effect 

on the stability fields of clinohumite and chondrodite is low. Estimates for the F 

content of the upper mantle range from 15 to 26 ppm (Anderson, 1983; 

McDonough and Sun, 1995) and analyses of mantle-derived humite minerals from 

kimberlites contain negligible amounts of F (e.g. McGetchin et al, 1970). 

Therefore, although F has been shown to have a significant effect on 

compressibility, the concentration of F in the mantle precludes any noticeable effect 

on stability fields at depth.

• The substitution mechanism fo r  OH, or H, in the structure differentially alters the 

characteristics o f  the hydrated phase.

From comparison of the data presented herein and other EoS studies, we can see 

that the mode of substitution of OH, or H, affects the structural response to 

compression in a variety of ways.
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In Figure 7.3, the grossular-hibschite (Ca3Al2Si3 0 i2-Ca3Al2(Si0 4)3_x(0 H)4x; x = 0.2 

- 1.5) trend lies parallel to the trend in the wadsleyites for the variation in bulk 

modulus with water content. A different set of parallel trends are seen for the B- 

group and forsterite-humite minerals. These are indicative of the substitutions 

involved in protonation. In the former pair, the substitutions involve total or partial 

replacement of cation polyhedra with OH. In the hydrogamet substitution S i04 

tetrahedra are replaced with 0 4H4, thus, highly compressible (0 4H4) tetrahedra 

replace relatively incompressible S i04 tetrahedra, thereby reducing the bulk 

modulus of the whole framework (e.g. O ’Neill et a l , 1993). In the wadsleyites, 

protonation does not involve the Si-tetrahedra, but is associated with the M3 

octahedra (Chapter 3). On protonation of the Ol site, charge-balancing requires the 

M3 site to be partially filled with vacancies. Thus, the wadsleyite structure, which 

at 3.3wt% H20  has 1/8 of its anion sites filled with OH and 1/8 of the cation sites 

vacant, has its bulk modulus reduced, as OH- bearing Mg octahedra are more 

compressible than MgOfi octahedra.
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Figure 7.3 Linear trends in the bulk moduli of different mineralogical 
series, with increasing water content. Red, wadsleyite group, green 
B-group, blue forsterite-humite group and pink grossular-hibschite. 
Redrawn from Sinogeikin and Bass (1999) with additional data from 
Duffy et al. (1996), Bass (1989) and O’Neill et al. (1993).

In contrast, the latter pair of trends, the B-group and forsterite-humite series do not 

involve polyhedral replacement in the incorporation of hydrogen into the structure.
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All the phases in these groups are all related to forsterite (see Chapters 4 and 5) so 

they might be expected to behave in a similar fashion. Notwithstanding this, the 

main method of protonation of these structures is the progressive reduction in the 

extent and number of polyhedral chains per formula unit; rather than, for example, 

the solid-solution-like continuous replacement of polyhedra, without major 

topological differences, as is apparently the case with wadsleyite.

This becomes readily apparent when we consider the basic units in the B-group and 

the humites. The B-group (Chapter 5) consists of progressively sheared olivine-like 

mixed octahedral-tetrahedral layers by replacement of, in the case of shy-B, of two 

[MgSi(>2]2+ groups for 2H+ cations. This, unlike the situation in the wadsleyites or 

garnets, produces a topologically different layer. A similar mechanism is exhibited 

by the systematic changes in the humite group, based again on the forsterite 

structure. In this case, the humites alter by the decrease of S i0 4#3(Mg06) columns 

per unit cell, thus producing similar, but again, topologically different structures 

based on the pervasive serrated MgC>6 chains.

For phases A and E, it is made more difficult to assess the importance of the 

mechanism of hydration, simply due to there being no obvious anhydrous analogue 

available for comparison. However, due to phase E involving partial vacancies in 

the brucite-like layers that locally charge-balance the structure around interlayer 

OH sites, it seems most appropriate for it to behave like the wadsleyite/gamet type 

polyhedra-protonation mechanism. The variable compositions of phase E also tends 

to suggest that there is also solid-solution with respect to water content, another 

feature of the wadsleyite and garnet series. Phase A, on the other hand, is part of the 

fo-humite series and although structurally different it has similar characteristics. 

The main one in this context is that its cations still occupy Vi of those sites 

available, which is independent of water content through the rest of the series. 

Thus, it seems likely that phase A would be related to an anhydrous analogue (if 

one were to exist) by reduction in number of polyhedral units per unit cell, rather 

than by association of OH with, otherwise unaltered, polyhedra.

• Seismic detection o f hydrous phases cannot be anticipated.
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Considering wadsleyite, which if we recall, exhibits the largest change in 

compressibility with addition of a modest amount of water, indicates that 

replacement of nominally anhydrous wadsleyite with hydrated wadsleyite could not 

be detected by seismic velocity measurements (Chapter 3) at the 400km 

discontinuity.

Sinogeikin and Bass (1999) also consider that, upon replacement of olivine with 

clinohumite and chondrodite, they would not be able to observe as a seismic low 

velocity zone in the mantle.

However, Sinogeikin and Bass (1999) also suggest that it may be possible to detect 

the presence of water in the mantle by seismic wave attenuation, a function of the 

anelasticity of minerals. More hope is offered if bulk mantle anisotropy persists to 

depth, in which case the detection of hydrated phases may be possible through the 

selective directions in which seismic wave splitting occurs (Anderson, 1989). 

Hydrous wadsleyites display 35% anisotropy in compression (Chapter 4). This 

could give rise to a enhanced degree of seismic wave splitting, compared to the 

30% anisotropy in nominally anhydrous wadsleyite, which could prove useful in 

observation of hydration at the a/p transition. Olivine displays seismic anisotropy in 

directions perpendicular to that of wadsleyite (olivine - max [10 0 ] min [0 1 0 ]; 

wadsleyite - max [010] min [001]; Anderson 1989). Thus, the combined effect of 

orientated slow and fast directions and enhanced anisotropy suggests an increased 

likelihood of observation of hydrous wadsleyite at a/p transition. However, it is still 

doubted that a 5% increase in anisotropy is resolvable, based on the absolute value 

of the bulk wave velocity (Chapter 4).

7.2 Directions fo r  fu ture  work

The most obvious feature to integrate into future experiments is temperature. Few 

studies exist for the thermal expansivities of DHMS (e.g. Pawley and Wood, 1996) 

and none have deduced dK/dT  directly from P-V-T  EoS studies. If we are aiming to 

consider the properties of candidate hydrous phases in the mantle, then we ought to 

have experimentally derived temperature dependencies on V and K  that will allow 

us to calculate properties at depth. An example to highlight this is that of phase B, 

the large difference between Ks and K j (Chapter 5) may indeed result from
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anomalous temperature behaviour of the heat capacities or of the thermal 

expansivity, however it is unlikely.

The next most important component that should be introduced to EoS 

determination (be it at ambient or high-7) is the effect of Fe. This should be studied 

fully, now that the resolution to do this is the state of the art. This could also be 

incorporated into study of combined Fe and H effects on the stability of structures 

containing mixed Fe2+/Fe3+ and H. In addition, data on phase E (Kawamoto et a l  

1995) have shown that incorporation of up to 10 wt% FeO and up to 9 wt% AI2O3 

significantly increases the temperature stability of phase E (up to 1400°C and 15.5 

GPa). There may indeed be a strong point for the consideration of the effect of Al 

on compressibility if it does have such a significant control, for example, on the 

stability regime of phase E. In the lower mantle, it is not clear where Al is stored, in 

perovskite (a source of Ca, another contender for future work on the effect of 

compressibility of silicate perovskites), or possibly, as a discreet aluminosilicate 

phase (e.g. Zhang, 1999; Andrault et a l , 1998; Brodholt, 2000; Ahmed-Zaid & 

Madon; 1991)

The last point that should be made is the location of the H site and complete 

structure solution should be completed for all of the hydrous phases. This would 

provide more information on substitution mechanisms for protonation, the 

introduction of vacancy defects associated with protonation and the structural 

response of the protonated site under compression, rather than those inferred from 

bulk structural behaviour. This, however, requires the use of the complementary 

method of neutron diffraction to see H and advances will have to be made for 

measurements at high-P that are comparable with the results from single-crystal x-ray 

diffraction presented in this thesis.

These three recommendations are all technically difficult, if we were presently able 

to conduct these experiments, they, quite simply, would have been carried out. 

They are also small in number, however, considering that the first of the DHMS 

phases considered herein was synthesised over thirty years ago, they are time 

consuming and often, a technological advance is required before particular 

measurements become possible with a reasonable chance of reliability. These three 

main themes for experimentation will keep researchers busy for the next 10  years.
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